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Abstract 

The application of refractory materials at high temperatures necessitates special 

material properties, which influences the material wear, the energy consumption, 

and the production cost. Therefore, the failure mechanism investigation of refractory 

materials is of great importance. The current study aimed to investigate the possible 

thermomechanical failure of the refractory lining used in a steel ladle with the help 

of finite element analysis. As different material parameters are required for the FE-

simulations, an experimental study was designed to obtain them. Therefore, the 

outline of this study consists of two main parts, i.e., mechanical characterization and 

thermomechanical simulation. 

In the first part, high-temperature mechanical tests were applied to investigate 

the necessary material properties of a shaped alumina spinel refractory, which is 

used in the working lining of the investigated steel ladle. The experimental study 

included Young’s modulus measurements, uniaxial compressive and tensile creep 

tests, modified shear test and wedge splitting test. In this part of the study, several 

improvements were implemented in the material characterization methods. Firstly, 

a statistical study was introduced in the creep behavior investigation since a high 

scatter was received in the creep results due to the material heterogeneity. The 

second improvement was applied in tensile failure characterization. A novel material 

constitutive model was developed to be employed together with wedge splitting test 

and evaluate the refractory fracture parameters at high temperatures. The model 

overcomes the limitations of the concrete damaged plasticity model in Abaqus. It 

could deliver more accurate results by considering simultaneously creep and fracture 

behavior.   

In the second part of the research study, the evaluated material parameters were 

employed in the thermomechanical simulation of the steel ladle. A unit-cell 

modeling approach was applied, and three different constitutive material models 

were considered, each corresponding to an irreversible deformation mechanism. 

Creep behavior was simulated using the Norton-Bailey creep model, shear failure 

using the Drucker-Prager yield criterion, and tensile failure using the concrete 

damaged plasticity. The results of the three models were compared to observe the 

influence of each failure phenomenon on the stress-strain responses of the lining and 

the steel shell.   
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1. Problem definition and applied methodology 
Refractory materials are often used in linings of vessels that hold and treat fluids 

at elevated temperatures (above 1000 °C) to protect their metallic structures from the 

molten products they contain. Failure of refractory lining might result in the entire 

process cycle being shut down and a significant financial loss. As a result, the 

investigation of potential failure causes is critical. On the other hand, application of 

measurement methods directly on the refractory linings in service, is practically 

impossible. Therefore, the application of numerical simulations is a necessity to 

reproduce the refractory material behavior in actual working conditions, analyze 

their failure mechanisms and predict their lifetime.  

 Steel ladles are used to transport, refine, and cast molten steel. This vessel can 

have a direct impact on steel quality and accounts for the highest ratio of total 

refractory consumption in iron and steel industries. Therefore, the main objective of 

the current Ph.D. thesis was to investigate the thermomechanical failure mechanisms 

of a steel ladle refractory lining composed of shaped refractories with the help of 

finite element method. Three major phenomena, which cause irreversible 

deformation for refractory linings, were studied, namely creep, shear failure and 

tensile failure. 

The determination of material mechanical properties is a prerequisite for 

modeling their behavior, and thus experimental studies were planned to identify the 

necessary parameters for the applied material models. In this part of the study, 

improvements were made in the characterization methodologies for refractory 

materials: a statistical study was done on the creep behavior of refractories to assess 

the effect of microstructure heterogeneity on the creep parameters; In the case of 

tensile fracture, a damaged elasticity model was developed to mitigate the influence 

of residual stress defined in the constitutive model, and model combining damaged 

elasticity and Norton-Bailey creep was developed  to simulate the combined effect 

of tensile fracture and creep during high temperature fracture. 

In the simulation part of the research, a unit-cell modeling approach was 

employed for the thermomechanical simulation of the steel ladle to reduce the 

computational costs. The Norton-Bailey creep law, Drucker-Prager criterion, and 

concrete damaged plasticity model were employed to respectively model the creep, 

shear failure and tensile failure in the working lining of the steel ladle. Five process 

cycles of the ladle were simulated, and the results of different material models were 

compared together. 
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2. State of the art 
Refractories are unique ceramic materials, produced from various kind of 

mineral and chemical raw materials. Their production process contains several steps: 

it starts with extraction of raw materials; then the raw materials experience various 

treatment phases such as crushing, sorting by size, calcination and drying; 

afterwards, different raw materials are mixed based on the desired chemical and 

thermomechanical properties; dependent on the applications, the mixture might 

undergo further process steps [1]. 

Depending on the form of the product, refractories can be categorized into two 

groups, unshaped refractory products, and shaped refractory products. Unshaped 

refractory products are mixtures being composed of aggregates and binders, prepared 

directly in the place where they will be used, such as castable, mortar, ramming mix, 

etc. On the other hand, shaped refractory products are manufactured by casting, 

molding, pre-treatment, etc., and later placed in service, such as bricks, shrouds, 

nozzles, etc. [2]. 

Refractories can resist complex combinations of thermomechanical loads, 

chemical and physical wear generated by the high-temperature fluids and chemical 

agents used during the process. The type of refractories employed in each industrial 

application has a direct influence on the product quality and energy consumption [3]. 

High-temperature vessels such as metallurgical vessels for the iron and steel industry 

(Figure 1), rotary kilns for the cement industry, and channel induction furnaces for 

the foundry industry require refractory linings. Literally speaking, “lining” term 

refers to layers of substances that are attached inside of something to protect it. A 

refractory lining design normally consists of different layers, each responsible for a 

specific purpose, which is referred as multilayer design.  

 

Figure 1: Refractories application (steel ladle) [4] 
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For instance, in a steel ladle, the whole lining is normally made of three layers of 

refractory materials: the working lining, the safety lining, and the insulating lining 

(Figure 2). In this case, the working lining (also named wear lining) is the most 

crucial layer since it directly contacts with the molten steel and experiences high 

thermomechanical loads in a harsh chemical environment. The safety lining serves 

as a supporting layer after working lining, as well as enhancing the structure’s 

stability and integrity. Finally, the insulation layer role is to decrease the heat loss 

while protecting the steel shell from high temperatures. 

 

Figure 2: Refractory lining of a steel ladle 

If the lining is made of shaped refractories, the design of the brick lining setup is 

essential given that the joint (gaps) between the blocks alters the behavior of the 

lining by giving an expansion allowance to the structure. If this expansion allowance 

is too large, the refractory lining would certainly be loose, and there will be a risk of 

losing stability and collapse. Contrarily, lining might fail with too tight lining 

arrangement because of high compressive stresses [5]. Often, these gaps are the 

outcome of brick surface roughness, brick dimension and shape errors during 

production. Whereas, occasionally, the initial gaps are considered and created by 

using cardboards during the masonry installation to compensate for thermal 

expansion outcome [6]. 

2.1 Mechanical characterization of ordinary ceramic refractories  

Various experimental approaches can be employed for mechanical 

characterization of ordinary ceramic refractories, which depend mostly on the aim of 

the study. Some researchers investigate the influences of changes in the material 

chemical aspects on general mechanical responses such as thermal shock resistance, 
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cold crushing strength and so on. In numerical studies, on the other hand, the aim is 

to evaluate the material parameters needed for a specific material model, which 

represents the refractory behavior at high temperatures.  

The mechanical response of the refractory materials can be divided to reversible 

and irreversible behavior. The most important thermomechanical phenomena, which 

are responsible for the irreversible deformation of the refractory linings and might 

lead to the wear of the material, are tensile failure, shear failure and creep of materials 

[7]. Refractories are exposed to temperature gradients and repeated thermal shocks 

in service, which can cause substantial tensile stresses and tensile failure of the 

material. High compressive stresses in refractory linings, on the other hand, are usual 

owing to the thermal expansion. The shear failure might as well happen for the part 

of the lining, which is under compression. Finally, creep occurs at high temperatures 

and is critical in refractory linings because of its impact on the level of stress in the 

lining and the steel shell. Different experimental approaches are used for 

characterization of the irreversible deformation, which are explained further in this 

section. 

Additionally, the mechanical and thermomechanical experiments on refractory 

materials can be divided in three groups based on their specimen size: 1. Micro-scale 

experiments, which study the physics of interactions between the particles in a 

refractory product such as the crack propagation within the matrix, grain rotation, 

and so on.  2. Meso-scale experiments, which are used to assess the mechanical 

response of refractory products and/or to evaluate the mechanical properties needed 

in material constitutive model. In this category, the specimens’ size is comparable to 

the size of the refractory products. 3. Macro-scale experiments, which focus on the 

overall behavior of a refractory lining and are performed on refractory masonries.  

Often the goal of these experiments is to observe the refractory mechanical behavior 

at high temperatures close to the service condition, which brings challenges for 

researchers [8–10]. 

2.1.1 Elasticity and associated constitutive model  

The first behavior to be characterized is the reversible behavior of refractories. It 

has been shown that linear elasticity can well represent the refractory response before 

failure. The main parameters for the well-known Hook’s law (shown in Eq. 1) are 

Young's modulus (𝐸) and Poisson's ratio (𝜈). The other quantities in Eq. 1 are the 

second order elastic strain tensor (𝜀�̿�), stress tensor (𝜎) and identity tensor (𝐼)̿.  

𝜀�̿� =
1 + 𝜈

𝐸
𝜎 −

𝜈

𝐸
𝑡𝑟(𝜎)𝐼 ̿

Eq. 1[11] 
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For refractories, Poisson's ratio usually does not vary with temperature as much 

as Young's modulus does; according to the refractories’ handbook [1], the average 

value is 0.15, and it can be used in the simulations. Therefore, there were no attempt 

for Poisson's ratio measurements in this study. 

For characterization of Young’s modulus, two different non-destructive methods 

are normally utilized, the ultrasonic method and the IET1, both being standard test 

methods to determine dynamic Young’s modulus of materials. In the case of 

ultrasonic measurement, Young’s modulus is estimated by measuring sound velocity 

in the specimen; one short pulse of ultrasonic energy is transmitted from a transducer 

into the specimen and received on the other side. The transmission time is then used 

for calculation of the Young’s modulus [12]. The IET (RFDA2 test) measures the 

resonance frequency and its damping for a rectangular-shaped specimen, which are 

affected by elastic characteristics (Young’s modulus and shear modulus), specimen’s 

geometry and density and the excitation technique [13]. During the test, a mechanical 

impulse is used to excite the specimen in the flexural vibration mode, resulting in an 

acoustic signal. A microphone detects the acoustic signal, which is then converted 

into electric signals, and used with a fast Fourier transformation to compute the 

Young’s modulus [14].  

2.1.2 Creep behavior and associated constitutive models  

Creep is the time and temperature dependent gradual deformation of materials 

under constant stress [15,16]. Many materials, including concrete, metals, fine 

ceramics, and refractory ceramics, exhibit creep [17].  The creep phenomenon starts 

at different temperatures for different materials, which is dependent on the active 

creep mechanism. Determination of this temperature is easier for single-phase 

materials compared to multi-phase materials like refractories[1,18]. As illustrated 

schematically in Figure 3, a creep displacement-time curve of a specimen 

mechanically loaded and subjected to a specific temperature consists of three stages 

[19]. Primary creep is the initial stage, which has a time-dependent strain rate that 

reduces with time. After that, the strain rate stays constant in the secondary creep 

stage, and an approximate equilibrium state between softening and hardening 

 

 

1 Impulse Excitation Technique 
2 Resonance Frequency Damping Analysis  
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processes can be assumed [20]. Finally, in the tertiary creep stage, the strain rate 

gradually rises until the material fails [7]. 

 

Figure 3: Displacement-time curve of three creep stages [21] 

Different standards for investigating creep are available in the field of coarse 

ceramic refractories, and compressive creep tests are far more prevalent than tensile 

creep ones. Refractories, unlike metals, alloys, and fine ceramics, have a coarse 

ceramic structure with varying grain sizes; Therefore, creep testing of refractories 

demands rather large specimen geometries. In case of compressive creep testing, 

there are two kinds of conventional testing procedures: creep in compression (CIC) 

and refractoriness under load (RUL) [22]. The testing equipment and specimen 

dimensions are the same in both standards. The specimen has a diameter of 50 mm 

and a height of 50 mm. A constant load of 0.2 MPa is applied during the test, and the 

specimen's deformation is measured. The RUL technique involves firstly loading the 

specimen, and then increasing the temperature, and measuring the deformation 

during the whole heating time. But for CIC the load is applied after the heating phase 

under constant temperature. The CIC technique was created primarily to compare the 

creep resistance of different materials qualitatively and to aid in material selection 

for certain applications. One disadvantage is that the applied load is limited to 0.2 

MPa, which is insufficient for determining creep behavior under service-related 

loading circumstances. For most refractory materials, the small load makes it 

impossible to determine all three creep stages in an acceptable amount of time. 

Furthermore, because the CIC technique only investigates one load, it cannot be 

utilized to derive load-dependent creep laws. In addition, in the RUL method, the 

creep onset cannot be precisely detected, because creep deformation may begin 

during the heating process and is superimposed by the thermal expansion. 

Jin et al. [7] designed an improved compressive creep testing apparatus for 

testing of refractories to overcome the drawbacks of the RUL and CIC techniques. 

This apparatus was used in the current study as well. Loads up to 20 kN may be 

applied to cylindrical refractory specimens with a diameter of 35 mm and a height of 
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70 mm (Figure 4). The influence of friction between the specimen and the bearing 

part on the measured area is reduced by a height to diameter ratio of two. 

Temperatures of up to 1600 °C can be achieved using an electrical tube furnace. After 

a heating period with a rate of 10 °C/min and a dwell time for temperature 

homogeneity of the specimen, the load is applied, and the deformation is measured 

with two pairs of mechanical extensometers on the front and back sides of the 

specimen (distance between two corundum arms: 50 mm) (Figure 4). This testing 

apparatus enables for the observation of all creep stages at varied magnitudes of 

compressive loads [7].  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 4: (a) Specimen’s geometry for uniaxial compressive creep experiments and (B) the experimental 

device [23] 

For the case of tensile creep measurements, there are several challenges for 

ordinary ceramic refractories. Firstly, the tensile deformations are relatively small 

compared to compressive ones. Secondly, due to comparatively large grain sizes and 

length of pre-existing cracks in the virgin specimen of refractories, the assessment of 

representative creep characteristics needs a suitably large specimen volume. In 

addition, it is difficult to build an appropriate testing alignment that prevents 

specimens from bending and ensures a homogenous uniform stress throughout the 

cross-section area of the specimens. Furthermore, there are no standardized testing 

technique for investigating the tensile creep behavior of refractories at high 

temperatures [24].  

As a result, various experimental techniques have been proposed. For instance, 

three- or four-point bending tests are used to predict creep behavior under tensile 

stresses [25]. However, using these methods results in a non-uniform stress 

distribution in the specimen, making direct examination of pure tensile creep 

behavior difficult. There are just a few uniaxial tensile creep studies of coarse 

ceramic refractories available. Mong [26], for example, studied the tensile creep 

behavior of refractory bricks on cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 35 mm and 
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a length of around 230 mm. During the experiments, an electrical furnace was used 

to reach a maximum temperature of 950 °C, and the deformation was measured using 

micrometer slides and gauge markings. Later, Sidi Mammar et al. [24], designed an 

improved creep testing system based on a universal spindle driven tensile testing 

apparatus for uniaxial creep testing of refractories, which was used in the current 

study. To assure the viability of the tensile creep measurements, the specimen 

dimension was designed with the use of simulation. The specimen is a cylindrical 

form drilled from bricks with a diameter of 30 mm and a length of 230 mm. The 

refractory specimens were attached to water-cooled adapters outside the furnace for 

load application (Figure 5); the fixing device guarantees axial alignment of the 

sample and adapters during glue hardening.  

 

Figure 5: Specimen preparation for uniaxial tensile creep testing [23] 

Figure 6 depicts a schematic of the testing apparatus. Loads up to 20 kN and 

temperatures up to 1600 °C can be applied within this apparatus. Mechanical 

extensometers were used to quantify creep deformation on the front and rear surfaces 

of the specimens (initial measurement distance: 50 mm). This apparatus can be used 

to examine uniaxial three-stage refractory tensile creep under a variety of loads and 

temperatures. 

 

Figure 6: Uniaxial tensile creep test device [24] 
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Different material models, including asymmetrical creep models, creep damage 

models, and multiaxial creep models, were created to account for creep behavior in 

FE simulations. Micromechanical and phenomenological creep models are two types 

of creep models found in the literature. Micromechanical models are used to 

determine which creep mechanisms are active in a particular material. 

Phenomenological models try to assess the consequences of creep in a specific 

material, independent of the causes that may be responsible. This usually leads to 

simpler models with fewer parameters, but they are less generic. The Norton-Bailey's 

creep law is the most often used phenomenological creep strain rate model [11], 

whose general form is as follows: 

𝜀�̇�𝑟 = 𝐾𝑞𝑏𝜀𝑐𝑟
𝑎  Eq. 2[11] 

where 𝜀𝑐𝑟  denotes the accumulated creep strain, 𝐾 , 𝑏  and 𝑎  are the material 

constants and 𝑞  stands for the equivalent von Mises stress. Particularly in the 

secondary creep stage, the parameter 𝑎  is zero, and therefore the creep strain 

becomes a linear curve. The Norton-Bailey rule has the benefit of being theoretically 

straightforward and having parameters that are generally easy to determine. This 

model was demonstrated to properly fit the creep experimental results of refractory 

materials. As a result, it has been widely utilized to depict refractory creep behavior 

and to predict refractory lining behavior. For instance, using the mentioned two 

uniaxial creep testing devices, Schachner et al [27] characterized the asymmetric 

creep Norton-Bailey parameters of MgO containing refractories under tension and 

compression.  

The Norton-Bailey creep law available in the software Abaqus [28] has a 

different form (Eq. 3). Nevertheless, the important shortcoming of this model is that 

it cannot account for the asymmetry of refractory creep behavior, that is, the 

differences in behavior under tension and compression [29]. Furthermore, because 

the user must pick only one step to be applied, it is not feasible to model all the three 

creep phases in one simulation run. 

𝜀�̇�𝑟 = (𝐴𝑞𝑛[(𝑚 + 1)𝜀𝑐𝑟]
𝑚)

1
𝑚+1 

Eq. 3[28] 

To identify the material parameters in Eq. 2, it should be integrated using the 

trapezoidal rule [7], resulting in: 

𝜀𝑐𝑟,𝑖+1 ≈ [𝜀𝑐𝑟,𝑖
1−𝑎 +

(1 − 𝑎) ⋅ 𝐾 ⋅ (𝑞𝑖+1
𝑏 + 𝑞𝑖

𝑏) ⋅ (𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖)

2
]

1
1−𝑎

 
Eq. 4 
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where 𝑡 and 𝑖 are the time and time step index, respectively. It is feasible to get an 

analytic calculation of the resultant time versus creep strain curve, which can then be 

fitted to the experimental findings to inverse evaluate the creep parameters using an 

optimization technique. 

It should be noted that the experimental creep curves include both elastic and 

creep strains 𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡, and Eq. 2 does not include the elastic component. As a result, the 

elastic strains should be incorporated in the equation; in the uniaxial condition, the 

following formula can be used: 

𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝜀𝑐𝑟 +
𝜎

𝐸
 Eq. 5 

The second part of the right-hand side of Eq. 5 refers to the elastic strain and 𝜎 

is the applied stress. After obtaining the displacement-time data (like in Figure 3), 

they are employed with an inverse estimation method (Figure 7.) using Levenberg-

Marquardt least-squares algorithm [30], to evaluate Norton-Bailey creep parameters 

in Eq. 2 [7]. 

 

Figure 7: Flow chart of the inverse evaluation method to obtain the creep parameters [31] 

2.1.3 Shear failure and associated constitutive models  

In fracture mechanics, there are three modes for crack opening (shown in Figure 

8). The tensile opening mode (Mode I) occurs when the fracture faces separate in a 

direction that is normal to the crack plane. In-plane sliding, or shearing (Mode II) is 

the second mode, in which the crack sides are mutually sheared in the direction 

normal to the crack front. The tearing (Mode III) or out of plane mode, in which the 

crack faces are sheared parallel to the crack front, is the third mode [32].  
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Figure 8: Three modes of crack opening [32] 

For the case of fracture in Mode II or III or a mixed mode, suitable material laws 

like the Drucker-Prager [33] and the Mohr-Coulomb [11] models are commonly 

applied [34,35]. The Drucker-Prager model is typically used to simulate granular 

materials such as refractories whose cohesion is affected by hydrostatic pressure 

[28]. This model exhibits pressure-dependent yield criterion in which the material 

becomes stronger as the pressure increases. It is based on the form of the yield surface 

on the 𝑝 − 𝑞 plane, where 𝑝 is the hydrostatic stress and 𝑞 is the von Mises stress, 

calculated as: 

𝑝 = −
1

3
𝑡𝑟(�̿�) 

Eq. 6 

𝑞 = √
3

2
(𝑆̿: 𝑆̿) 

Eq. 7 

where 𝑆̿ is the deviatoric part of the stress tensor. For instance, a linear yield surface 

is depicted in Figure 9, and can be formulated as: 

𝐹 = 𝑞 − 𝑝 tan𝛽 − 𝑐 = 0 Eq. 8[28] 

where 𝛽 and 𝑐 stand for the friction angle and the cohesion, respectively. 

 

Figure 9: Linear Drucker-Prager yield surface [28] 

In contrast to pressure-independent models, which only have a deviatoric 

component, pressure-dependent models create volume expansion due to the fact that 

the derivative of the flow potential results in a non-zero volumetric component [55]. 

The flow potential for the Drucker-Prager model is hyperbolic and is given by: 
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𝐺 = √(𝜖𝜎|0 tan𝜓)2 + 𝑞2 − 𝑝 tan𝜓 
Eq. 9[28] 

where 𝜖 denotes the eccentricity parameter, 𝜎|0  is the initial yield stress derived 

using the hardening properties of the model and 𝜓 is the dilation angle. When 𝜓 =

𝛽, the flow is termed “associated”, although this often produces unrealistic volume 

expansion, so normally 𝜓 < 𝛽. When 𝜓 = 0 is used, the model does not show any 

dilatancy, and the flow potential is reduced to a von Mises type. 

Using the Drucker-Prager creep model and bending and compression tests, 

Dusserre et al. [36] investigated the asymmetric creep behavior of fiber reinforced 

refractories at high temperatures. The Drucker-Prager creep model was also utilized 

by Jin et al. [37] to predict the stresses and strains in a RH-snorkel during operation. 

The results were compared with calculations utilizing the Norton-Bailey creep 

model.  

Several testing methods to determine shear failure parameters are available. For 

instance, the Iosipescu shear test [38] was proposed and applied for shear-testing of 

different materials like metals, composites, and woods [39,40]. Another example is 

the multistage triaxial tests, which also gives the cohesion and friction angle and have 

been successfully applied for rock-type materials [41–43]. These testing techniques 

could be used for refractories, but they are not developed for elevated temperature, 

which is required for refractory materials. Later, the modified shear test was 

developed by Dahlem [44] for determining the cohesion and fracture angle in 

accordance with the Drucker-Prager failure criterion, for refractories and at elevated 

temperatures.  

Modified shear test is performed in a furnace on rectangular specimens (37.5 x 

37.5 x 150 mm3) with notches of two different angles (60° and 80°) as shown in 

Figure 10-a. Vertical loads are applied at a rate of 0.5 mm/min and are measured 

using a load cell. The maximum loads of specimens with different angles are then 

used to determine the cohesion and friction angle of the material using the p-q 

diagram in conjunction with the Drucker-Prager failure criterion (Figure 10-b).  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 10: (a) Modified shear test specimens and (b) determination of Drucker-Prager criterion parameters 

2.1.4 Tensile failure and associated constitutive models 

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is a theory that describes the crack 

growth and fracture in a material under linear elastic conditions. It is based on the 

assumptions that the crack displacement is proportional to tension and that energy is 

solely consumed to create the fracture surface in tensile opening mode (Mode I) [32]. 

Nevertheless, inelastic events occurring in the crack process zone ahead of the 

original crack cause deviations from pure linear elastic fracture; for instance, the 

irreversible deformation near the crack tip, crack branching, and energy consumption 

by friction of grains [32]. The fictitious crack model by Hillerborg [45] has been 

proposed to account for these deviations and is used only for Mode I fracture [46]. 

In this model, the fracture process zone ahead of an existing crack is substituted with 

a fictitious crack in which the material follows a strain softening behavior. According 

to the model, the material will act elastically until the maximum stress meets the 

material’s tensile strength, after which the crack is supposed to propagate. When the 

crack opens, the stress will not drop to zero immediately, but diminish with 

increasing crack width until a final crack opening is reached. The strain softening 

behavior describes the relationship between a decrease in stress and an increase in 

strain. This decrease represents the formation of microcracks and the growth of crack 

frontal process zone, which is the characteristic of quasi-brittle materials. 

As depicted in Figure 11, four material parameters define the fictitious crack 

model: initial Young’s modulus (𝐸0), tensile strength (𝑓𝑡), fracture energy (𝐺𝑓), and 

post-failure softening law (𝜎𝑐). In addition to fracture energy and tensile strength, 

which can be estimated using experimental data, investigations have revealed that 

the post-peak softening law has an impact on the simulation of material fracture 

behavior. Between various softening laws, bilinear, trilinear, and exponential post-

peak behavior have been demonstrated to produce better fits to experimental curves 

[47–49]. 
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Figure 11: Fictitious crack model [45] 

Concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model in Abaqus includes the fictitious crack 

model and is used to simulate the fracture behavior of quasi-brittle materials [28]. 

Firstly, it was proposed for simulating the behavior of concrete materials containing 

two major failure mechanisms: tensile cracking and compressive crushing [50–52]. 

The material behavior under uniaxial loadings is described in Figure 12. Another 

feature of the CDP model is that it can simulate the degradation of material stiffness, 

in a way that after the maximum stress, the stiffness is lowered based on the user 

input data, which are the tensile and compressive damage parameters (𝑑t and 𝑑c), 

defined as a function of the equivalent tensile and compressive plastic strains (𝜀�̃�
𝑝𝑙

 

and 𝜀�̃�
𝑝𝑙

). The damage parameters can be between 0 (with no damage) and 1 (with 

total damage in the stiffness). Therefore, the stress-strain formulations can be written 

as Eq. 10 considering the initial stiffness to be 𝐸0. 

𝜎t = (1 − 𝑑t)𝐸0(𝜀𝑡 − 𝜀�̃�
𝑝𝑙) 

𝜎c = (1 − 𝑑c)𝐸0(𝜀𝑐 − 𝜀�̃�
𝑝𝑙) 

Eq. 10[28] 

 

  
Figure 12: Material behavior under (a) uniaxial tensile load and (b) uniaxial compressive load according to 

the CDP model [28] 
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CDP model has been applied to model the fracture phenomenon in refractory 

materials and linings [35,53,54]. However, there are two disadvantages to utilizing 

this model. First, a lower limit on post-failure stress is imposed to avoid convergence 

problems and equals to 1% tensile yield stress. This is a disadvantage, especially 

when large tensile yield strengths are present, resulting in extra energy consumption 

in the model and error in the inverse identification of the material parameters, 

particularly the fracture energy [55]. Second, the CDP model does not include creep 

behavior. As both creep and tensile failure are important sources of irreversible 

behavior in refractory linings, they should be modelled simultaneously together [55].  

In order to inversely evaluate the tensile failure parameters of the fictitious crack 

model for a chosen material, an experimental technique is required. In this regard, 

several testing techniques have been developed, including direct tensile testing, 

three-point bending testing, wedge splitting testing, and so on. The wedge splitting 

test (WST) according to Tschegg [57] allows stable crack propagation on relatively 

large specimens because of the wedge action and the relatively high fracture surface 

to sample volume. WST has been utilized and proposed in several studies to 

characterize fracture phenomena in refractory materials [47,48,58]. 

The new WST testing apparatus at the Chair of Ceramics (MUL) [51] enables 

precise fracture mechanical characterization of refractories at room and elevated 

temperatures up to 1500 °C. Carbon-containing refractories can also be tested under 

reducing conditions [47]. Figure 13 depicts the specimen's dimensions. 

 

Figure 13: WST Specimen’s dimensions (in mm) [55] 

Vertical displacement of the wedge is delivered at a rate of 0.5 mm/min, and the 

vertical load is measured with a load cell. Transformation of the vertical 
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displacement of the wedge to the crack horizontal opening is not accurate because of 

the sliding of rollers and contact face compliance. Therefore, the horizontal 

displacement is measured on the specimen's back and front surfaces using a laser 

speckle extensometer. The horizontal load (𝐹𝐻) is then calculated using the measured 

vertical load (𝐹𝑉) according to Eq. 11.  

𝐹𝐻 =
𝐹𝑉

2𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝛼
2

 Eq. 11 

where 𝛼 denotes the wedge angle. 

The results are in the form of load-displacement diagrams (Figure 14), from 

which the following experimental parameters can be computed directly: specific 

fracture energy (𝐺𝑓
′), nominal notch tensile strength (𝜎𝑁𝑇) and brittleness number 

(𝐵). 

𝐺𝑓
′ =

1

𝐴
∫𝐹𝐻𝑑𝑥𝐻 

Eq. 12 

 

𝜎𝑁𝑇 =
𝐹𝐻,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑏ℎ
(1 +

6𝑦

ℎ
) 

Eq. 13 

 

𝐵 =
𝜎𝑁𝑇 × ℎ

𝐺𝑓
′ × 𝐸

 Eq. 14 

where, 𝐹𝐻 and 𝑥𝐻 stand for the horizontal force and displacement, 𝐴 is the fracture 

area (shaded area in Figure 13), 𝑏 and ℎ denote the width and the height of the 

ligament area, and 𝑦 is the vertical distance between the horizontal load point and 

the center of fracture area. Although 𝑦  is a variable number during the test, its 

average value is used in Eq. 13.  
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Figure 14: Typical load-displacement curve from WST [59] 

The 𝐺𝑓
′ , 𝜎𝑁𝑇 and 𝐵 are experimental parameters and dependent not only on the 

material properties but also on the specimen’s geometry and testing procedure. For 

example, the specific fracture energy represents just a portion of the total fracture 

energy since the experiment must be terminated prematurely (at 15% of the 

maximum load) to prevent contact between the wedge and the ligament. These 

parameters are usually used to compare different refractory materials. Therefore, an 

inverse evaluation technique with the help of numerical modeling is required to 

obtain the actual material parameters. 

In the literature, numerous modeling techniques have been utilized to simulate 

WST and to obtain the material parameters [47,48,55,56,59]. For instance, Jin et al. 

[48] defined cohesive elements in the ligament with fictitious crack model and 

varying softening laws, whereas the specimen’s bulk was defined to have elastic 

behavior. The study showed that the application of bilinear and trilinear softening 

laws can significantly reduce the residual of the fit compared to a linear one.   

2.2 Thermomechanical modeling methods for refractory linings 

The qualitative and quantitative predictions of mechanical and thermal variables, 

as well as the study of refractory material damage and failure mechanics, are favored 

by mathematical and numerical modeling [35,60–63]. Thermomechanical simulation 

of a high-temperature vessel is normally divided into two parts: thermal modeling 

and mechanical modeling. These two modeling methods can be coupled to create a 

thermomechanical model or can be used separately (named also “weak coupling”). In 

the latter, a thermal simulation is run first, and then the temperature distribution is 

utilized as an input in a mechanical simulation, with the premise that the model's 

mechanical behavior has no effect on its thermal response.  
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Heat transfer is the active loading field in the thermal simulation part, and it is 

the phenomenon of energy transfer between two media or within one medium as a 

result of the temperature difference. Heat transfer has three different types: 

conduction, convection, and radiation[64]. There are various equations and 

fundamentals for the computation of the heat flux generated by different 

mechanisms. Furthermore, heat transfer is modeled in two ways: steady state and 

transient; the former does not have a time-dependent temperature distribution, but 

the latter does. The transient version of the energy balance equation is shown in Eq. 

15. The temperature distribution in the model over time is determined using this 

equation and the heat transfer boundary conditions.  

𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
− 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑘 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  (𝑇)) = 0 

Eq. 15 

where, 𝜌, 𝑐𝑝, 𝑘, and 𝑇 denote the density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and 

temperature, respectively. 

Furthermore, in the mechanical modeling part, due to restriction of the refractory 

lining by a steel framework, mechanical stresses develop due to thermal expansion 

of the refractory material. As a result, compressive stresses occur on the heated face 

of the lining, while tensile stresses are in the steel framework. Additionally, rapid 

changes in temperature cause thermal shock and tensile stresses for the lining 

material. In the mechanical modeling of refractory materials, several mechanical 

constitutive models are used depending on refractory application and position in the 

lining. The working lining is subjected to the most severe thermomechanical stresses, 

resulting in the largest amount of wear and material loss in this region. Tensile 

failure, shear failure, and creep are the most common irreversible behavior 

phenomena for refractories, all of which are dependent on material characteristics at 

high temperatures.  

The numerical modeling of refractory linings is hindered by two major issues. 

Firstly, industrial vessels with refractory linings are large constructions with 

numerous details. This makes a full simulation of the entire structure computationally 

impossible and simplifications in the modeling part are required. Therefore, 

researchers in the refractory field proposed two key methodologies for simulation of 

refractory linings: homogenization technique and unit-cell modeling method.  

Secondly, measuring and observing the behavior of refractory linings during 

application is extremely difficult. Despite several advancements in the field of 

measuring instruments; for instance, in the field of temperature monitoring, reliable 
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displacement measurement of refractory lining during application is still a challenge. 

As a result, the validation of the numerical simulations is still a difficult task.  

2.2.1 Homogenization method 

The homogenization technique considers a homogeneous and anisotropic 

material that is equivalent to the lining composite under investigation, with different 

tensile and compressive strengths, as well as different inelastic behavior 

corresponding to each axis of the lining [65,66]. A 3D model of a steel ladle utilized 

for thermomechanical modeling using the homogenization approach is shown in 

Figure 15-a. As can be seen, the entire lining is modeled in one piece, and the number 

of contacts and pieces in the model are decreased, lowering the calculation costs. On 

the other hand, tests on large-scale lining constructions are necessary to characterize 

or assess this modeling method [67–69]. For example, Oliveira et al. [68] 

investigated the thermomechanical behavior of alumina spinel refractory lining 

under uniaxial compression and Prietl [70] conducted large-scale biaxial 

compressive tests to characterize the thermomechanical properties of magnesia-

chromite bricks (Figure 15-b). 

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 15: (a) An example of a steel ladle model used in homogenization technique [6] and (b) Biaxial 

compression test employed for characterization of overall behavior of refractory linings [70] 

Almost the first study that used homogenization technique for refractory linings 

belongs to Boisse et al. [63]. In this study, the aim was to develop a two-layer shell 

finite element model whose thermomechanical behavior is the same as the lining of 

a thermal combustor. In another study, Gasser et al. [71], by studying the joint effect 

on refractory lining behavior, proposed a solution for homogenization of refractory 

masonry. The material behavior was elastic when all joints were closed, and 

nonlinear when some joints were open. In this study, two simplifications were 

assumed. First, the possible sliding between the bricks was not considered, and 

second, the progressive closure of joints was not defined. This study was extended 

further by Nguyen et al. [65]. By adding the local joint state, the proposed equivalent 
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material had four different behaviors (illustrated in Figure 16), each of which was 

determined by the homogenization technique. 

 

Figure 16: Possible joint states of dry refractory lining along with the joint closure/opening criteria [6] 

In another study on refractory applications, a blast furnace was simulated [72] 

using homogenization technique. The blast furnace working lining were bricks with 

mortar joints. Firstly, tensile and compression tests were performed on two bricks 

with mortar between them to investigate the joint behavior at different temperatures. 

Later, a representative volume element was used to inversely evaluate the 

homogenized material parameters, including bricks with linear elastic behavior and 

mortar with linear elastic behavior and a Drucker-Prager with tension cut-off yield 

criterion. Similar to the work of Nguyen et al. [65], four different joint states were 

considered for the lining, and for each the material parameters were identified 

inversely using simulations. The model was tested on a refractory wall simulation 

and the results were comparable.  

In another notable study, Gasser et al. [73] investigated the influence of different 

masonry designs of the steel ladle bottom lining on the stress and strain levels of the 

steel shell. Different lining concepts were modeled using their corresponding 

equivalent homogeneous materials; while joints in the ladle wall have not been taken 

into account. The results showed that the bottom design and the joint thickness and 

type affect the stress and displacement of the entire shell structure.  

Mahmoud et al. [6] continued the work of Gasser et al. [73], by applying the 

homogenization technique also to the wall of the steel ladle in addition to the bottom. 

The goal of the study was to observe the mechanical response of a ladle during its 

complete working cycle. The homogeneous equivalent material was developed for 
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dry-joint lining with running bond texture. The same four different joint states were 

defined in the homogenized model. The model was validated using experimental 

results of biaxial compression test on refractory wall and later replaced the working 

lining of the ladle for thermomechanical simulation. For simulation, a weak 

thermomechanical coupling was used. The results showed that consideration of the 

orthotropic homogenized material, instead of an isotropic one, decreases the amount 

of stress in the working lining, and the decrease is proportional to initial gap size [6]. 

The mentioned studies worked on homogenization of refractory linings while 

considering the bricks to have elastic or even rigid behavior. This assumption leads 

to overestimation of stress magnitudes in the refractory lining and in the vessel steel 

structure since the nonlinear behavior of the refractory material at high temperatures 

(> 1000 °C) plays an important role in reducing the stress. Therefore, further 

developments in nonlinear homogenization of refractory linings including refractory 

material behavior at high temperature are necessary [74]. 

2.2.2 Unit-cell method 

Another approach to alleviate the modeling complexity of the vessel structure 

and its refractory lining and reduce the computation cost is to apply the unit-cell 

modeling technique. In this approach, a representative volume element containing 

all important constitutive information such as units and joints is utilized for the 

simulations. This is a section of the lining that is repeated throughout the structure. 

For instance, a unit-cell model of the slag zone lining in a steel ladle is presented in 

Figure 17. In this approach, the entire structure is not simulated, resulting in smaller 

model size, but it does need the knowledge of each constituent. Experiments on 

meso-scale specimens can be used to gain this knowledge. Nevertheless, in the case 

of complex material constitutive models, modeling will take a long time [75].  

 

Figure 17: Unit-cell model of slag zone lining in a steel ladle [76] 
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In the study of Andreev and Harmuth [75], a thermomechanical simulation of 

refractory linings used in teeming ladles was conducted for four working cycles of 

the lining. The Drucker-Prager model was coupled with a Rankine tension cut-off 

criterion for failure under compression. The fracture behavior was studied using the 

fictitious crack model for failure under tension. The numerical study revealed that 

the cycling temperature might result in recurrent fracture propagation at the working 

linings' hot face. 

Gruber et al. [77] performed numerical simulations of a blast furnace's refractory 

lining. The lining of the furnace is composed of multiple layers of varying materials, 

including refractory bricks and monolithic. The material constitutive model was a 

combination of the Drucker-Prager model and a Rankine tension cut-off. The 

simulation was conducted to determine the lining's reaction to thermomechanical 

loads in service and the interaction between the lining's layers, with the ultimate 

objective of optimizing the lining's design and material selection. 

In the research of Jin et al. [35], a unit-cell model was used to simulate and 

improve a Ruhrstahl Heraeus snorkel design. The purpose was to determine the 

thermomechanical causes of the refractory lining failure. The mechanical properties 

of the refractory utilized in the study were determined experimentally. The Drucker-

Prager model, Drucker-Prager with creep model, and the fictitious crack model were 

employed and compared. The authors determined that thermal shocks caused tensile 

failure in the wear lining, whereas joint openings were caused by shear failure and 

creep of the refractories.  

Gruber and Harmuth [53] investigated the potential of using a new class of 

refractories to counteract irreversible strains via controlled expansion and the effect 

of insulation on the necessary controlled expansion. The Mohr-Coulomb model was 

employed in the simulation, and the material was considered to be linear elastic till 

failure. They came to the conclusion that the steel ladle's insulation has a significant 

effect on the temperature distribution and ultimate stress condition. They discovered 

that in the case of a ladle with insulation, irreversible strains rise while the necessary 

controlled expansion of bricks decreases. 

Liang et al. [78] used a 3D unit-cell model of a high temperature black liquor 

gasifier to perform thermomechanical simulation. A continuum damage model was 

utilized to account for expansion owing to chemical reactions in the refractory 

material behavior. The damage caused by compressive failure on the hot face of the 

working lining was the most severe, according to the research, and was mostly 
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caused by chemical reactions. It also revealed that tensile failure caused by hot shock 

happened in a distance from the hot face. 

2.2.3 Comparison of homogenization technique and unit-cell modeling 

approach 

Based on the modeling decisions made in the previously mentioned research 

works, special considerations are required when making decision about the refractory 

lining finite element model and approach. As for the geometry, a 2D or 3D model 

can be chosen according to the boundary conditions of the structure, and the available 

calculation power. Units and joints can be modeled separately using unit-cell 

modeling method or homogenized into a composite material using homogenization 

technique. Even after choosing one of these approaches, many questions arise 

regarding the application of material constitutive models. Selection of the most 

appropriate modeling approach depends on the structure under study, the required 

accuracy and simplicity level, the available experimental facilities and knowledge of 

the material properties.  

 The implementation of homogenization technique in the case of complex 

material constitutive models is very challenging and still in the beginning stage. For 

instance, cracking behavior of refractory bricks in case of thermal shocks has not 

been simulated using homogenization techniques yet. On the other side, some studies 

with the aid of unit-cell modeling technique could apply various material failure 

mechanisms, such as tensile failure, shear failure, creep, etc., to the refractory linings 

in different vessels, e.g., a teeming ladle [75] and a RH-snorkel [35]. 

The homogenization technique applied in homogenized models demands implicit 

approximation for some nonlinear behavior mechanisms, such as joint sliding, 

cracking of units, crushing of unit or mortar, etc. Therefore, evaluation of the models 

and comparison of the numerical results with experimental ones are more 

complicated than unit-cell models [79,80]. 

Although homogenization approach may lead to a decrease in the model 

accuracy, it saves the computational cost for larger vessel simulation. On the other 

hand, the unit-cell modeling of refractory linings can produce highly accurate results, 

particularly at local level; but this approach is not developed for structural design, 

where the whole structure needs to be simulated, because it requires a separate 

discretization of bricks and joints. In fact, discretized modeling of masonry 

structures, which is called micro-modeling in civil engineering, could lead to 

intractable numerical difficulties with increasing the structure size [67,81,82]. 
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Finally, homogenization techniques require experimental laboratory tests on 

sufficiently large-sized masonry walls either for a preliminary mechanical 

characterization of the model, in early studies, or for final evaluation of the model 

results [67]. Nevertheless, the situation for unit-cell modeling approach is not much 

better, where the number of necessary laboratory experiments increase largely. In 

that approach, detailed characterization of the lining constituents is required in 

addition to the accurate definition of contact behavior. Therefore, in the case of 

homogenization techniques, preparation and execution of the experiments is costly, 

but in the case of unit-cell modeling approach, the high cost comes from the variety 

and number of tests needed.  

To sum up, one modeling strategy cannot be said to be better than the other 

because unit-cell modeling and homogenization techniques service different 

application purposes. In order to better understand the local behavior of masonry 

structures, unit-cell modeling approach must be carried out. This type of modeling is 

particularly suitable for structural details. When the structure is made of solid walls 

of sufficiently large size and the details’ effect on the stress state across the macro 

axes is negligible, the homogenization technique is suitable. Obviously, due to 

reduced time and memory requirements and a user-friendly mesh generation, 

homogenization techniques are more practical with an acceptable accuracy and 

increased efficiency. 
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3.  Results 
In the current research work, the conducted experiments were in the meso-scale 

category to evaluate the necessary material parameters for the introduced material 

models in chapter 2. The high temperature mechanical experiments were performed 

on fired alumina spinel bricks, which are used in the working lining of the steel ladle 

(shown in Figure 18). The working lining is the largest portion of the steel ladle 

refractory linings.  

 

Figure 18: Application area of alumina spinel bricks in the steel ladle 

The microstructure of the material observed with the scanning electron 

microscopic (SEM) is shown in Figure 19. Alumina grains (corundum) of different 

sizes, spinel in the fines, and pores in the grains and matrix are visible, which shows 

that the microstructure of this material is heterogeneous. 

 

Figure 19: SEM image of the investigated shaped alumina spinel refractory [83] 
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3.1 Mechanical characterization results 

3.1.1 Young’s modulus measurements 

Both IET and ultrasonic methods, introduced in previous chapter, were used for 

Young’s modulus measurement. Figure 20 shows the specimen; initially, the 

specimen’s Young's modulus was determined at room temperature using both 

methods. Then the sample was heated to 1500 °C (at a rate of 5 °C/min), with a dwell 

time of 1 hour at the maximum temperature, then cooled to room temperature in the 

furnace at the same rate. The real-time measurement at high temperatures was carried 

out with the IET technique at a frequency of one per minute. Finally, IET and 

ultrasonic techniques were used on the same specimen at ambient temperature. Three 

specimens were tested in total. 

 

Figure 20: Specimen dimensions for Young’s modulus measurements 

Figure 21 shows the room temperature and high-temperature measurements of 

the Young's modulus for the shape alumina spinel refractory. After heating, both 

methods detected a rise (approximately 3 GPa, 8%) in the Young's modulus, with the 

ultrasonic method yielding higher (approximately 4 GPa) findings than the IET 

method. According to the Young’s modulus evolution during heating and cooling, at 

first, the Young’s modulus value decreased slightly and then increased till a 

temperature around 1200 °C. The Young's modulus rose during the cooling phase, 

reaching its maximum value at a temperature around 700 °C before dropping with 

further cooling. For the thermomechanical simulation, the mean value of the three 

curves was utilized. The average standard deviation of the results was around 6 GPa. 
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Figure 21: Young’s modulus measurements on alumina spinel bricks - room temperature (left) and high 

temperature (right) 

An XRD measurement was used to investigate the cause of Young's modulus 

increase after heating. Two specimens, one from a virgin specimen and the other 

from a heated specimen, were examined. Table 1 shows the semi-quantitative 

calculation results. An increase of 2.6wt% in the spinel amount was observed. Since 

no magnesia was detected in the burned brick, the increase should come from the 

inclusion of alumina in the spinel structure. This inclusion benefits the bonding 

strength and could be the reason for the increase in Young’s modulus. More 

investigation on this topic was done in another study in ATHOR project [84]. 

Table 1: XRD measurement semi-quantitative results on a heated and a virgin specimen of alumina spinel 

bricks 

Component Heated specimen Virgin specimen 

Corundum 78.8% 81.4% 

Spinel 21.2% 18.6% 

3.1.2 Creep behavior characterization 

In the current study, the uniaxial compressive and tensile experiments were 

completed at three different temperatures with three different loads at each 

temperature. Three specimens were used for each loading condition. The test plan is 

shown in Table 2 for compressive creep tests and in Table 3 for tensile ones. These 

test plans required several trial experiments to define proper loads and temperatures 

with which all three stages of creep could be obtained in a reasonable time. The 

compressive creep results are reported in PAPER I. The applied tensile stress values 

are lower compared to the ones in uniaxial compressive creep tests due to the 
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asymmetry in the creep behavior of refractories. More on this aspect can be read in 

PAPER II and PAPER III. Here, the most important results are presented. 

Table 2: Uniaxial compressive creep testing plan [83] 

Uniaxial compressive creep tests 

Temperature (°C) 1300 1400 1500 

Applied stresses (MPa) 

8.0 

9.0 

10.0 

4.0 

4.5 

5.0 

3.5 

4.0 

4.5 

 

Table 3: Uniaxial tensile creep testing plan [85] 

Uniaxial tensile creep tests 

Temperature (°C) 1200 1300 1400 

Applied stresses (MPa) 

0.25 

0.35 

0.45 

0.15 

0.20 

0.25 

0.12 

0.15 

0.18 

 

considering the scatter of compressive creep results, an approach was devised to 

investigate the impact of the specimens' location and orientation in the brick on the 

creep behavior. In this regard, from a single brick, six specimens were cut as shown 

in Figure 22-a. The specimens were then subjected to compressive creep testing 

under the identical conditions, with the results displayed in Figure 22-b [83].  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 22: (a) Schematic of the specimens drilled out of a brick for study of the influence of their position and 

drilling direction and (b) their uniaxial compressive creep test results (with the Young's modulus added next 

to the respective curve). [83] 

Figure 22-b inferred that the inhomogeneity is the source of the scatter. The 

specimen drilled from the center of the brick showed the highest creep resistance and 

the specimen drilled perpendicular to the pressing direction showed the lowest creep 

resistance. Specimens from outer layer produced comparable results, particularly in 

the primary creep stage. Therefore, to address the issue of heterogeneity of the bricks, 
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two measures were taken: first, specimens were cut in the pressing direction and from 

the outer layer, and second, a statistical study was carried out to inverse evaluate the 

representative creep parameters. The approach was thoroughly explained PAPER I. 

The results of the uniaxial compressive and tensile creep tests are plotted in Figure 

23 and Figure 24, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 23: Uniaxial compressive creep test results of alumina spinel bricks [83] 
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Figure 24: Uniaxial tensile creep test results of alumina spinel bricks [85] 

A correlation study was done on the Young’s modulus (𝐸) (measured using 

ultrasonic method), bulk density (𝜌) and creep strain rates of the compressive creep 

specimens. For three specimens with identical mechanical loads and temperature 

conditions, the correlation coefficient was computed and averaged. The mean 

primary stage strain rate (𝜀1̇), the secondary stage strain rate (𝜀2̇), and the nominal 

failure strain rate (𝜀�̇�) were calculated. The results are presented in Table 4. Bulk 

density and Young's modulus were shown to have negative correlation coefficients 

with creep strain rates. The Young's modulus correlation coefficients were lower than 

0.57, whereas the bulk density correlation values were higher than 0.88. Because of 

the relatively high connection between creep strain rates and bulk density, the 

porosity of the studied alumina spinel material largely determined its creep 

resistance.  
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Table 4: Mean correlation coefficients table for Young’s modulus, bulk density, and creep strain rates from 

the compressive creep tests [83] 

 𝑬 𝝆 �̇�𝟏 �̇�𝟐 �̇�𝒇 

𝑬 1 0.847 -0.570 -0.570 -0.492 

𝝆  1 -0.927 -0.923 -0.889 

�̇�𝟏   1 0.997 0.990 

�̇�𝟐    1 0.993 

�̇�𝒇     1 

 

Primary and secondary creep stages were substantial in the compressive creep 

behavior, whilst a short primary creep stage and a significant secondary creep stage 

were observed in the tensile creep behavior. In addition, tensile failure creep strains 

were 1-2 order of magnitude lower than compressive failure creep strains, as 

illustrated in Figure 25. These observations demonstrated a high asymmetry in the 

creep behavior of the studied alumina spinel refractory [23]. 

 

Figure 25: Comparison of the uniaxial tensile and compressive creep results of the shaped alumina spinel 

refractory at similar temperatures 

The input data for the inverse evaluation algorithm (shown in Figure 7) can be 

chosen in a variety of ways; principally, it requires at least two curves with different 

constant stresses to obtain the three creep parameters. Input data from different loads 

would result in the same creep parameters in a perfectly homogenous material, 

however when there is scatter in the experimental results, different input data can 

yield different parameters. To examine the effect of input data on the final creep 

parameters and to find the best representative input sample, a statistical study was 

conducted for the first time on the creep behavior of shaped refractories. In this study, 

all combinations from (9
2
) (2 out of 9 curves) to (9

9
) were picked as input datasets (8 

in total), with the constraint that at least two distinct stresses exist in the dataset.  
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To compare the input datasets, the mean value (�̅�) and standard deviation (𝑆) 

were calculated; moreover, confidence intervals for creep parameters in different 

datasets were produced using Eq. 16 to examine the representativeness of mean 

values from various combinations. 

|𝜇 − �̅�| ≤
𝑡𝛼
2
,𝑛−1

𝑆

√𝑛
 

Eq. 16 

where 𝜇 is the whole population mean value, 𝑛 denotes the dataset population and 𝛼 

is the significance level. The right side of Eq. 16 is termed “100(1- 𝛼) percent 

confidence interval” for the mean difference. 𝑡 should be input from the t-distribution 

table depending on the degree-of-freedom (𝑛 − 1) of dataset and chosen confidence 

interval percentage “100(1 − 𝛼)“ [86]. A confidence interval percentage of 99% was 

selected in this study.  

Based on the statistical study, the input datasets of creep curves, which produce 

better representative mean and standard deviation of the material inhomogeneity 

could be chosen. For instance, in the case of the compressive creep primary stage 

parameters, the dataset “Combination of 7 curves” was recommended [83]. More 

discussions about the statistical study approach can be read in PAPER I and PAPER III. 

Table 5 and Table 6 provide the uniaxial compressive and tensile creep parameters 

for primary and secondary creep stages with their standard deviations, respectively. 

Figure 26 presents a comparison between the compressive and tensile creep 

parameters of the investigated material. The standard deviation of tensile creep 

parameters was higher than that of compressive creep parameters. The standard 

deviation of the secondary creep stage was higher than that of the primary creep 

stage. 

Table 5: Uniaxial compressive and tensile creep parameters for the primary creep stage at different 

temperatures [85] 

 Temperature (°C) n a Log(K[MPa-ns-1]) 

Compressive creep parameters 

1300 4.24 ± 0.22 -2.72 ± 0.07 -14.37 ± 0.25 

1400 5.88 ± 0.68 -2.65 ± 0.24 -13.75 ± 0.70 

1500 2.02 ± 0.55 -1.93 ± 0.10 -9.73 ± 0.44 

Tensile creep parameters 

1200 2.94 ± 0.82 -1.01 ± 0.40 -8.40 ± 1.31 

1300 5.72 ± 1.45 -1.75 ± 0.34 -7.56 ± 2.10 

1400 7.65 ± 1.42 -1.90 ± 0.36 -5.87 ± 1.97 
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Table 6: Uniaxial compressive and tensile creep parameters for the secondary creep stage at different 

temperatures [85] 

 Temperature (°C) n Log(K[MPa-ns-1]) 

Compressive creep parameters 

1300 6.22 ± 1.11 -11.68 ± 1.05 

1400 9.32 ± 0.67 -11.87 ± 0.44 

1500 5.54 ± 1.38 -8.70 ± 0.82 

Tensile creep parameters 

1200 2.61 ± 0.65 -5.14 ± 0.30 

1300 7.44 ± 1.70 -0.53 ± 1.16 

1400 10.83 ± 2.77 2.67 ± 2.26 

 

 

Figure 26: Comparison of compressive and tensile creep parameters of alumina spinel bricks at similar 

temperatures 

3.1.3 Shear failure characterization 

The modified shear test, introduced in 2.1.3 Shear failure and associated 

constitutive models, was used. Three different temperatures were investigated (three 

specimens for each temperature): room temperature, 1000 °C, and 1200 °C. The 

limitation of the furnace did not allow applying higher temperatures. According to 

Dahlem’s study [44], the maximum measured load of the modified shear tests was 

utilized to calculate the cohesion and friction angle in the Drucker-Prager criterion, 

which are shown in Figure 27. With increasing temperature, the friction angle 

increased, and the cohesion decreased.  
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Figure 27: Friction angle and cohesion obtained from modified shear test results of alumina spinel bricks 

According to these results, the Drucker-Prager criteria for different temperatures 

are depicted in Figure 28. It was found that in high hydrostatic pressures (higher than 

12 MPa), the shear strength of the material at 1200 °C is higher than the lower 

temperatures due to the high friction angle. 

 

Figure 28: Drucker-Prager criterion for different temperatures 

3.1.4 Tensile failure characterization 

To characterize the tensile failure parameters of the shaped alumina spinel 

refractory, the wedge splitting test was conducted at three different temperatures 

(three specimens per temperature): room temperature, 1200 °C and 1400 °C. A 

fractured specimen after the test is shown in Figure 29-a. The WST load-

displacement curves are depicted in Figure 29-b. It was observed that the maximum 

applied load was reduced with increasing temperature.   

(a) (b) 
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Figure 29: (a) WST fractured specimen and (b) load-displacement curves from different temperatures 

The specific fracture energy (𝐺𝑓
′), nominal notch tensile strength (𝜎𝑁𝑇) and the 

brittleness number (𝐵) were calculated according to Eq. 12 - Eq. 14 and are depicted 

in Figure 30. The mean value of the nominal notch tensile strength and the brittleness 

number reduced with increasing temperature; but the mean value of the specific 

fracture energy increased from 112 N/m at room temperature to 292 N/m at 1200 °C 

and then decreased to 221 N/m at 1400 °C. 

 

Figure 30: Specific fracture energy (𝑮𝒇
′ ), nominal notch tensile strength (𝝈𝑵𝑻) and brittleness number (B) at 

different temperatures for alumina spinel bricks 

The concrete damaged plasticity model has been explained in section 2.1.4 

Tensile failure and associated constitutive models. Due to the mentioned 
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shortcomings of this model in application for refractories, the current study tried to 

mitigate them with model development. Firstly, an isotropic damaged elasticity 

model (DE) was developed in which the lower limit for the post-failure stress was 

decreased to 10-6 of tensile yield stress [55]. Secondly, another constitutive material 

model was developed to combine the mutual influence of tensile failure and creep in 

one model, termed DECR. In this model, an asymmetric Norton-Bailey type creep 

model was added in a sequential manner to the DE model as shown in Figure 31 [56]. 

The goal of the model was to investigate the interaction between fracture and creep 

in refractory materials with the aid of wedge splitting test. For detailed explanation 

of the models one can refer to the publications PAPER IV and PAPER V.  

 

Figure 31: Schematic of the DECR model and its parameters [56] 

The fracture parameters of the alumina spinel bricks were inversely evaluated 

using the WST results and numerical simulations. In the current study, the WST was 

modeled as shown in Figure 32. A two-dimensional model of half-specimen 

(according to the symmetry of the specimen and loading conditions) was created 

utilizing plane strain elements [55]. The transmission component, which is made of 

corundum with a Young's modulus of 300 GPa, was represented by a trapezoid. The 

wedge was modeled with an analytical rigid part. The model dimension was 100×50 

mm2 with a ligament of 1.5×66 mm2. Between the wedge and the transmission part, 

as well as between the transmission part and the specimen, frictionless contacts were 

defined. 
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Figure 32: (a) WST 2D and symmetrical model and (b) its boundary conditions [55] 

The bulk and ligament material constitutive models were defined as shown in 

Table 7. Tensile failure was considered just for the ligament and not for the entire 

specimen in order to direct the macroscopic crack propagation inside the ligament, 

similar to the experiment in which this is ensured by adding pre-cut lateral notches 

to the specimen (shown in Figure 13). 

Table 7: Material models assigned to the WST model [55,56] 

 Room temperature High temperatures 

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 

Ligament DE subroutine CDP model DECR subroutine CDP model 

Bulk Elasticity Elasticity Asymmetric creep subroutine Asymmetric creep subroutine 

 

The primary creep stage parameters obtained for the shaped alumina spinel 

refractory at 1200 °C were used in the asymmetric creep model. An adaptive 

nonlinear least-square minimization algorithm, termed NL2SOL, implemented in the 

open-source code DAKOTA [87], was utilized for inverse evaluation of the model 

parameters.  

The WST results at room temperature were fitted and plotted in Figure 33. There 

was almost no difference between the fittings of DE and CDP models. As expected, 

the bilinear post-peak behavior showed better fittings compared to the linear one. 

The fracture parameters were obtained and given in Table 8. 
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Figure 33: WST results of alumina spinel bricks and their simulated curves at room temperature [55]. 

Table 8: Alumina spinel bricks’ fracture properties at room temperature (experimental and inversely 

evaluated with DE model) [55]. 

 𝑮′𝒇 

(N/m) 

𝑮𝒇 

(N/m) 

𝑮′𝒇

𝑮𝒇
 (%) 

𝝈𝑵𝑻 

(MPa) 

𝒇𝒕 

(MPa) 

𝝈𝑵𝑻

𝒇𝒕

 
𝑬𝟎 

(GPa) 

𝑬′ 

(GPa) 
𝑩′ B 

𝑩′

𝑩
 

RT-1 91.2 114.1 79.9 4.39 3.24 1.35 41.63 

Ultrasonic 

Mean ± 

STD 

38.72 ± 

3.70 

0.359 0.146 2.46 

RT-2 130.3 159.6 81.6 4.41 2.64 1.67 58.20 0.254 0.049 5.18 

RT-3 113.6 147.3 77.1 4.15 2.79 1.49 42.41 0.259 0.082 3.16 

RT-Mean 111.7 140.3 79.6 4.32 2.89 1.49 47.41 0.291 0.092 3.16 

RT-STD 19.7 23.5 2.3 0.14 0.31 0.16 9.34 0.059 0.049 1.39 

 

The WST results at 1200 °C were fitted and are shown in Figure 34. In the case 

1 with the DECR model the fit was better than the case 2 with CDP model, 

particularly to the tail of the curve. Table 9 shows the average of inversely evaluated 

parameters. Fracture energy was found to be 17% higher with DECR than it was with 

CDP. The reason for this is because in CDP, the post-peak failure limit prevents the 

load from dropping to zero, increasing the amount of energy consumed. In addition, 
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it was found that in average, 12.9% of the energy was consumed by creep at 1200 

°C. 

 

Figure 34: Inverse identified curves of the WST results at 1200 °C using DECR and CDP model [56]. 

Table 9: Comparison of inversely evaluated fracture parameters at 1200 °C (average of three WST results) 

using DECR and CDP model [56]. 

 Case 1 (DECR + Creep) Case 2 (CDP + Creep) 

 

𝑮𝒇 

(N/m) 

𝒇𝒕 

(MPa) 

𝑹𝟏 𝑹𝟐 

𝑹𝟐 

𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 (𝑴𝑷𝒂𝟐) 

𝑮𝒇 

(N/m) 

𝒇𝒕 

(MPa) 

𝑹𝟏 𝑹𝟐 

𝑹𝟐 

𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 (𝑴𝑷𝒂𝟐) 

HT-1 309.0 1.62 0.239 0.264 

0.979 

4.137 

273.0 1.57 0.104 0.315 

0.961 

5.609 

HT-2 384.0 1.53 0.380 0.167 

0.995 

2.729 

314.3 1.53 0.438 0.214 

0.988 

4.049 

HT-3 195.2 1.90 0.239 0.134 

0.992 

4.606 

172.4 1.87 0.238 0.192 

0.993 

4.137 

HT-

Mean 

296.0 1.68 0.286 0.188 

0.993 

3.824 

253.2 1.65 0.260 0.240 

0.989 

4.598 

 

The DECR model still needs some improvements to become capable of 

simulating the refractory linings. For instance, a better asymmetric creep assumption 

needs to be considered for the creep calculations in the model. Therefore, in this 

study the CDP model was used for the thermomechanical simulation of the ladle. In 

Table 10, the corresponding parameters of the CDP model are listed. These 
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parameters were inversely evaluated for the CDP model using the WST tests without 

considering creep at high temperatures. 

Table 10: Inversely evaluated fracture parameters of CDP model for alumina spinel bricks 

Parameter Room temperature 1200 °C 1400 °C 

𝑮𝒇 (Nm/m2) (mean ± STD) 136.0 ± 21.9 337.5 ± 90.8 258.7 ± 67.1 

𝒇𝒕 (MPa) (mean ± STD) 2.91 ± 0.33 1.66 ± 0.16 0.68 ± 0.21 

𝑹𝟏 0.213 0.239 0.272 

𝑹𝟐 0.295 0.263 0.305 

 

3.2 Thermomechanical modeling of the steel ladle 

The objective of the current study was thermomechanical simulation of a steel 

ladle refractory lining. Therefore, a 3D unit-cell model of the steel ladle was built 

according to its industrial design shown in Figure 35. As shown in Figure 36, the 

model is a wedge-shaped cut from the ladle structure, and its thickness was 

considered half of a brick in the working lining barrel zone considering symmetry 

conditions. The model was built in the software Abaqus [28]. 

  

Figure 35: 2D Sketch of the industrial steel ladle  
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Figure 36: 3D unit-cell model of the steel ladle refractory lining 

The refractory materials for each section are also listed in Table 11. In addition 

to the mentioned refractories, two other materials were used in the structure of the 

ladle, shotcrete and insulation board. Shotcrete was used in the top part of the lining 

due to its low stiffness and formability. The insulation board was used between the 

steel shell and the chamotte bricks. It was a microporous material composed of 25 – 

55wt% vermiculite and 5 – 25wt% forsterite [88]. The application objectives of the 

insulation board together with the insulation lining (shown in Figure 37) are the 

following. Firstly, it reduces the heat losses and keeps the molten steel at the desired 

temperature to guarantee the product quality. Secondly, it saves energy and reduces 

the environmental harm. Lastly, it maintains the lining in a stable compressed 

condition to prevent joints opening. 

Table 11: Refractory materials used in the steel ladle 

Section Material 

Working lining 

Barrel zone 
Alumina spinel bricks 

Working lining 

Slag zone 
Magnesia carbon bricks 

Working lining 

bottom 
Alumina magnesia carbon bricks 

Safety lining Bauxite bricks 

Insulation lining Chamotte bricks 
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Figure 37: Insulation board, insulation lining and safety lining in the steel ladle 

The material properties necessary for the thermomechanical simulation can be 

categorized according to Table 12. Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density and all 

the thermal properties were required for all the materials. In addition, the irreversible 

material constitutive models were assigned to the working lining, and their 

corresponding material parameters were required. 

Table 12: Material properties required for the thermomechanical simulations 

General properties for all Materials 
Mechanical properties for irreversible behavior of the 

working lining 

Physical 

properties 
Thermal properties Tensile failure Creep Shear failure 

Young’s modulus 
Coefficient of thermal 

expansion 
Fracture energy 

Norton-Bailey 

parameters 
Cohesion 

Poisson’s ratio Conductivity Tensile strength  Friction angle 

Density Specific heat    

 

The material properties for different parts of the model were obtained from 

different sources and reported in Appendix A. Young’s modulus and mechanical 

properties of the alumina spinel bricks were investigated and evaluated in the current 

study. Regarding the creep parameters, only primary stage creep parameters of the 

compressive creep tests were used because the creep model in Abaqus receives 

parameters of only one stage. The choice of compressive creep parameters is because 

most of the brick volume in the working lining is under large compressive stresses 

in circumferential direction especially where the temperature is high enough for 

creep to occur. The thermal properties of the alumina spinel brick, and the insulation 
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board were obtained from the research work of Diana Vitiello, another Ph.D. student 

in ATHOR project [87,88]. The other material properties were received from the 

industrial partners.  

Material properties were assigned to their corresponding parts in the model. The 

insulation board between the chamotte bricks and the steel shell has a thickness of 5 

mm and very low stiffness; therefore, it has low influence on the stress distribution. 

Instead of explicitly including this part in the model, the contact definition between 

the chamotte bricks and steel shell was defined based on the conductivity of the 

insulation board, which was 0.06 J/smK. In this way the effect of the insulation board 

on the thermal distribution of the model is considered without increasing the 

complexity of the model. To consider the joints between the bricks in the working 

lining, the following measures were taken (as shown in Figure 38). A rigid plate was 

applied to consider the vertical joints (head joints). Initial 1 cm gap between the 

shotcrete and shell is defined to consider the horizontal joints between the bricks (bed 

joints). 

 

Figure 38: Consideration of joints in the steel ladle unit-cell model 

The working cycle of a steel ladle is defined dependent on its purpose. The steel 

ladle studied in this research work was employed in a working cycle plan according 

to Table 13 and Figure 39.  
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Table 13: Working cycles of the studied steel ladle 

Title Duration Temperature 

Preheating 

1 hour 25 °C – 600 °C 

13 hours 600 °C – 1050 °C 

2 hours 1050 °C 

Pouring 7 minutes 1050 °C – 1650 °C 

Processing 125 minutes 1650 °C 

Casting 45 minutes 1650 °C 

Idle time 2 hours Adiabatic condition 

 

Figure 39: Temperature definition at the hot face during preheating and first steel ladle working cycle 

(together with the measured data during the preheating step) 

In the next step, thermomechanical simulations were planned in different 

categories according to  

 

Table 14. Two studies on the effect of joint size and friction between the bricks 

were done before the simulations for comparison of different material constitutive 

models. The so-called Penalty friction formulation [28], which is based on the 

Coulomb friction model, was used between the bricks. For the alumina magnesia 

carbon bricks in the bottom working lining, only creep parameters were available. 

Therefore, it was only assigned with creep behavior in order to have the similar 

conditions in simulations with irreversible behavior. All the simulations were defined 

in a coupled manner (called coupled temp-displacement in Abaqus [28]) with a 

transient heat transfer condition. 
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Table 14: material constitutive models applied for different lining components and simulation cases  

Simulation 

cases 

Joint 

size 

study 

Friction 

coefficient 

study 

Elasticity 

simulation 

Consideration 

the creep at  

the working 

lining  

Consideration 

of tensile failure 

at the working 

lining  

Consideration 

of shear failure 

at the working 

lining  

Part Material constitutive model 

Alumina 

spinel bricks 

Linear 

elasticity 

Linear 

elasticity 

Linear 

elasticity 

Abaqus creep 

 

Concrete 

damaged 

plasticity 

Drucker Prager 

Magnesia 

Carbon 

bricks 

Concrete 

damaged 

plasticity 

Drucker Prager 

Alumina 

magnesia 

carbon 

bricks 

Abaqus creep Abaqus creep 

Chamotte 

bricks 

Linear elasticity Linear elasticity Linear elasticity Bauxite 

bricks 

Shotcrete 

Steel shell 

Linear 

elasticity / 

von Mises 

plasticity 

Linear elasticity 

/ von Mises 

plasticity 

Linear elasticity 

/ von Mises 

plasticity 

Linear elasticity 

/ von Mises 

plasticity 

Number of 

working 

cycles 

1 1 5 5 5 5 

vertical 

joint size 

(mm) 

0.2, 0.3, 

0.4, 0.5 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Friction 

coefficient 

(1) 

0 
0.1, 0.2, 

0.4 
0 0 0 0 

 

The working lining is the most significant component of the ladle lining since it 

has the majority of refractory consumption and receives the harshest working 

environment conditions. The present study mainly focuses on the thermomechanical 

behavior of steel ladle barrel zone.  
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3.2.1 Temperature results 

In total, five steel ladle process cycles were simulated. The temperature results 

are shown in Figure 40. The temperature on the steel shell increased to around 290 

°C at the end of fifth idle time; nevertheless, the temperature increase rate slowed 

down with time. The insulation layer cold face temperature was around 900 °C at the 

end of fifth idle time, which proved the importance of the insulation board located 

between the insulation bricks and the steel shell. Moreover, the temperature of the 

lining was increasing constantly due to the fact that adiabatic condition was 

considered for the hot face of the bricks, which represented the case where the lid of 

the ladle was not removed during the idle time. 

 

Figure 40: Simulated temperatures of different layers in barrel zone (preheating and five working cycles) 

3.2.2 Joint size and friction coefficient effect 

The vertical joints of MC bricks at the end of preheating were completely closed 

for all initial joint opening sizes, but for AS bricks some joints were still open at the 

cold side of the bricks. This was due to the larger expansion coefficient of the MC 

bricks compared to AS bricks. Increasing the initial joint size decreased the radial 

displacement of the steel shell, and also maximum von Mises stress in the shell and 

barrel area. In addition, increase of the friction coefficient elevated the maximum 

von Mises stress at the working lining, but reduced it at the steel shell (Figure 41).  
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Figure 41: Influence of initial vertical joint size and friction coefficient on the maximum von Mises stresses in 

the working lining and steel shell, and the mean radial displacement of the steel shell 

3.2.3 Stress and strain results 

In the working lining, it was observed that the highest maximum von Mises stress 

occurred for the elastic simulation and the least maximum von Mises stress occurred 

for the creep model due to the relaxation. For better comparison of the simulations, 

one brick from the middle of barrel zone was chosen (Figure 42).  

 

Figure 42: Alumina spinel brick model 

In Figure 43, radial, circumferential, and axial stresses at the hot face and the 

middle of the selected alumina spinel brick were shown with respect to the process 

time. The stresses are the mean values of 8 integration points in the element. The first 

observation was that a biaxial compressive stress state existed in the center of brick, 

i.e., radial stress was negligible compared to axial and circumferential stress. The 

stress magnitudes during the preheating were around the same magnitude for elastic, 

creep and tensile failure simulations but lower for shear failure model, which shows 
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that shear failure already occurred at the hot face during the preheating period. In 

addition, the creep decreased the stress at the hot face in the beginning of 1st cycle, 

and in the middle of the brick, during the 2nd cycle. In other three models, the stresses 

had similar raise and drop profile caused by pouring and idle status. It was also 

observed that shear failure had more influence on decreasing the axial stress than the 

circumferential stress; it reduced axial and circumferential stresses at the hot face 

about 58% and 16% at the end of 5th cycle, respectively. The tensile failure only 

reduced the stresses in the middle of the bricks about 29% compared to the elastic 

simulation, at the end of 5th cycle. 

 

 

Figure 43: Stress at the hot face and middle of the selected alumina spinel brick  

The equivalent irreversible strains at the hot face and middle of the brick over 

time are illustrated in Figure 44. The values of the equivalent strains were normalized 

to their maximum for each failure mechanism for better observation. This was done 

because the formulation of equivalent irreversible strains is different in Abaqus for 

different material models; therefore, their actual values cannot be compared. It was 

observed that the shear failure occurred during the preheating at hot face and middle 

of the brick, being higher at the hot face. But it did not occur afterwards because the 

material yield criteria changes with increasing temperature and as shown in Figure 

45, the stress state at higher temperatures lies under the Drucker-Prager yield line. 
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The tensile failure did not occur at the hot face since the material is always under 

compression stresses. But it occurred at the middle of the brick already during the 

preheating and increased after each hot shock. Finally, the creep occurred after the 

temperature increased sufficiently and it started at the hot face and then at middle of 

the brick. As expected, the value of the equivalent creep strain was higher at the hot 

face. 

 

Figure 44: Equivalent irreversible strain under different failure mechanisms with time 

 

Figure 45: Shear failure simulation p-q diagram at the hot face of the selected AS brick till the end of 1st 

pouring  
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Another important observation was the effect of dilation angle on the irreversible 

strains. For that, the volumetric strains were plotted in Figure 46. The dilation angle 

in the flow rule influences the expansion ratio caused by mechanical loads directly. 

In the Abaqus creep model, zero expansion is defined with a 0° dilation angle, which 

is a factor for incompressible flow. In Figure 46, it was shown also that the 

irreversible volumetric strain in creep simulation was zero. On the other hand, in the 

Drucker-Prager model the dilation angle was defined to be the same as the friction 

angle, which is the characteristic of a so-called associated flow. This assumption 

caused a high expansion and high volumetric irreversible strain in the shear failure 

simulation. In the concrete damaged plasticity model, a non-associated flow rule with 

a dilation angle of 38° was considered. This assumption caused expansion in tensile 

failure simulations but not as high as the shear failure simulations. Finally, it should 

be noted that the actual dilation angle for refractories has not been measured so far, 

and other studies considered either associated [75,90] or incompressible [34] flow in 

the simulations. The effect of the dilation angle was checked by changing its value 

in shear failure simulations. It was observed that the influence on the stress 

magnitudes and joint openings were negligible. Nevertheless, high-temperature 

measurement of the dilation angle for refractory materials is necessary for more 

accurate results. 

 

Figure 46: Volumetric strains on the center path of the selected alumina spinel brick at the end of the 5th cycle 

3.2.4 Influence of steel shell plasticity 

The maximum von Mises stress in the steel shell occurred at the top part of the 

shell structure. Its value in creep and shear failure simulations occurred at the end of 

first pouring stage with the values of 1.02 GPa and 2.13 GPa, respectively. 

Conversely, the maximum value in tensile failure and elastic simulations occurred at 
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the end of last pouring stage with the values of 3.44 GPa and 3.78 GPa. This shows 

that creep and shear failure at the working lining alleviate the stress at the steel shell 

to larger extent than the tensile failure at the working lining. In addition, the stress 

magnitude at the steel shell was higher than the steel strength; therefore, the plasticity 

of steel was added to the simulations for comparison. Isotropic von Mises plasticity 

model in Abaqus [28] was assigned to the steel shell according to the standard DIN 

EN 10028-2 [91]. 

After consideration of the steel shell plasticity, the maximum plastic strain 

(≈0.21 for Elasticity simulation) occurred at the top part of the steel shell and at its 

other areas, the plastic strain was below 0.005. Strain energies from different 

simulations are compared in Figure 47. The recoverable strain energy at the end of 

5th idle time decreased after including shell plasticity for all simulations. Dissipated 

energy due to plasticity increased because of additional plasticity of the steel shell. 

However, dissipated energy due to creep decreased in corresponding models.  

 

Figure 47: Influence of the shell plasticity on strain energies (E) in different simulations 

3.2.5 Joint openings 

The horizontal joint openings were negligible compared to the vertical ones, and 

they occurred mostly at the cold side of bricks. It was observed that at the end of 5th 

cycle, for the creep simulation there was joint opening for all working lining bricks 

at the hot face, while other simulations did not show opening at this time point. Figure 

48 shows the vertical joint opening at the hot face of the selected alumina spinel brick 

against the process time. It was observed that including shell plasticity increased the 

vertical joint opening slightly in the case of creep simulation. It did not affect the 

joint opening on the hot face in other simulations. Other important results can be seen 

in PAPER VI. 
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Figure 48: Vertical joint opening on the alumina spinel brick hot face in different simulations 
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4. Concluding remarks 
The main objective of the research work was to investigate the high-temperature 

failure behavior of refractory linings used in a steel ladle. This goal was reached by 

performing high-temperature mechanical experiments, analysis of their results, 

evaluations of material parameters, and applying them in thermomechanical 

simulations. The concluding remarks of the research work are categorized in two 

groups as follows: 

4.1 Mechanical characterization 

▪ Shaped alumina spinel refractory, which is used in the working lining of steel 

ladles, was selected for the experimental study. This study included Young’s 

modulus measurement, uniaxial compressive and tensile creep tests, modified 

shear test, and wedge splitting test.  

▪ In the current study, a scatter in the experimental results was received in all 

experiments, which was more evidence in the case of high-temperature 

experiments. The scattered results were not only received from the specimens 

of different bricks but also from the specimens within one brick. This showed 

the effect of production process on the material microstructure, which is a 

common case for refractories.  

▪ A statistical study was conducted on the creep behavior of the studied 

refractory. A novel approach was proposed for the first time to investigate the 

effect of material heterogeneity on the evaluated creep parameters. 

▪ High creep asymmetry was observed in the creep behavior of the shaped 

alumina spinel refractory. The material showed higher resistance to creep 

under compression than tension. 

▪ According to the study on fracture characterization using wedge splitting test, 

it was concluded that the developed model (DECR) is a more accurate means 

for inverse evaluation of fracture parameters compared to the CDP model.  

▪ The developed model showed that the impact extent of the reduced post-failure 

stress limit on the fracture parameters identification depends on the brittleness 

of the defined material. Additionally, considering creep and tensile failure 

together in the ligament contributes to accurate determination of the fracture 

energy. 
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4.2 Thermomechanical simulation 

▪ Reduction of the joint size from 0.5 mm to 0.2 mm, in elastic simulations, 

increased the maximum circumferential stress in the working lining by 26%, 

but its effect on the other two directions was smaller and it did not change the 

joint state at the hot face. 

▪ Consideration of friction between the bricks increased the maximum von 

Mises stress at the bricks but decreased it at the steel shell. 

▪ Creep contributed to joint opening and stress reduction in the working lining 

more than shear failure and tensile failure. 

▪ Shear failure and tensile failure already occurred during the preheating, but 

creep started during the first process cycle. Mainly the hot face of the working 

lining experienced creep and shear failure and the area around 30 mm from 

the hot face of the working lining confronted tensile failure. 

▪ Consideration of plasticity in the steel shell had considerable influences on the 

stresses in the axial direction and the recoverable energy. It decreased the 

irreversible strains in the working linings due to creep, shear failure and tensile 

failure.  

▪ Evident multiaxial stresses occurred in the working lining. The application of 

uniaxial creep parameter may overestimate the creep strains and joint openings 

in creep simulation because the refractories might show different creep 

behavior under multiaxial stresses. 
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5. Outlook 
The current study proposed an approach for thermomechanical simulation of a 

refractory lining with all the steps necessary. In the core of this study, several 

important improvements were implemented, which can be applied in further studies 

in this field. On the other hand, some open questions arise after the current study. In 

the following items, the important outlook of this research work is described. 

▪ Due to the heterogeneous nature of refractories and its influence on the 

material properties, statistical studies might be necessary to other mechanical 

characterizations of refractory materials. 

▪ A material model (DECR) was developed to combine the effect of tensile 

failure and creep and improve the characterization of refractories fracture 

behavior using the wedge splitting test results. Nevertheless, for applying the 

model to thermomechanical simulation of refractory linings, further 

improvements are required. Firstly, DECR model was tested and verified only 

on 2D simulations and it should get updated for 3D thermomechanical 

simulations.  In addition, including a complete asymmetric creep model that 

represent the refractory creep behavior under multiaxial stress condition could 

be the next important improvement.. 

▪ In the thermomechanical simulations of the current study, the refractory parts 

were considered as homogenous materials with specified material properties, 

which only changed with temperature. On the other hand, the mechanical 

characterization of the alumina spinel refractory showed larger standard 

deviations for several material parameters. Therefore, the effect of 

refractories’ heterogeneity on the thermomechanical simulation of the 

refractory linings should be studied in future. 
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7. Appendix A 
The material properties utilized in the thermomechanical simulations are reported 

in this appendix. 

Table A - 1: Alumina spinel bricks material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties Value 

Physical 

Temperature (°C) 25 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 

Young’s modulus (GPa) 35.1 34.7 33.9 34.5 37.5 37.5 38.0 

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2       

Density (kg/m3) 3130       

Thermal [88] 

Temperature (°C) 25 200 400 800 1000 1200 1500 

Conductivity (J/smK) 6.42 4.85 3.79 2.94 2.66 2.41  

Specific heat (J/kgK) 805 1073 1161 1263 1293 1318  

CET (10-6/K) 5.40 7.08 7.56 8.23 8.47 8.66 8.65 

Tensile failure 

Temperature (°C) 25 1200 1400     

Fracture energy (N.m/m2) 136.0 337.5 258.7     

Tensile strength (MPa) 2.91 1.66 0.68     

𝑅1 0.213 0.239 0.272     

𝑅2 0.295 0.263 0.305     

Creep [85] 

Temperature (°C) 900 1300 1400 1500    

A (Pa-n/s) 1e-26 7.75e-12 1.72e-14 2.18e-08    

n 0.0001 1.1387 1.5905 0.6749    

m -0.5 -0.7322 -0.7257 -0.6631    

Shear failure 

Temperature (°C) 25 1000 1200     

Cohesion (MPa) 21.7 13.5 2.3     

Friction angle (°) 48.6 49.0 69.9     

 

Table A - 2: Magnesia carbon bricks material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties Value 

Physical* 

Temperature (°C) 25 600 1070 1170 1270 1370 1470 

Young’s modulus (GPa) 21.0 21.0 24.3 25.2 26.2 27.2 27.5 

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2       

Density (kg/m3) 3070       

Thermal* 

Temperature (°C) 25 800 1000 1200 1600   

Conductivity (J/smK)   7.5     

Specific heat (J/kgK) 1000       

CET (10-6/K)  7.5  10.0 10.6   

Tensile failure [47] 

Temperature (°C) 25 1100 1370 1470    

Fracture energy (N.m/m2) 270 162 453 563    

Tensile strength (MPa) 1.51 1.42 2.26 2.4    

Creep [16] 

Temperature (°C) 900 1270 1370 1470    

A (Pa-n/s) 1e-26 4.01e-10 4.19e-10 4.58e-10    

n 0.0001 0.8013 0.8013 0.8013    

m -0.5 -0.8025 -0.8025 -0.8025    

Shear failure* 

Temperature (°C) 25 1000 1200     

Cohesion (MPa) 40 40 10     

Friction angle (°) 49.2 49.2 60     
*These material parameters were received from industrial partners or other research studies at Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 
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Table A - 3: Alumina magnesia carbon bricks material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties Value 

Physical* 

Temperature (°C) 25         

Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 
60         

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2         

Density (kg/m3) 3000         

Thermal* 

Temperature (°C) 25 125 250 375 500 625 750 875 1100 

Conductivity 

(J/smK) 
9.9  10.2  9  8.3   

Specific heat 

(J/kgK) 
1242  1586  1616  1368   

CET (10-6/K)  7.20  8.53  9.20  1.05 1.10 

Creep* 

Temperature (°C) 900 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500    

A (Pa-n/s) 1e-26 
2.73e-

25 

6.63e-

23 

2.00e-

15 

1.71e-

15 

1.13e-

15 
   

n 0.0001 2.391 2.162 1.150 1.210 1.292    

m 0 0 0 0 0 0    
*These material parameters were received from industrial partners or other research studies at Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 

 

Table A - 4: Bauxite bricks material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties Value 

Physical* 

Temperature (°C) 25         

Young’s modulus (GPa) 45         

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2         

Density (kg/m3) 2750         

Thermal* 

Temperature (°C) 25 400 800 1000 1200     

Conductivity (J/smK)  2.7 2.45  2.35     

Specific heat (J/kgK) 1000         

CET (10-6/K)   7.00  6.43     
*These material parameters were received from industrial partners or other research studies at Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 

 

Table A - 5: Chamotte bricks material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties Value 

Physical* 

Temperature (°C) 25         

Young’s modulus (GPa) 45         

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2         

Density (kg/m3) 2175         

Thermal* 

Temperature (°C) 25 400 700 1100      

Conductivity (J/smK)  1.2 1.3 1.4      

Specific heat (J/kgK) 1000         

CET (10-6/K) 5         
*These material parameters were received from industrial partners or other research studies at Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 

 

Table A - 6: Shotcrete material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties Value 

Physical* 

Temperature (°C) 25 1000 1200 1400      

Young’s modulus (GPa) 4.456 4.456 1.854 1.412      

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2         
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Density (kg/m3) 2175         

Thermal* 

Temperature (°C) 25         

Conductivity (J/smK) 1.2         

Specific heat (J/kgK) 1000         

CET (10-6/K) 12         
*These material parameters were received from industrial partners or other research studies at Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 

 

Table A - 7: Steel material properties used in thermomechanical simulation 

 Material properties 

Physical* 

Temperature (°C) 25 100 150 200 250 300 350 

Young’s modulus (GPa) 192 191 189 186 183 179 173 

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.2       

Density (kg/m3) 7850       

Thermal* 

Temperature (°C) 25 100 150 200 250 300 350 

Conductivity (J/smK) 50       

Specific heat (J/kgK) 447       

CET (10-6/K) 10.9 11.5 11.9 12.3 12.6 12.9 13.3 

Von Mises plasticity [91] Yield stress (MPa) 280 325 345 360 380   

Plastic strain (1) 0 0.025 0.06 0.1 0.2   
*These material parameters were received from industrial partners or other research studies at Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 
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A B S T R A C T

Refractory microstructure and phase composition play important roles in the creep resistance of refractories at
high temperatures. The production processing causes heterogeneity of refractory microstructure, which affects
the determination of representative creep parameters. The present study focused on the statistical study of
compressive creep parameters with a limited number of tests. Different sampling approaches were applied to
examine the influence of the heterogeneity. A correlation analysis exhibited an evident negative correlation
coefficient between the bulk density of specimens and their creep strain rates. The Norton-Bailey creep para-
meters of the primary creep stage were received with an inverse evaluation method from datasets with different
number of uniaxial compressive creep curves under at least two different constant loads. Their mean values and
standard deviations were evaluated for different temperatures. The statistical results of the dataset with com-
bined 7 creep curves (out of 9) allow for elaborated considering the microstructural heterogeneity of refractories
in the thermomechanical modelling of industry vessels.

1. Introduction

Common refractory ceramics are applied in high temperature in-
dustries and typically show an inhomogeneous microstructure, which
contains various phases, grains up to several millimeters, matrix com-
posed of bonded fines and defects (pores and cracks) of various sizes
unevenly distributed in different areas [1,2]. The complex production
processes, e.g., shaping process, thermal processes, and finishing
treatments, contribute to their inhomogeneous microstructure, which
influences their material properties. For instance, it was shown that
during molding of a granular material, several factors such as friction
between the die wall and the compact, the ejection force, and type of
pressing affect the stress, density and bulk modulus distribution in the
compact [3,4]. In another study, Hubalkova and Stoyan reported that
the cold crushing strength of high alumina refractory castables is in-
fluenced by the spatial arrangement and shape of aggregates [5].
Heindl and Mong [6] examined 22 brands of common refractory cera-
mics from 10 manufacturers, which were prepared by dry-press, stiff-
mud or handmade processes. It was concluded that the setting method
and positions of the bricks in the kiln during firing affect the tensile
strength and Young's modulus of bricks and the different areas of the
same brick. Dahlem et al. [7–9] investigated the influences of different
specimen preparation parameters on the refractoriness under load, bulk

density, open porosity, and cold crushing strength measurements. The
studies revealed that the cold crushing strength and refractoriness
under load of specimens drilled along the pressing direction are dif-
ferent to those of specimens drilled perpendicular to the pressing di-
rection, whilst the differences in bulk density and open porosity for
different cutting positions are negligible.

Common refractory ceramics usually experience creep at high tem-
peratures under thermomechanical loads in service [10]. Their creep is
mainly controlled by diffusion and boundary mechanisms, which are
more sensitive to the microstructure of matrix compared to dislocation
mechanisms. Therefore, scatters in the creep results are likely, even in
refractories with similar chemical compositions [11]. The current study
investigated the influence of the inhomogeneous material microstructure
on the determination of creep parameters at different temperatures.
Uniaxial compressive creep tests were performed with specimens drilled
from different positions and drilling directions in one brick and with
specimens randomly selected from different bricks. A correlation analysis
between creep behavior and bulk density and Young's modulus of sam-
ples was carried out, and a statistical analysis was performed on the
creep parameters obtained with different combinations of creep curves
from the randomly selected specimens. This analysis proposed an ap-
proach to consider the influence of the inhomogeneity of the micro-
structure in testing and modelling.
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2. Experimental and creep parameters identification

Alumina spinel refractory bricks, which consisted of 94 wt% alu-
mina, 5 wt% magnesia, and 1 wt% other oxides such as, silica, iron
oxide, were the study case. The raw material base for these bricks is
white fused alumina, calcined alumina and some spinel. The bulk
density was 3.13 g/cm3, and open porosity was 19 vol%. The scanning
electron microscopic (SEM) image of the investigated material is shown
in Fig. 1. It is observed that the microstructure of the material includes
alumina grains with various sizes, spinel in the fines, pores in the ma-
trix, and pores and cracks in the grains.

The uniaxial compressive creep test developed in Ref. [12] was
employed for creep testing. The specimen was a cylinder with a dia-
meter of 35 mm and a height of 70 mm (the height/diameter ratio of 2
is adequate to avoid friction effect on the measured area).

Two groups of experiments were planned. The first group was used
to investigate the influence of specimen's position and drilling direction
in one brick; therefore, six specimens were drilled from one brick
(Fig. 2). Five specimens were drilled along the pressing direction, four
of which were close to the molding surface (termed outer layer) and one
was from the center of the brick. The sixth specimen was cut

perpendicular to the pressing direction. The compressive creep tests for
this group were performed at 1300 °C and 9 MPa.

The second group of experiments was designed to characterize the
creep behavior of alumina spinel bricks considering the variations in a
brick and among the bricks. Twenty seven samples (from 5 bricks) were
drilled in the pressing direction according to Fig. 3. The pressing di-
rection was chosen for the study because the significant thermo-
mechanical stresses occur in this direction when the refractories serve
in a ladle [13]. Three randomly selected specimens were used at each

Fig. 1. SEM image of fired alumina spinel refractory.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the specimens drilled out of a brick for investigation of the influence of specimen position and drilling direction.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the specimens' positions in a brick for characterization of
the creep behavior.

Table 1
Loading conditions for characterization of the creep behavior.

Temperature (°C) 1300 1400 1500

Applied stress (MPa) 8– 9 – 10 4– 4.5– 5 3.5–4–4.5

Table 2
Dataset size from different number of curves in combination.

Number of curves in combination 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Dataset size 27 81 126 126 84 36 9 1
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loading condition. The loading conditions were defined in Table 1.
After specimen alignment in the testing apparatus, a small preload

of around 0.05 MPa was applied for stabilization during the heating
process. The specimen was heated in a cylindrical electrical furnace up
to the desired temperature with a rate of 10 °C/min followed by a dwell
time of 1 h for thermal homogenization; afterwards, the defined testing
force was applied on the specimen. The deformation measurement
started simultaneously with the mechanical loading procedure. Two
pairs of mechanical extensometers were placed in front and rear sides of
the furnace for displacement measurement directly on the surface of the
specimen; the initial distance between two extensometer arms was
50 mm.

Before creep measurements, the bulk density of each specimen was
calculated by measurement of its diameter, height, and mass; and its
Young's modulus was measured at room temperature using the ultra-
sonic method according to ASTM standard C597–09 [14]. Additionally,
high-temperature impulse excitation technique [15] was employed to
assess the Young's modulus of the material at high temperatures, as it is
required for calculation of elastic deformation in the inverse evaluation
of creep parameters.

Three-stage creep curves of alumina spinel refractories were ob-
tained. Nevertheless, the present statistical study mainly focused on the
primary creep stage. Therefore, the ruler method was applied to iden-
tify the transitions of the three stages,.i.e., the linear part of the curves,
which corresponds to the secondary stage, is determined by a ruler. The
strain hardening form of the Norton-Bailey creep rate equation
[1,12,16–18] was applied to describe the creep behavior, as displayed
in Eq. (1).

= K T( )cr
n

cr
a (1)

where denotes the applied load, cr is the creep strain rate, cr is the
creep strain, K T( ) is a temperature dependent function, n is the stress
exponent and a is the strain exponent, which is negative for the primary
stage. The inverse identification of creep parameters was done ac-
cording to the method developed in Refs. [12], where the Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization algorithm was used [19].

Fig. 4. Test results of samples from one brick (with the Young's modulus added
next to the respective curve).

Fig. 5. Test results for 1300 °C–1400 °C – 1500 °C.

Table 3
Mean correlation coefficients table for Young's modulus, bulk density and creep
strain rates.

E 1 2 f

E 1 0.847 −0.570 −0.570 −0.492
1 −0.927 −0.923 −0.889

1 1 0.997 0.990
2 1 0.993
f 1
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3. Statistical study

A correlation calculation analysis was performed to investigate the
relation among creep rates and physical properties, i.e., Young's mod-
ulus and bulk density. In order to investigate the effect of the in-
homogeneity, different combinations of experimental curves at the
same temperature were used as input datasets for inverse evaluation of
the creep parameters. Theoretically, to achieve a unique solution for a,
n and K, minimum two curves with different constant stresses at one
temperature are necessary as input data. Therefore, all the possible
combinations of 2–9 curves (out of 9 curves) were used, which yield 8
datasets with different sizes. Each dataset contained at least two curves
received from two different mechanical loads. The size of each dataset
is listed in Table 2.

The mean value and the standard deviation were calculated for the
datasets. Additionally, to assess the representative of mean values from
various combinations, confidence intervals for creep parameters in
different datasets can be obtained using the following equation.

µ y
t S

n
n, 12

(2)

where µ y is the difference between the mean value of the dataset

(y ) and the mean value of the whole population (µ),
t S

n
n2 , 1 is termed

100*(1- ) percent confidence interval for the mean difference, n is the
dataset size, n 1 is the number of degrees of freedom, denotes the
significance level of the test, and S is the dataset standard deviation.
The t value is obtained from the t-distribution table based on the de-
grees-of-freedom of the dataset and the chosen value (Table Ⅱ in Ref.
[20]). A common confidence interval percentage of 99% was selected in
the current study.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Impact of spatial variations on creep behavior

The uniaxial compressive creep test results from the first group of
experiments were plotted in Fig. 4. The same loading condition,
1300 °C and 9 MPa, was applied for the first group of samples. The
Young's modulus of each sample was measured using the ultrasonic
method and is added close to its creep curve in Fig. 4. The specimens
from the outer layer showed slight different Young's moduli compared
to the specimen from the center; the creep rupture time slightly in-
creased with Young's modulus.

The drilling direction has significant influence on the creep beha-
vior of specimens. Evidently, the specimen drilled perpendicular to the
pressing direction showed the weakest creep resistance even though its
Young's modulus was in the range of those from the outer layer; it failed
in 0.5 h. The specimen from the center of brick in the pressing direction
displayed the highest Young's modulus and the strongest creep re-
sistance; it was still in the primary stage after 25 h. Given that the
specimen cut perpendicular to the pressing direction was from the outer
layer, it is concluded that the pore shape may mainly contribute to the
difference in creep resistance in different directions, as the pore shapes
and packing of particles are significantly affected by the molding
method and the pressing direction.

Fig. 6. Parameter a of different datasets for different temperature (with stan-
dard deviations).

Fig. 7. Parameter n of different datasets for different temperature (with stan-
dard deviations).

Fig. 8. Parameter logK of different datasets for different temperature (with
standard deviations).
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4.2. Correlation analysis of randomly selected specimens

As mentioned before, the specimens were cut in the pressing di-
rection and randomly selected from different bricks. Their creep curves
under various mechanical loads and temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.
Noticeable scatters of the creep curves can be observed. Overlapping
also occurred for the curves with different mechanical loads. This
highlighted the existing variations among the bricks, which most likely
arises from the process conditions.

The correlation coefficients of Young's modulus (E), bulk density ( )
and creep strain rates were investigated. The correlation coefficient was
calculated for three samples from the same mechanical load and tem-
perature conditions. An average value was calculated for the coeffi-
cients obtained at various temperatures and mechanical load conditions
(9 in total), and are shown in Table 3. The mean primary stage strain
rate ( 1) was calculated by making an average of the strain rate over
time in the primary creep stage (with 200 intervals). The secondary
stage strain rate ( 2) is the slope of the straight line of secondary stage.
The nominal failure strain rate ( f ) is the ratio of the total strain to the
total time.

It was observed that bulk density and Young's modulus had negative
correlation coefficients with creep strain rates. The correlation coeffi-
cients for the Young's modulus were lower than 0.57 and those for the
bulk density were higher than 0.88. This relatively strong correlation
between the creep strain rates and the bulk density implies that the
porosity mainly ruled the creep resistance of the investigated alumina
spinel material. In addition, a correlation coefficient of 0.847 was re-
ceived between the Young's modulus and the bulk density; and corre-
lation coefficients higher than 0.99 were obtained between different
creep strain rates.

4.3. Statistical analysis of creep parameters

The primary creep stage curves were identified at each temperature
by applying the ruler method. Afterwards, the creep parameters (k, n
and a) of this stage were inversely evaluated with respect to various
combinations of curves. The mean values and standard deviations of a,
n, and the common logarithm of K (logK) were plotted in Figs. 6–8, with
respect to the number of curves in combination. The use of total 9
curves does not yield a standard deviation, because just one set of creep
parameter is obtained.

Generally speaking, the standard deviations of datasets decreased
significantly with increasing the number of combined curves; and the
mean values changed monotonically. Besides, the mean values of a and
logK increased evidently with the temperature, whilst the mean value
of nwas ranked in the order of 1400 °C, 1300 °C and 1500 °C. This order
was observed for all the datasets, which indicates that the various
number of creep curves in combination did not change the evolution
trend of creep parameters with respect to the temperature. In other
words, for the current material, the influence of temperature is more
significant than the inhomogeneity of microstructure.

To assess the prediction of experimental curves using different da-
tasets, all 9 curves were predicted using the mean values of each da-
taset, and then the average of prediction residuals was calculated ac-
cording to Eq. (3) considering 1800 data points for each curve, in which

p and e are the predicted and experimental creep strains, respectively.
The values were plotted in Fig. 9-a, normalized by the lowest one for
each temperature that was evidently obtained from the dataset with
combined 9 curves. The prediction residuals increased when using the
datasets with lower number of combined creep curves. The difference of
the average of prediction residuals obtained by applying creep para-
meters from the datasets with more than combined 6 curves with that
from the dataset with combined 9 curves was less than 1.5% for three
temperatures.

= =lsAverage of prediction residua 1
9

( )
1800

i p e

1

9
1

1800 2

(3)

Nevertheless, one should notice that the prediction residuals are
different from the fitting residuals. The fitting residuals were calculated
and minimized within the inverse evaluation method for obtaining the
creep parameters. The average of fitting residuals can be calculated
using Eq. (4), where n is the number of curves in combination and m is
the dataset size. In the case of the dataset with 9 combined curves, Eq.
(4) will yield the same result as Eq. (3). As shown in Fig. 9-b, it is
obvious that the fitting residuals decrease with lower number of curves
in combination.

= =ls
m n

Average of fitting residua 1 1 ( )
1800

m

n

n
i p e

1

1
1800 2

(4)

Ninety nine percent confidence intervals were calculated according

Fig. 9. Average of (a) prediction and (b) fitting residuals calculated at different temperatures relative to the respective minimum.
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to Eq. (2) with respect to the temperature and creep parameters. Fig. 10
presents the confidence intervals for 3 parameters determined at all
temperatures. It shows that the confidence intervals decreased sig-
nificantly with increasing combined curve number to 6 except the
parameter a at 1400 °C; and a further slight increase of relative inter-
vals at curve numbers of 7 and 8 can be observed. The shorter con-
fidence interval indicates a closer proximity to the mean value of whole
population and a better sampling for the input data. According to Eq.

(2), three factors affect the confidence interval: t, standard deviation
and dataset size. These factors contribute to low confidence intervals
for datasets with combined 5, 6 and 7 curves.

Fig. 10 also shows that parameter n and logK of the dataset with
combined 9 curves lied in the confidence intervals of most of the other
datasets with significance level of 0.01; whilst parameter a of dataset
with combined 9 curves lied in the confidence intervals of the datasets
with combined 7 and 8 curves at all three temperatures. This indicates
that parameter a is intensely influenced by the heterogeneity of the
material and parameters from datasets with combined 7 and 8 curves
are more representative.

The creep parameters obtained from the dataset with combined 7
curves were recommended for applications to account for the scatter, as
it showed a short confidence interval, a low average of prediction re-
siduals, and all the three parameters of the dataset with combined 9
curves lied in its confidence interval. The experimental creep curves
and the simulated ones at 1500 °C with the creep parameters from the
datasets with combined 2 curves, 7 curves and 9 curves were plotted in
Fig. 11. The predicted curve using the dataset with combined 2 curves
deviated from the ones predicted by the latter two sets of creep para-
meters, and the latter two didn't show a significant difference. The
advantage to use the creep parameters obtained from combined 7
curves is that the evident inhomogeneity of the investigated refractory
can be representatively considered in the thermomechanical modelling
in future taking into account the standard deviations.

5. Conclusion

The current study investigated the scatter in compressive creep
behavior of a shaped alumina spinel containing refractory material. A
sampling scheme was considered to examine the effect of specimen's
spatial position in a brick on the creep behavior. It showed that the
drilling position and direction of specimens in a brick had an evident
influence on their creep resistance. The specimens drilled in the
pressing direction had stronger creep resistance, and specimens closer
to the molding surface had weaker creep resistance.

The correlation study on randomly chosen specimens drilled in the
pressing direction reveals an intense negative correlation between bulk
density and the creep strain rates. The statistical study was performed
to account for the heterogeneity of the material. Norton-Bailey creep
parameters of the primary creep stage were inversely evaluated from
various combinations of creep curves at three temperatures. Although
the standard deviations of the datasets were different, consistent ten-
dency in the mean creep parameters with respect to the temperature
was still observed. The statistical analysis considering a 99% confidence
interval showed that the dataset with combined 7 curves out of 9 curves
can well represent the material heterogeneity. This will offer a quan-
titative consideration of material heterogeneity in the thermo-
mechanical modelling of refractory linings in industrial vessels.

Nevertheless, the received high scatter might be particular for the
investigated material and other refractories may need to be studied
further.
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Abstract: Refractory materials are subjected to thermomechanical loads during their working life,
and consequent creep strain and stress relaxation are often observed. In this work, the asymmetric
high temperature primary and secondary creep behavior of a material used in the working lining
of steel ladles is characterized, using uniaxial tension and compression creep tests and an inverse
identification procedure to calculate the parameters of a Norton-Bailey based law. The experimental
creep curves are presented, as well as the curves resulting from the identified parameters, and a
statistical analysis is made to evaluate the confidence of the results.

Keywords: refractories; creep; parameters identification

1. Introduction

Refractory materials, known for their physical and chemical stability, are used in high temperature
processes in different industries, such as iron and steel making, cement and aerospace. These materials
are exposed to thermomechanical loads, corrosion/erosion from solids, liquids and gases, gas diffusion,
and mechanical abrasion [1]. In the steel industry, for equipment such as the steel ladle and BOF
furnaces, the effect of creep strains and stress relaxation is of ultimate importance in the prediction of
the lining performance.

Generally, the creep behavior of materials can be split in three stages. The first stage, called
primary creep, presents a time-dependent strain rate which decreases with time. In the secondary
creep stage, the strain rate is considered to be constant, and an approximate equilibrium between
hardening and softening processes can be assumed [2]. Finally, in the third creep stage, the strain rate
increases with time until the failure of the material [3].

The creep strain of a given material is highly dependent on the temperature and the applied stress
or deformation [2]. For ceramic materials, including refractories, it has been demonstrated that the
creep strain rate at one-dimensional tension load is considerably higher than the strain rate caused by
a load with the same absolute value in compression [4]. It should be also noticed that some materials
don’t present all creep stages, sometimes going from primary to tertiary stage, or presenting only
secondary and tertiary stages [5].

The creep models available in the literature are categorized into micromechanical and
phenomenological models. Micromechanical models are used to evaluate what are the creep
mechanisms taking place at a given material. The most common mechanisms that contribute for the
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creep of ceramics are grain boundary sliding, diffusion and dislocation motion [5]. This methodology
was applied to refractory materials by Martinez et al. [6]. The one-dimensional form of the most
frequently used model for secondary creep strain rate equation in the context of micromechanical
models is [7]:

ε̇ =
KDGb

kT

(
b
d

)p ( σ

G

)n
(1)

where σ is the applied stress, K, p and n are material’s constants, G is the shear modulus, b is the
Burger’s vector, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, D is the diffusion coefficient and d
is the grain size.

Conversely, phenomenological models attempt to evaluate the effects of creep in a given material
regardless of the possible mechanisms that could cause them. This normally results in simpler models
with less parameters, at the cost of being less general. The most used phenomenological creep strain
rate model is the Norton-Bailey’s creep law. Its one-dimensional form is shown in Equation (2):

ε̇cr = Aσn
eqεa

cr (2)

where εcr is the accumulated creep strain, A, n and a are temperature dependent material parameters
and σeq is the von Mises equivalent stress.

In the framework of nonlinear structural mechanics, phenomena involving permanent strains
can be classified as time-independent and time-dependent plasticity (referred here as creep).
The fundamental difference between them is that, in the later, the strain rate ε̇cr can be explicitly defined
as a function of the stress, while in the former this isn’t possible due to mathematical constraints [8].

The function describing the creep strain rate can take many forms, depending on the material’s
behavior to be described. The Norton-Bailey law has been used to model the creep of refractories [3,4,9],
and it seems to be appropriated also in the current work, as is shown in Section 5. For three-dimensional
calculations, the Norton-Bailey equation is [10]:

ε̇cr =
3
2

s
σeq

Aσn
eqεa

eq (3)

where s is the deviatoric stress tensor, and εeq is the equivalent creep strain tensor.
In the particular case of secondary creep, the parameter a = 0, and therefore the creep strain

presents a linear curve.
In this work, the creep behavior of a shaped Alumina-Spinel refractory used as working lining

material in steel ladles was characterized at 1300 ◦C using tension and compression tests. The main
goal is to show how the scatter in the strain vs time curves can influence in the range of variation of the
identified material parameters. This is done by plotting the confidence intervals for the curves based
on a statistical procedure. Section 2 describes the material used for the mechanical tests. Section 3
shows the main characteristics of the mechanical tests used to obtain the creep curves. Section 4
presents the methodology used for the inverse identifications. Section 5 presents the experimental
results and the identified parameters, as well as a discussion regarding the confidence interval of the
data. Finally, in Section 6 the main conclusions of the work are presented.

2. Material

The Alumina-Spinel brick studied in this work has a maximum grain size of 3 mm, and it’s used
in the working lining of steel ladles in steel plants. According to the material’s technical data sheet,
it is mainly composed of 94% Al2O3, 5% MgO, 0.3% SiO2 and 0.1% Fe2O3, with a bulk density of
3.13 g/cm3 and apparent porosity of 19 vol%.
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3. Experiments

The experimental creep curves were obtained using dedicated compression and tension testing
machines. These machines were successfully used in previous works [3,9,11,12], and their main
characteristics are presented in the next sections. The Alumina-Spinel material creep behavior was
characterized at 1300 ◦C both in tension and in compression. For each load case, three different stress
values were used, and for each stress value three different specimens were tested.

3.1. Uniaxial Compression Tests

To measure the displacements during the compression creep, two extensometers were positioned
with a difference of 180◦ in relation to each other, and the distance between their corundum rods
was 50 mm. The entire sample, the upper and the lower SiC pistons were located inside of a tubular
furnace. A schematic representation of the compression creep experimental setup can be seen on
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Compression creep experimental setup.

The samples used in the compression tests were drilled with 35 mm diameter and cut to a length
of 70 mm, and a corundum plate was used at the contact between the sample and the lower piston to
avoid chemical interactions.

At the beginning of the test a compressive pre-load of 50 N was applied to the sample to hold it
in the correct position during the heating. The heating rate for the compression tests was 10 ◦C/min,
and a 1h dwell was used to homogenize the sample’s temperature.

The stress values used for the tests were 8 MPa, 9 MPa and 10 MPa.

3.2. Uniaxial Tensile Tests

For the tensile creep, two extensometers were used, with a distance between their corundum
rods of 50 mm. To avoid damaging the sample during the gripping and consequent application of the
load, the sample was glued to two water cooled adapters using a dedicated gluing device (Figure 2a).
This device was designed to improve the alignment of the sample, avoiding the occurrence of bending
loads [9]. The sample and the adapters were positioned at the testing machine and connected to water
cooled grips, standing outside the furnace to avoid burning the glue. In this way, only a part of the
sample stays inside the furnace. The tensile creep experimental setup is shown in Figure 2b.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Tensile creep experimental setup. (a) Gluing device. (b) Testing machine.

The samples used in the tensile tests were drilled with 30 mm diameter and cut to a length of
230 mm. A pre-load of 50 N was also applied in the tensile test, and the heating rate as 5 ◦C/min,
with 1h dwell to reach the steady state temperature.

The stress values used for the tests were 0.15 MPa, 0.20 MPa and 0.25 MPa. Nevertheless, for the
tensile load of 0.15 MPa the results of the three different tests presented a significant scatter, and they
weren’t considered during the calculations.

4. Methodology

4.1. Inverse Identification

To identify the material parameters from tension or compression creep tests, Equation (2) can be
integrated using the trapezoidal rule [3], resulting in:

εcr,i+1 ≈
[

ε1−a
cr,i +

(1− a) · A · (σn
i+1 + σn

i ) · (ti+1 − ti)

2

] 1
1− a

(4)

where t is the time and i is the time step index. In this way, depending on the stress variation over
time and on a given set of material’s parameters, it’s possible to obtain an analytic calculation of the
resulting time vs creep strain curve, which can later be compared to the experimental results using a
least squares approach.

It should be taken into account that the experimental creep curves comprise both the elastic
and creep strains (εtot), but Equation (2) doesn’t account for the elastic part. Therefore, either
the experimental data should be treated or the elastic strains should be included in the equation,
following the expression for the one-dimensional case:

εtot = εcr +
σ

E
(5)
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where the second part of the right hand side of the equation corresponds to the elastic strain, being E
the Young’s modulus of the material.

The inverse identifications carried out in this work were done according to the following steps:

• Step 1: Definition of the input variables.

1. Sample’s diameter
2. Young’s modulus
3. Type of creep (primary or secondary)
4. Allowed range of variation for the material’s properties
5. Raw data from the tests (time-force-displacement tables)

• Step 2: Random definition of the initial guesses, depending on the variable’s range of variation
and the number of initial guesses.

• Step 3: For each of the initial guesses and each of the stress levels, calculate the analytic time-strain
curves using Equation (4), at the same time points as the ones available from the experimental data.

• Step 4: For each time point, calculate the difference between the experimental and analytic values
(identification error).

• Step 5: Using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm [13], change the material’s
parameters in order to minimize the identification error.

As explained in Section 3, three creep tests were done for each stress value, therefore nine curves
were available for compression and six for tension. The procedure described above was repeated for all
possible combinations of curves available at the different stresses. For the identification of compression
creep parameters, the curve were combined on sets of three (one at each stress), and for the tensile
creep parameters the curves were combined in sets of two.

4.2. Statistical Analysis

The main idea in this paper is to show how the scatter in the tests can influence the identified
material parameters, in terms of their range of variation.

First, two concepts should be defined:

• Statistical population: group of all possible items in the study domain. In the present case,
the population is the infinite number of creep tests that could be done.

• Statistical sample: the actual subset of the population being studied. In this study, the statistical
sample is used to draw conclusions about the statistical population, since the mean and the
standard deviations of the population are unknown.

Confidence intervals can be used to predict what is the confidence level that one parameter
of the statistical population (for example, the average) lies in a given range, calculated using the
statistical sample.

For example, if one defines a 70% confidence interval for the average of the material parameter A
in Equation (2), this means that the interval resulted from the estimation procedure is 70% reliable, not
that there is 70% probability that the parameter A for the statistical population lies within this interval.

Once the inverse identifications were made using the different possible combinations of curves,
the average and standard deviation were calculated.

Assuming a normal distribution for the results, confidence intervals can be calculated according
to the following expression: (

x− t∗
η√
n

, x + t∗
η√
n

)
(6)

where x is the average, η is the standard deviation of the statistical sample, n is the number of
observations and t∗ is the critical value according to Student’s t-distribution, that can be found in
specialized tables [14].
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Once the confidence intervals were obtained, the strain vs time curves were plotted using their
extreme values, to check the variation of the creep curves within the chosen confidence level.

Due to the high heterogeneity of refractories and limited amount of experimental data available,
it was decided to plot 70% confidence intervals for all the analyses in Section 5.

5. Results and Discussions

All the curves presented in this work represent the average of the two extensometers used to
measure the displacements over time, as explained in Section 3. The compression creep curves were
already reported by Samadi et al. [12], where a different statistical approach was applied for the
parameter determination.

Figure 3, shows the effect of the stress increase on the creep strain for the studied material. It can
be observed that for a compression stress σ = 8 MPa, the time to the complete failure of the sample
is approximately 11.5 h, while at σ = 10 MPa it is reduced to less than 1.5 h. The same effect can be
observed in tension, where a variation from σ = 0.20 MPa to σ = 0.25 MPa resulted in a decrease in
the test time from approximately 33 min to 2.5 min.

Figure 3. Creep tests at 1300 ◦C. (a) Compression. (b) Tension.

It’s well known that refractories are heterogeneous materials, since normally they have large grain
sizes compared to the size of the samples used for mechanical test, with some exceptions. As such, it is
common to observe a considerable scatter in the data regarding their mechanical properties. Figure 4a
shows that, for the material studied in this work, under a compression stress σ = 8 MPa, Sample 1
failed after 11.5 h, while Sample 3 failed after 3 h. Under a tension load of σ = 0.2 MPa, Sample 1 failed
after 1.1 h, while Sample 3 failed after 30 min of test. For Sample 2 the test was interrupted after 20 min
due to sudden failure of the glue, although the resulting creep curve is similar to the one of Sample 3.

Figure 5a shows all the compression creep curves obtained experimentally at the three different
stress levels, but only for the primary and secondary creep stages. Although it is still possible to
observe a scatter in the data, this effect is much less pronounced than when the third creep stage is
also considered, like in Figure 4. More particularly, the results of Samples 3 and 6 are very similar,
although the stress levels were σ = 8 MPa and σ = 9 MPa, respectively. The results of the tensile creep
tests are plotted in Figure 5b.
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Figure 4. Three stages of creep at T = 1300 ◦C under tensile and compressive loads.

Figure 5. Creep tests at 1300 ◦C.

The scatter in the data, that is considered to be rather normal for refractory materials, can be
explained by many factors. From the material’s point of view, the heterogeneity in the bricks used
to produce the samples can come from the production processes, such as the pressing and the heat
treatment. From the testing procedures, micro-cracking of the sample during its production and
misalignment of the load can contribute to the variations in the results. It’s out of the scope of this
work to precisely define the causes of this scatter, although the authors believe it can come from a
combination of all factors mentioned.

Identification of the Creep Parameters

The curves presented in Figure 5 were used to identify the creep parameters related to Equation (2).
It should be noticed that frequently the main goal of creep parameters identification for a given material
is to later model more complex structures under multidimensional loads. In this case, the stage of
the creep needed for simulation must be defined (primary or secondary), since Equation (2) does not
provide a criteria to transit from the first to the second creep stages during the calculations.

From Figure 5a, it is observed that primary creep stage has an important influence in the
time-strain response under compression, and therefore it will be considered during the identification.
However, the tensile creep data presented in Figure 5b shows that, although the occurrence of primary
creep stage can be observed, it finishes after a few minutes and secondary creep holds for most of
the test time. For this reason, the secondary creep assumption (Equation (2) with a = 0) seems
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to be a feasible approximation of the material behavior in tensile creep regime, and was used for
the identifications.

Table 1 shows the inversely identified compressive creep parameters. The nine experimental
curves were combined in sets of 3, resulting in 27 combinations. The 70% confidence interval was
calculated using a Student’s t-distribution critical value of t∗ = 1.057.

In Figure 6 the creep curves resulting from the average of the identification parameters were
plotted together with the experimental curves. It is possible to observe a good agreement between the
experimental and identified results. The figure also shows the upper and lower bound creep curves
resulted from the extreme values of the confidence intervals. It can be concluded that, to be 70%
confident about the identification procedure, the possibility of a large variation of the average values
must be assumed. This fact is due to the limited number of tests that could be done, considering the
high cost and the time demand to perform them.

Table 1. Results of the inverse identification—Compression creep.

Parameter Average Std.
Deviation 70% Confidence Interval

log10(A[MPa−ns−1]) −13.52 0.925 (−14.08,−12.95)

n [-] 3.56 0.554 (3.22, 3.90)

a [-] −2.59 0.218 (−2.73,−2.46)

Figure 6. Compressive creep identification results at T = 1300 ◦C.

Table 2 shows the identified parameters for the tensile creep and a 70% confidence interval,
calculated with t∗ = 1.108, and Figure 7 shows the experimental and identified creep curves. Such
as in the compression case, the creep curve resulting from the average identification is in a good
agreement with the experimental curves, but the standard deviation has a very high value compared
to the average. This fact, combined with the resulted number of experimental data available, results in
a broad confidence interval, and the upper and lower bounds were not plotted in Figure 7.
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Table 2. Results of the inverse identification—Tensile creep.

Parameter Average Std.
Deviation 70% Confidence Interval

log10(A[MPa−ns−1]) 2.52 1.14 (1.62, 3.42)

n [-] 12.05 1.78 (10.65, 13.45)

Figure 7. Tensile creep identification results at T = 1300 ◦C.

Considering the possible effects the test procedures as well as the material heterogeneity, another
approach for the inverse identification is to only consider the two closer curves at each load, and to
eliminate the curve that deviate considerably from them. For example, considering the compressive
creep curves presented in Figure 5a at σ = 9 MPa, Samples 4 and 5 are in good agreement between
each other, while Sample 6 seems to deviate. In the same way, for the tensile tests at σ = 0.20 MPa,
Sample 1 presents a considerable difference when compared with Samples 2 and 3.

This methodology needs to be used carefully, because is not always obvious when a deviating
result comes from a problem due to the testing procedure or due to an abnormal variation of the
material, and when it is due to its actual normal heterogeneity. A reliable way to make this verification
is to perform a higher number of tests, what presents the difficulties already mentioned.

To apply this methodology, Samples 3, 6 and 8 were removed from the identification
of compressive parameters, and Samples 1 and 4 were removed from the identification of
tensile parameters.

Table 3 shows the identification results for the compressive creep tests with the reduced number
of samples, and Table 4 the results of the tensile creep parameters. It can be seen that, when comparing
to Tables 1 and 2, the average of the parameters changed less than 10%, but the standard deviation
was reduced up to 50%. It should be noticed that, since the number of experimental curves being
considered decreased, the critical value of the Student’s t-distribution increased, being now t∗ = 1.134
for compression and t∗ = 1.25 for tension. Nevertheless, the decrease of the standard deviation
was more influential than the increase of t∗, resulting in a more restricted range of variation for the
confidence interval. Figures 8 and 9 show the plots of the results.

Table 3. Results of the inverse identification—Compression creep—Reduced number of samples.

Parameter Average Std.
Deviation 70% Confidence Interval

log10(A[MPa−ns−1]) −14.16 0.506 (−14.49,−13.83)

n [-] 3.96 0.257 (3.79, 4.13)

a [-] −2.74 0.142 (−2.83,−2.64)
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Figure 8. Compressive creep identification results at T = 1300 ◦C—Reduced number of samples.

Table 4. Results of the inverse identification—Tensile creep—Reduced number of samples.

Parameter Average Std.
Deviation 70% Confidence Interval

log10(A[MPa−ns−1]) 2.48 0.107 (2.39, 2.56)

n [-] 11.86 0.168 (11.73, 11.99)

Figure 9. Tensile creep identification results at T = 1300 ◦C—Reduced number of samples.
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6. Conclusions

This work presented the characterization of the tensile and compressive creep behavior of a
shaped Alumina-Spinel material used in the working lining of steel ladles. Experimental curves were
presented, as well as the results of an inverse identification of the parameters of a Norton-Bailey
creep law.

The analytic creep curves resulting from the average of the identified parameters showed a good
agreement with the experimental curves, although the variation range of the confidence intervals can
be decreased if more experimental curves are available, what is not always possible due to limitations
of cost and time.

The parameters identified in this work can be used in finite elements software to predict the creep
strains and stress relaxations of complex refractory structures.
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ABSTRACT
Refractories often show heterogeneous microstructure, which 
contributes to the scatter of their mechanical properties in labo-
ratory tests. To account for this characteristic, statistical analysis 
is necessary. The present paper investigates the effect of the 
heterogeneity of a shaped alumina spinel refractory on its creep 
behavior. The creep tests were performed at various temperatures 
and stresses under uniaxial compressive and tensile loads. For 
each temperature, the combination of different numbers of curves 
was considered for the inverse estimation of Norton-Bailey creep 
parameters. The mean value of each parameter and its standard 
deviation was compared for different combinations of curves, 
temperatures, and the different loading regimes (uniaxial tension 
and uniaxial compression). The confidence intervals and residuals 
were used to determine the representative set of curves for the 
material creep behavior.

INTRODUCTION
At high temperatures, creep is one of the major causes of irre-
versible deformations in refractory linings. Creep resistance of 
the refractories is affected by their microstructure, and studies 
showed that refractories present higher creep resistance under 
compressive stresses compared to tensile ones [1-3].
Furthermore, the heterogeneity of refractories microstructure 
often influences their mechanical properties evaluation and con-
tributes to the scatter in the experimental results, which demands 
a statistical analysis approach for investigation of the mechanical 
properties. Several studies investigated the effect of refractory 
heterogeneity on their mechanical properties [4-6]. In the study of 
Samadi, et al. [4], it was shown that a high scatter existed in the 
compressive creep behavior of a shaped alumina spinel refractory. 
Additionally, with the aid of a statistical study, the representative 
creep parameters of the primary compressive creep stage were 
determined.
In the current paper, the statistical analysis approach explained 
in Ref. [4] was considered to compare the scatter of creep 
parameters in different loading regimes and different creep stages 
at various temperatures. Uniaxial compressive and tensile creep 
tests were performed at three different temperatures, under three 
load magnitudes, for three samples for each condition. The asym-
metric creep behavior of the shaped alumina spinel refractory is 
discussed. Combinations of different number of curves at each 
temperature were used to inversely evaluate the Norton-Bailey 
creep law parameters for primary and secondary stages. Finally, 
the representative creep parameters are reported and compared for 
various loading regimes and creep stages.

METHODOLOGY
A burned alumina spinel refractory was selected for the case 
study. The oxide analysis consisted of 94 wt% alumina, 5 wt% 
magnesia, and 1 wt% other oxides such as, silica, iron oxide.
The uniaxial compressive creep test according to Ref. [7] and the 
uniaxial tensile creep test developed by Ref. [8] were chosen for 
creep testing. The cylindrical specimens had a diameter of 35 mm 

and a height of 70 mm for uniaxial compressive creep tests and 
a diameter of 30 mm and a height of 230 mm for uniaxial tensile 
creep tests. Testing apparatuses and specimens are presented 
schematically in Ref. [7] and [8]. Twenty-seven specimens drilled 
from bricks within the same batch were used for each loading 
regime. For characterization of asymmetric creep behavior of 
the material at various temperatures, the loading conditions were 
defined as shown in table 1. For each loading condition, three 
randomly selected specimens were used. The loads were defined 
in a way that all the three creep stages were obtained in a 
reasonable testing time; nevertheless, not all the tests could reach 
the third stage in 24 hours (had to be interrupted due to the safety 
measures).

Tab. 1: Applied stresses for characterization of the creep behavior.

Uniaxial 
compressive 
creep tests

Temperature (°C) 1300 1400 1500

Applied stresses 
(MPa)

8.0 
9.0 
10.0

4.0 
4.5 
5.0

3.5 
4.0 
4.5

Uniaxial 
tensile creep 

tests

Temperature (°C) 1200 1300 1400

Applied stresses 
(MPa)

0.25 
0.35 
0.45

0.15 
0.20 
0.25

0.12 
0.15 
0.18

In uniaxial compressive creep tests, a small preload of 0.05 MPa 
was applied on the specimen to stabilize it during the heating 
process. This preload was 0.01 MPa in the case of uniaxial tensile 
creep tests. In both tests, a cylindrical electrical furnace heats 
the specimens to the target temperature with a rate of 10 °C/min 
and 5 °C/min in uniaxial compressive and tensile creep tests, 
respectively. Afterwards, a dwell time of one hour was considered 
for thermal homogenization. After the dwell time, the defined 
mechanical load was applied on the specimen, and the displace-
ments were measured directly on the surface of the specimen 
using two pairs of mechanical extensometers, which were placed 
at the front and rear sides of the furnace. The extensometers’ 
initial arm distance was 50 mm.
After treatment of the experimentally measured displacements, 
the strain–time creep curves were obtained, and the ruler method 
was employed to determine the transition points of the three creep 
stages. In this method, the linear part of the curves, which is the 
secondary creep stage, is determined by a ruler. To illustrate the 
creep behavior, the strain hardening form of the Norton-Bailey 
creep rate equation [9] was employed (Eq. 1).

 (1)

where  is the applied stress,  is the creep strain rate,  is the 
equivalent/accumulated creep strain, 𝐾(𝑇) denotes a temperature 
dependent function,  is the stress exponent and  is the strain expo-
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nent that is negative for the primary stage and zero for secondary 
stage. The inverse identification method developed in Ref. [7] 
was applied to identify the creep parameters. To this end, the 
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm [10] was applied 
to minimize the sum of the squared differences of measured and 
simulated creep strains.

STATISTICAL STUDY
The statistical study was presented in Ref. [4], and the results for 
the primary creep stage of the uniaxial compressive creep test 
results of the alumina spinel refractory were shown and discussed 
in that study. In the current paper, the same approach was con-
sidered to investigate the influence of material inhomogeneity on 
creep behavior for different loading regimes and different creep 
stages.
There are 9 available creep curves for each temperature and each 
loading regime, from which different arbitrary numbers of curves 
can be used as input dataset of the inverse evaluation method. The 
theoretical constraint to achieve a unique solution for a, n and K 
is that minimum two curves with different constant stresses must 
be in the input dataset. Therefore, to have a statistical overview of 
the data, all the possible combinations of 2 to 9 curves, including 
the primary and secondary creep stages of both compressive and 
tensile creep test results, were employed as the input datasets (8 
in total). The dataset sizes are reported in table 2.

Tab. 2: dataset size from different number of curves in combi-
nation.

Number of curves  
in combination 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Dataset size 27 81 126 126 84 36 9 1

For each dataset, the mean value, standard deviation and the con-
fidence interval of creep parameters were calculated. Eq. (2) was 
used to calculate the common 99% confidence interval ,

 (2)

where  represents the difference between the dataset mean 
value (𝑦)̅ and the mean value of the whole population (𝜇), 𝑛 
denotes the dataset size, 𝑛 −1 is the number of degrees of freedom, 
and 𝑆 stands for the dataset standard deviation. The  value is taken 
from the t-distribution table based on the degrees-of-freedom of 
the dataset and the percentage value (table II in Ref. [11]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The creep test results are shown in figures 1 and 2 for uniaxial 
compressive and tensile creep tests, respectively. An evident 
scatter was observed in the creep results of both loading regimes. 
Despite the scatter, another important observation was the asym-
metric creep behavior of the material. The average of maximum 
compressive creep strains was one order of magnitude larger than 
the one of tensile creep, and it increased with temperature in the 
case of compressive creep curves, but decreased for tensile creep 
curves. Moreover, the tensile creep curves were more sensitive to 
the stress than the compressive creep curves.
To have a clear vision of the asymmetric creep behavior of the 
investigated alumina spinel refractory, creep stage duration and 
transition strain were compared between the two loading regimes. 
Figure 3 presents the creep stage duration ratios for primary and 
secondary creep, i. e., the ratios between each stage and the total 
test time.. It was observed that the duration ratio of primary creep 
stage was below 15% for tensile creep curves; but for secondary 
stage, this ratio was more than 50% for all temperatures. There-

fore, the secondary creep stage was the dominating stage in tensile 
creep of the current material. For tensile creep measurements, 
both primary and secondary stage durations increased with tem-
perature; but for compressive creep measurements, primary stage 
duration increased, and secondary stage duration decreased with 
temperature.

Figure 4 shows the creep stage transition ratios of primary and 
secondary creep stages. The ratios were calculated by dividing the 
creep strain at the transition points by the total creep strain. It was 
observed that in compressive creep tests, the creep strain ratios 
of both primary and secondary stages to the maximum strain 
decreased with temperature. On the contrary, in tensile creep 
tests, the strain ratios of both primary and secondary stages to 

Fig. 1: Uniaxial compressive creep test results for 1300°C – 
1400°C – 1500°C
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Fig. 2: Uniaxial tensile creep test results for 1200°C – 1300°C 
– 1400°C

the maximum strain increased with temperature. Additionally, for 
tensile creep curves, between 82 -87 % of the creep strain occurred 
during the tertiary creep stage although the secondary creep stage 
was the longest one.

STATISTICAL STUDY RESULTS
The creep parameters (K, n and a) of primary and secondary 
stages were inversely evaluated for various combinations of 
curves. As it was shown in figure 3, the secondary stage was the 
most prominent one for tensile creep curves; therefore, in this 
section the results of the secondary stage are compared between 
compressive and tensile creep measurements. The mean values 
and standard deviations of n and the common logarithm of K 
(logK) with respect to the number of curves in combination are 
plotted in figures 5 and 6, for tensile and compressive creep 
regimes, respectively. When using all the possible 9 curves for 
the inverse evaluation only one set of creep parameters is obtained 
and therefore, no standard deviation is reported for this dataset.
For both parameters in both regimes, the standard deviations of 
the datasets decreased with increasing the number of combined 
curves, expectedly; but the mean values did not change signif-

Fig. 5: Uniaxial tensile secondary creep parameters n and logK 
of different datasets for different temperature (with standard 
deviations)

Fig. 3: Creep stage duration ratios of compressive and tensile 
creep curves for different temperatures (1st: primary creep stage, 
2nd: secondary creep stage)

Fig. 4: Creep stage transition strain ratios of compressive and 
tensile creep curves for different temperatures (1st: primary creep 
stage, 2nd: secondary creep stage)
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icantly. The mean value of tensile creep parameters n and logK 
increased with the temperature, whilst for compressive ones, the 
mean value of n was higher for 1400 °C and similar for 1300 °C 
and 1500 °C, and the mean value of logK was higher for 1500 
°C and similar for 1300 °C and 1400 °C. It suggested that the 
compressive creep resistance of the alumina spinel refractory 
decreased more from 1300°C to 1400°C than from 1400°C to 
1500°C.
For better comparison of the datasets, ninety-nine percent confi-
dence intervals were calculated according to Eq. (2) for all data-
sets of two parameters, which were shown in figures 7 and 8 for 
all temperatures and tensile as well as compressive creep regimes, 
respectively. Datasets with shorter confidence interval suggest a 
closer proximity to the mean value of the whole population and a 
better sampling for the input data. Considering all cases, i.e., all 
parameters for all temperatures, all creep stages and both loading 
regimes; it was observed that combined curve numbers of 5, 6 or 
7 had minimum confidence intervals. According to Eq. (2), three 
factors influenced the confidence interval: t, standard deviation 
and dataset size, which contributed to lower confidence intervals 
for datasets with combined 5, 6 and 7 curves.
Considering the dataset with combined 9 curves as a reference, 
for tensile creep parameters, figure 7 showed that parameters n 
and logK of this dataset lied in the confidence intervals of all 
other datasets at 1200°C and 1400°C; whilst they lied only in 
the confidence intervals of the datasets with combined 7 and 8 
curves at 1300°C. For compressive creep, at 1300°C and 1500°C, 
parameters n and logK of the dataset with combined 9 curves 
lied in the confidence intervals of all other datasets; whilst they 
lied in the confidence intervals of the datasets with more than 5 
combined curves at 1400°C.
Finally, to account for the heterogeneity of the material, the creep 
parameters obtained from the dataset with combined 7 curves were 

Fig. 6: Uniaxial compressive secondary creep parameters n and 
logK of different datasets for different temperature (with standard 
deviations)

Fig. 7: Uniaxial tensile secondary creep parameters n and logK 
of different datasets for different temperature (with confidence 
intervals)

Fig. 8: Uniaxial compressive secondary creep parameters n 
and logK of different datasets for different temperature (with 
confidence intervals)
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recommended for applications, as it showed a short confidence 
interval, and all parameters of the dataset with combined 9 curves 
lied in its confidence interval for all temperatures, in different 
creep stages and both loading regimes. The creep parameters for 
the primary and secondary stages from dataset with combined 7 
curves were reported in table 3 and 4, respectively. Comparing the 
tensile and compressive creep parameters at 1300°C and 1400°C 
showed that all creep parameters were higher in the case of tensile 
creep, which confirmed the high asymmetry in the creep behavior 
of the alumina spinel refractory. Higher values of n in the case of 
tensile creep parameters explained why there was a high sensitiv-
ity to the load magnitude in tensile creep measurements, since n is 
the exponent of the stress in Eq. 1. Additionally, higher standard 
deviations for tensile creep parameters at the same temperatures 
leads to the conclusion that the tensile creep behavior is more 
influenced by the heterogeneity of the material microstructure.

Tab. 3: Compressive and tensile primary creep stage parameters 
at different temperatures with corresponding standard deviations.

Temperature 
(°C) n a Log 

(K[MPa-ns-1])

Compressive 
creep 

parameters

1300 4.24 ± 
0.22

- 2.72 ± 
0.07 - 14.37 ± 0.25

1400 5.88 ± 
0.68

- 2.65 ± 
0.24 - 13.75 ± 0.70

1500 2.02 ± 
0.55

- 1.93 ± 
0.10 - 9.73 ± 0.44

Tensile creep 
parameters

1200 2.94 ± 
0.82

- 1.01 ± 
0.40 - 8.40 ± 1.31

1300 5.72 ± 
1.45

- 1.75 ± 
0.34 - 7.56 ± 2.10

1400 7.65 ± 
1.42

- 1.90 ± 
0.36 - 5.87 ± 1.97

Tab. 4: Compressive and tensile secondary creep stage parameters 
at different temperatures with corresponding standard deviations.

Temperature 
(°C) n Log(K[MPa-ns-1])

Compressive 
creep 

parameters

1300 6.22 ± 1.11 - 11.68 ± 1.05

1400 9.32 ± 0.67 - 11.87 ± 0.44

1500 5.54 ± 1.38 - 8.70 ± 0.82

Tensile creep 
parameters

1200 2.61 ± 0.65 - 5.14 ± 0.30

1300 7.44 ± 1.70 - 0.53 ± 1.16

1400 10.83 ± 
2.77 2.67 ± 2.26

CONCLUSIONS
In the current paper, the influence of the heterogeneity in refracto-
ries on their common asymmetric creep behavior was investigated 
with the aid of a statistical analysis approach. Fifty-four uniaxial 
compressive and tensile creep tests at three different temperatures 
were performed on randomly chosen specimens drilled out of bricks 

within the same batch. Low creep strains, short primary creep stage 
and significant secondary creep stage were the characteristics of the 
tensile creep behavior, while a noticeable primary creep stage and 
higher creep strains for the compressive creep curves.
Afterwards, the inverse evaluation of the Norton-Bailey creep 
parameters was done for various combinations of creep curves 
at three temperatures, two loading regimes, and primary and sec-
ondary creep stages. By comparing the 99% confidence intervals, 
the creep parameters evaluated from the dataset with combined 
7 curves out of 9 curves was approved to be reasonable repre-
sentative accounting for the material heterogeneity. The mean 
values and standard deviations of creep parameters at different 
temperatures were reported for both primary and secondary creep 
stages of uniaxial tensile and compressive creep behavior to be 
used in numerical simulation of the industrial linings.
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a b s t r a c t 

Fracture behavior of refractories influences their durability in high-temperature applications to a great extent. The 

fictitious crack model has been used for simulation of the fracture process of refractories and concrete materials. 

The present study investigates the effect of the lower post-failure stress limit of the softening law in the fictitious 

crack model by comparing an in-house developed subroutine for damaged elasticity model with the concrete 

damaged plasticity model implemented in Abaqus. The numerical wedge splitting tests show that in the case of 

brittle materials, the lower post-failure stress limit defined in the concrete damaged plasticity model resulted 

in energy consumption for crack propagation exceeding the defined fracture energy (114% higher in the case 

of a brittleness number of 4.4). Therefore, the developed damaged elasticity model allows for a more accurate 

simulation of fracture since the lower post-failure stress limit was decreased to 0.0001% of the tensile strength. 

Moreover, an inverse evaluation of the fracture parameters of an alumina spinel refractory material supported 

the developed model. 
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. Introduction 

Refractories are composite ceramic materials often used as lining

aterials in various high-temperature industrial vessels. In service, they

xperience thermal gradients and recurring thermal shocks, which could

enerate significant stresses resulting in tensile failure of materials. For

nstance, tensile stresses are generated in a distance from the hot face of

he working lining of a steel ladle by the hot thermal shock and at the

ot face by the cold thermal shock [ 1 , 2 ]. 

The wedge splitting test (WST) according to Tschegg [3] was well

pplied to determine the tensile behavior of refractories and concretes

n laboratories because it offers stable crack propagation in relatively

arge specimens and allows for well development of a fracture process

one (FPZ) [4–8] . The fictitious crack model proposed by Hillerborg

9] implicitly accounts for the softening behavior of materials. It depicts

hat the maximum transferred stress between two crack faces decreases

onotonically with increasing the distance of these crack faces after the

tress reaches the tensile strength of a material, as shown in Fig. 1 . The

ontribution of different fracture mechanisms in FPZ to the fracture be-

avior are represented by the softening law. With properly defined pa-

ameters for the fictitious crack model, the tensile failure of concretes

nd refractories can be well simulated with finite element methods. Re-

earches indicate that the softening curve in the fictitious crack model

lays a major role in material behavior [10–14] . For instance, after in-

erse evaluation of WST results on concrete, Sko ĉek and Stang [11] and
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ue and Tin-Loi [12] reported that with increasing the number of lin-

ar parts in the multi-linear softening law, the ultimate displacement in

he softening law and the accuracy of the fit increased. Several research

tudies on concrete and refractory materials used and proposed bi-linear

oftening laws as an adequately accurate option; the ultimate displace-

ent in concrete with steel fiber is often one order of magnitude larger

han plain concretes, and two orders of magnitude larger than for refrac-

ory materials. In addition, concrete with steel fiber manifests less brittle

ehavior compared to plain concretes and refractories [10–20] . These

bservations indicate that the ultimate displacement of a softening law

s an essential figure of merit in describing the brittleness of materials

nd defining their tensile failure behavior by finite element modeling. 

Concrete damaged plasticity model (CDP) implemented in the com-

ercial software Abaqus [21] , which includes the fictitious crack model,

as used to inversely determine the tensile strength, total fracture en-

rgy, and softening laws for concretes [22] and refractories [14–18] .

owever, it defines a lower limit of the post-failure stress, i.e. 1% of the

ensile strength, to avoid computational instability [21] . That is to say,

he stress experienced by two crack faces at the ultimate displacement

oes not drop to zero [22] . This definition could affect the inverse de-

ermination of tensile strength and total fracture energy, especially in

he case of materials with high brittleness. 

To investigate the influence of the critical residual force on the

nverse estimation of tensile fracture properties, a damaged elasticity

odel (DE) was developed and implemented in a subroutine to model
0 February 2021 
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Nomenclature 

A Fracture surface 

b Width of the ligament 

B Brittleness number evaluated using inversely estimated 

parameters 

B ′ Brittleness number evaluated using the experimental pa- 

rameters 

E 0 Initial Young’s modulus 

E d Damaged Young’s modulus 

E ′ Measured Young’s modulus 

f t Tensile strength 

F V Vertical force 

F H Horizontal force 

F H,max Maximum horizontal force 

G f Total fracture energy 

𝐺 𝑓 
′ Specific fracture energy calculated from experimental 

curves 

G f ′′ Specific fracture energy calculated from simulated 

curves 

h Height of the ligament 

l Characteristic dimension of the specimen 

R 1 Ratio of the stress at transition point to the tensile 

strength in bilinear softening law 

R 2 Ratio of the strain at transition point to the ultimate 

damage strain in bilinear softening law 

y Vertical distance from the loading position to the center 

of the ligament 

𝛼 Wedge angle 

𝛿V Vertical displacement 

𝛿V 

,ult 
Ultimate vertical displacement 

𝛿H Measured horizontal displacement 

𝜀 el Elastic strain 

𝜀 d Damage strain 

𝜀 d,ult Ultimate damage strain 

𝜎c Post-peak maximum transferred stress 

𝜎el Elastic stress 

𝜎ult Lower post-failure stress limit 

𝜎NT Nominal notch tensile strength 

CELENT Characteristic length of element 

he mode Ⅰ fracture of refractories using the fictitious crack model prin-

iple [23] . In this model, the lower limit for the post-failure stress was

ecreased to 0.0001% of the tensile strength. The DE models, with lin-

ar and bilinear softening laws, were tested and verified, using a single

nit element. Afterwards, the influences of DE and CDP models on the

atios of nominal notch tensile strength to pure tensile strength and spe-

ific fracture energy to total fracture energy were studied by modeling
Fig. 1. Fictitious cra

2 
he WST with different combinations of arbitrary material parameters.

dditionally, a case study of a shaped alumina spinel refractory was car-

ied out with both models for inverse identification of room temperature

ensile fracture properties. 

. Methodology 

.1. Damaged elasticity model 

The DE model defining the fictitious crack model, according to

illerborg [9] , consists of elastic behavior and softening one ( Fig. 1 ).

hen the maximum tensile stress reaches the tensile strength ( f t ) of a

aterial, the damage initiates. The maximum sustainable stress by dam-

ged elements decreases monotonically with increasing tensile damage

train, following a specified softening curve as the failure criterion in

he Eq. (1) . 

≤ 𝜎𝑐 
(
𝜀 𝑑 
)

(1) 

here 𝜎 is the tensile stress, 𝜎c the maximum transferred stress that

s a function of the damage strain 𝜀 d . Various softening laws can be de-

ned for 𝜎c ; in the current study, linear and bilinear softening laws were

efined as shown in Fig. 2 and compared together. The current model

oes not consider hardening and failure under compression, which are

vailable in CDP of Abaqus. 

In Fig. 2 -a, DE model with linear softening law was illustrated, where

 d denotes the damaged Young’s modulus and 𝜎ult is the lower post-

ailure stress limit after damage. The model parameters to be defined

or a linear softening law were: tensile strength f t , fracture energy G f ,

nd initial Young‘s modulus E 0 . Fig. 2 -b illustrates DE model with bi-

inear softening law. Additional two parameters were necessary for the

odel definition: R 1 , the ratio of the stress at the transition point of a

ilinear curve to the tensile strength, and R 2 , the ratio of the strain at

he transition point of a bilinear curve to the ultimate damage strain

 𝜀 d,ult ). 

Two differences occur in the applications of DE and CDP models for

he tensile failure modeling of the present study. Firstly, 𝜎ult was 1% of

 t in CDP model; in contrast, 0.0001% of f t in DE model. Secondly, no

amage variable was defined in CDP model, and thus the Young’s modu-

us of material will stay constant; whilst in DE model the instantaneous

oung’s modulus of material changes with respect to the evolution of

ost-peak stress, assuming no irreversible displacement remains. Both

odels were tested using a single element to observe the differences. 

An additional important factor in using DE and CDP models for mode

 fracture simulation is the effect of element size and shape. To elimi-

ate the element size effect on the consumed energy, in the formulation

f the ultimate damage strain of a softening curve, fracture energy ( G f )

s divided by a parameter termed as characteristic element length ( CE-

ENT ) [21] , whose definition depends on the element type and shape. In

he case of a linear two-dimensional element used in the present study,
ck model [13]. 
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Fig. 2. DE model with (a) linear softening law and b) bilin- 

ear softening law. 

Fig. 3. (a) 2D and symmetrical model of the WST 

[14] (b) model boundary conditions. 
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Table 1 

Material properties considered for the simulation. 

Property Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Young‘s modulus (GPa) 30 60 90 

Fracture Energy (N/m) 200 400 700 

Tensile strength (MPa) 1 5 10 20 
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t is equal to the root of the element area ( Eq. (2) ). This parameter is

alculated by Abaqus and provided to the subroutine. 

𝐸 𝐿𝐸 𝑁𝑇 = 

√
𝐴𝑟𝑒 𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (2)

When a linear softening law is applied, the ultimate damage strain

s calculated using Eq. (3) . 

 𝑑, ult = 

2 
(
𝐺 𝑓 − 

𝑓 𝑡 
2 

2 𝐸 0 
. CELE NT 

)
𝑓 𝑡 . CELE NT 

(3) 

In the case of the bilinear softening curve, the ultimate damage strain

s calculated using the following formula: 

 𝑑,𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 

2 
(
𝐺 𝑓 − 

𝑓 𝑡 
2 

2 𝐸 0 
.𝐶𝐸 𝐿𝐸 𝑁𝑇 

)

𝑓 𝑡 . 
(
𝑅 1 + 𝑅 2 

)
.𝐶𝐸 𝐿𝐸 𝑁𝑇 

(4)

The fracture energy is the energy necessary for separation of the

racking edges, and in the case of elements with unit aspect ratio, the

racking edge size equals the element edge size. If other element shapes,

uch as triangular or rectangular elements, must be used in a model, dif-

erent mechanical results might be received. The influences of different

lement shapes on the force-displacement curves were discussed in the

ection 3.2 . 

.2. Design of wedge splitting test modeling 

According to the actual experiment design, 2D model of a half WST

pecimen was modeled with the size of 100 × 50 mm 

2 , and with a lig-

ment of 1.5 × 66 mm 

2 ( Fig. 3 -a). The model was meshed using lin-

ar plane strain square elements, called CPE4 in Abaqus, with the edge
3 
ize of 1.5 mm. A trapezoid was used to represent the transmission part

ade of corundum with 300 GPa Young’s modulus. The transmission

art was meshed with quadratic plane strain elements, called CPE8, with

he overall size of 1 mm. This smaller and quadratic mesh was to avoid

uctuations in the load displacement curve since this part is in contact

ith the wedge. The wedge was modeled as an analytical rigid part.

rictionless contacts were defined between the wedge and the transmis-

ion part, as well as between the transmission part and the specimen.

oading and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 3 -b. The edge on the

eft side of ligament was completely fixed, and the wedge moved down-

ards with a constant speed of 0.5 mm/min similar to the experiment.

dditionally, sensitivity analyses were performed on the wedge speed

nd element shape and size. 

DE and CDP models were assigned to the ligament elements, and

lastic behavior was assigned to the remaining bulk part, in order to

uide the macroscopic crack to propagate in the ligament as it is ob-

erved in the WST experiment. A full combination of properties defined

n Table 1 yields 36 arbitrarily defined materials. For the general com-

arison study of CDP and DE models, linear softening law was consid-

red. The simulations were performed till the wedge arrives at the end
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the WST specimen with dimensions 

(all numbers are in mm). 
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f the load transmission part, and the ultimate vertical displacement

 𝛿v,ult ) of the wedge was 16.7 mm. 

After the simulations, the specific fracture energy ( G f ′′ ) was calcu-

ated using Eq. (4) , which is the integration of the force-displacement

urve with respect to the vertical displacement divided by the fracture

rea. 

 𝑓 
′′ = 

1 
𝐴 

𝛿𝑉 , ult 

∫
0 

𝐹 𝑉 𝑑𝛿𝑉 (4) 

here F V is the vertical force, 𝛿V denotes the vertical displacement of

he wedge, and A denotes the fracture surface, which is 63 × 66 mm 

2 .

dditionally, based on the assumption of linear stress distribution in

he ligament surface, the nominal notch tensile strength was calculated

sing Eq. (5) [24] . 

𝑁𝑇 = 

𝐹 𝐻,𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑏ℎ 

( 

1 + 

6 𝑦 
ℎ 

) 

(5)

here b and h are the width and the height of the ligament, and y stands

or the vertical distance from the loading position to the center of the

igament, and F H,max is the maximum horizontal force. Later, the ratios

f the nominal notch tensile strengths received from DE and CDP models

o the input tensile strength in the model were calculated and compared,

s well as the ratios of the calculated specific fracture energy ( G f ′′ ) to

he total fracture energy ( G f ). 

.3. Case study 

Alumina spinel refractory, which often works as the working lining

aterial in the steel ladle of the steel industry, was chosen for the case

tudy. Alumina spinel refractory bricks, which consist of 94 wt% alu-

ina, 5 wt% of magnesia and 1 wt% of other oxides such as, silica and

ron oxide, were cut into required dimensions for wedge splitting tests

s shown in Fig. 4 . The bulk density of bricks was 3.13 g/cm 

3 , and open

orosity was 19 vol%. The notches (one starter notch and two lateral

otches) were cut on the specimen using an electrical circular saw with

pecific precautions to avoid cracking the specimen. They are designed

o assure that crack propagates in the middle part of the specimen. Three

pecimens (cut out of three different bricks from the same batch) were

ested at room temperature (termed RT in this paper), which follows the

pecimen number requirement of refractory testing standards. 
4 
A new testing apparatus for WST was designed and used in Ref.

18] for tests at various temperatures with laser speckle system for hori-

ontal displacement measurement. Fig. 4 shows the specimen and load-

ng components, i.e., one wedge, two rollers and two transmission parts.

n the WST model ( Fig. 3 ), the two rollers were not modeled to reduce

he complexity of contact definition. After fixing the specimen with load

ransmission elements in the testing device, the wedge was pushed down

ith a speed of 0.5 mm/min. The former study showed that the fracture

arameters of various refractory materials are not affected by the load-

ng rate at room temperature and the fracture energy is representatively

easured with the present specimen size [4] . 

The horizontal displacement measurement was done on both sides

f the specimen at the measuring points shown in Fig. 4 . The vertical

orce ( F V ) was measured with a load cell, and the horizontal force ( F H )

as calculated using Eq. (6) . 

 𝐻 = 

𝐹 𝑉 

2 tan 𝛼2 
(6) 

here 𝛼 is the wedge angle, which was 10° in this experiment. More

etails about the testing apparatus can be found in Ref. [18] . 

After the tests, the experimental fracture parameters, including spe-

ific fracture energy ( 𝐺 𝑓 
′) and nominal notch tensile strength ( 𝜎NT ) were

valuated. To prevent the wedge from touching the specimen, the test

as stopped at 15% of the maximum load; the specific fracture energy

as calculated to this point, using Eq. (7) . 

 

′
𝑓 
= 

1 
𝐴 

∫ 𝐹 𝐻 𝑑𝛿𝐻 (7) 

here F H is the horizontal force and 𝛿H is the average of horizontal

isplacements on the rear and front sides of the specimen measured

sing the laser extensometers. 

Afterwards, the test results were applied for an inverse evaluation

ith the CDP and DE model to determine the fracture parameters of

lumina spinel shaped refractory by the means of the minimization al-

orithm NL2SOL, which is an adaptive nonlinear least-square algorithm

mplemented in the open source code DAKOTA [25] . Using this algo-

ithm, the difference between the experimental curve and the simulation

urve was minimized, and the final parameters were received. Finally,

he inversely evaluated and the experimental fracture parameters were

ompared. 
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Fig. 5. DE and CDP models results on the single element model employing (a) linear softening law and (b) bilinear softening law. 

Fig. 6. Results of sensitivity analysis for different loading rates and various element shapes. 
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. Results and discussion 

.1. DE tensile test modeling of single unit element 

DE subroutines with linear and bilinear softening laws were tested

ith a single unit element model. As shown in Fig. 5 , both DE and

DP models followed the same stress-strain path with the load increas-

ng before damage started. Because in the DE model the stress/strain

urve during unloading is governed by the decreasing Young’s modu-

us, stresses and strains tended to null, whereas Young’s modulus in the

DP model is constant, and the unloading stress path is parallel to the

ne before damage. Furthermore, the lower post-failure stress limit in

he DE model was set to 0.0001% of the tensile strength. In contrast,

DP in Abaqus defines the lower post-failure stress limit with 1% of the

ensile strength; in the investigated case, this gives a value of 1 MPa. 

.2. Parameter study using wedge splitting test modeling 

Sensitivity of mechanical results on the loading rate and element size

nd shape were studied ( Fig. 6 ). Firstly, the loading rate was changed

rom 0.1 mm/min to 10 mm/min for Element 1, and it had no influence

n the mechanical result of the simulation, when time dependent ma-

erial behavior was not considered in the model. Secondly, the square

lement size was changed from 1.5 mm (Element 1) to 0.75 mm (Ele-
5 
ent 2), and the difference between the load-displacement curves from

hese two cases was not observed. Evident difference occurred when the

lement aspect ratio deviated from one, when the results of Elements 3

nd 4 were compared to that of Element 1. Element 5 is a triangle mesh

nd has the same CELENT value ( Eq. (2) ) with Element 3. Therefore, its

esult was similar to the ones from Element 3. 

In Fig. 7 -a, the specific fracture energy ( G f ′′ ) received from DE and

DP model results and the defined fracture energy ( G f ) were compared

ith respect to different material brittleness numbers. The brittleness

umber was calculated using Eq. (8) . 

 = 

𝑓 𝑡 
2 𝑙 

𝐺 𝑓 𝐸 0 
(8)

here l is the characteristic dimension of the specimen, which in this

ase is 66 mm. It was observed that with increasing brittleness number,

he ratio of received fracture energy to the defined one in the simulation

ncreases with both models, but more significant with CDP model. For

nstance, for the material with the brittleness number of 1.47, the re-

eived fracture energy was about two times the defined fracture energy

n the CDP model, but it was around the value of the defined fracture

nergy when DE model was applied. 

Furthermore, the specific fracture energy was calculated until 15%

f the maximum load since the experiments are normally stopped at

his load. This procedure was applied for the numerical wedge splitting
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Fig. 7. The ratio of received fracture energy to defined fracture energy until (a) the end of the curve and (b) 15% of the maximum load from DE and CDP models 

for different brittleness numbers. 

Fig. 8. Wedge horizontal force results of a material with (a) B ≈ 0.0015, (b) B ≈ 0.15 and (c) B ≈ 1.1. 
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a  
ests, which yields the specific fracture energy G f ′ . As shown in Fig. 7 -b,

he difference of the ratio 𝐺 

′
𝑓 
∕ 𝐺 𝑓 between DE and CDP models was less

han 3%. 

To understand the differences in energy ratios from the cases with

E and CDP models shown in Fig. 7 -a, the simulation results for three

aterials with brittleness numbers of 0.0015, 0.15 and 1.1 were shown

n Fig. 8 -a, 8 -b and 8 -c, respectively. For materials with low brittleness

 B < 0.01), the received fracture energy was lower than the defined

racture energy in both models ( G f ′′ < G f ) since more than half of the

lements in the ligament were not fractured entirely and the residual

orce was evidently high when the wedge finished the sliding path. For

nstance, it was around 20% of the peak force in Fig. 8 -a. For more brit-

le materials, like refractories, in the case of CDP model, the residual
6 
orce approached a constant value higher than null ( Fig. 8 -b and 8 -c),

nd thus higher fracture energy was received from the simulated curve

ompared to the defined value ( G f ′′ > G f ). On the contrary, in the case

f DE model, the consumed energy of the model was close to the de-

ned fracture energy ( G f ′′ ≈ G f ) ( Fig. 7 -a). Therefore, using CDP model

n simulation of fracture behavior of materials could lead to higher con-

umption of energy in the model than defined and produce an error in

nverse evaluation of material properties. Nevertheless, one should con-

ider the influence of the brittleness number, the testing conditions and

he softening law, which in this case was linear softening. 

The ratio of nominal notch tensile strength to the tensile strength

 𝜎NT / f t ) was nearly the same in the cases with DE and CDP models for

ll the brittleness numbers ( Fig. 9 ). As it was reported in the work of
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Fig. 9. The ratio of nominal notch tensile strength to the tensile strength in 

DE and CDP models for different brittleness numbers. The curve is fitted to 

the simulation results of DE model, and the results of alumina spinel were 

received by inverse estimation and inserted for comparison. 

Table 2 

Inverse evaluated fracture parameters using DE and CDP model. 

DE CDP 

G f (N/m) f t (MPa) E 0 (GPa) R 1 R 2 𝜺 d,ult G f (N/m) f t (MPa) E 0 (GPa) R 1 R 2 𝜺 d,ult 

RT-1 114.1 3.24 41.63 0.206 0.225 0.114 112.4 3.27 42.43 0.196 0.214 0.106 

RT-2 159.6 2.64 58.20 0.186 0.376 0.134 155.6 2.63 59.00 0.214 0.389 0.140 

RT-3 147.3 2.79 42.41 0.247 0.283 0.139 140.0 2.81 43.16 0.234 0.274 0.125 

RT-Mean 140.3 2.89 47.41 0.215 0.292 0.129 136.0 2.90 48.19 0.213 0.295 0.124 
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uer and Harmuth [24] , the 𝜎NT / f t ratio is influenced by the specimen

eometry and material brittleness. For WST specimens, an equation was

roposed for the relation between the 𝜎NT / f t ratio and the brittleness

umber as shown in Eq. (9) [23] . 

𝜎𝑁𝑇 

𝑓 𝑡 
= 𝑎 𝑒 

(
𝑏 − 𝐵 𝑐 
𝑑 

)
(9)

The constants a, b, c and d were evaluated by fitting the equation

o the simulation results of DE model shown in Fig. 9 , and their values

ere 1.88, 0.15, 0.36 and 1.13, respectively. There was a minor differ-

nce between these evaluated parameters and the ones from the study

f Auer and Harmuth [24] , which was caused by the differences in the

imensions of the model. 

.3. Case study results 

The WST results of three different specimens and their inverse iden-

ified curves were shown in Fig. 10 . The specimens were checked after

he experiment, and the crack propagated in the ligament for all of them.

he inverse identification of the model parameters was done considering

inear and bilinear post-peak behavior, respectively. As it was observed,

he models with linear post-peak behavior could not fit well to the ex-

erimental results; in this regard, studies also showed that bilinear and

rilinear post-peak behavior generates better fittings to the experimental

urves and further increase of number of linear parts introduces more

arameters for identification, which brings about the risk of a local min-

mum [10–14] . The aim of this study is to compare DE and CDP models,

nd thus the inverse evaluated parameters of the models with bilinear

oftening law were compared in the Table 2 . 

In Table 2 , it was shown that similar results were inversely evalu-

ted from DE and CDP models and reducing the lower stress limit of

he post-peak curve did not influence the result for the fracture energy,

ensile strength and Young’s modulus significantly. The inverse evalu-

ted fracture energy of three specimens with CDP model was 1%–5%

ower than that with DE model, and the tensile strength and Young’s

odulus of three specimens with CDP model were 1%–2% higher than

hose with DE model. The results were expected; as it was observed

rom the parameter study, the simulated load-displacement curves with
7 
wo models started to deviate from each other after 20% of the maxi-

um force ( Fig. 8 ). In addition, there was less than 3% difference in the

pecific fracture energy of the two models until 15% of the maximum

oad ( Fig. 7 -b), which was used as one threshold to terminate the wedge

plitting tests in the laboratory. On the other hand, if the tests are al-

owed to be performed until the load approaches null, the CDP model

ould not be able to predict the exact fracture energy of the material. A

elatively large difference can be observed on the determination of ul-

imate damage strain and transition points of stress and strain, which is

% − 13%. These differences were caused by the lower post-failure stress

imit decrease in the DE model since they were not received when the

ame value (1% of f t ) was considered in the DE model. 

Finally, the results of the model DE were compared with the experi-

ental results in Table 3 . The brittleness number B ′ was calculated using

he experimental data according to Eq. (10) . 

 

′ = 

𝜎NT 
2 𝑙 

𝐺 𝑓 
′𝐸 

′
(10) 

Here, E ′ denotes the measured Young’s modulus of the investigated

aterial. The Young’s modulus of three different specimens cut out of

nother brick from the same batch was measured using the ultrasonic

ethod according to ASTM standard C597–09 [26] . The mean value and

tandard deviation were 38.72 GPa and 3.70 GPa, respectively. The in-

erse evaluated Young’s modules of the two WST specimens in RT1 and

T3 were in the range of the measurements, in contrary to the one from

T2. Giving that a high heterogeneity was reported for the investigated

haped alumina spinel refractory in the statistical study of Samadi, et al.

27] , the difference between the inverse evaluated parameters and the

ltrasonic measurement was expected. 

The differences between inversely estimated and experimental re-

eived fracture parameters were shown in Table 3 . The ratio of 𝐺 𝑓 
′ to

 f was in 77.1%–81.6%; significant differences were observed on the ra-

io of 𝜎NT to f t and the ratio of B ′ to B , which were in 1.35–1.67 and in

.46–5.18, respectively. The 𝜎NT / f t ratios with respect to the brittleness

umber B were also added in Fig. 9 . It was observed that the inversely

stimated data fit well to the simulation results and the proposed equa-

ion. 
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Fig. 10. Wedge splitting test results at room temperature with their inverse identified curves using DE and CDP models with linear and bilinear post-peak behavior 

respectively. 

Table 3 

Comparison of DE inverse evaluated and experimental fracture parameters. 

G f ’ (N/m) G f (N/m) 
𝐆 𝐟 ′

𝐆 𝐟 
(%) 𝝈NT (MPa) f t (MPa) 

𝝈𝑵 𝑻 

𝒇 𝒕 
E 0 (GPa) B ′ B 𝑩 ′

𝑩 

RT-1 91.2 114.1 79.9 4.39 3.24 1.35 41.63 0.359 0.146 2.46 

RT-2 130.3 159.6 81.6 4.41 2.64 1.67 58.20 0.254 0.049 5.18 

RT-3 113.6 147.3 77.1 4.15 2.79 1.49 42.41 0.259 0.082 3.16 

RT-Mean 111.7 140.3 79.6 4.32 2.89 1.49 47.41 0.291 0.092 3.16 

RT-STD 19.7 23.5 2.3 0.14 0.31 0.16 9.34 0.059 0.049 1.39 
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. Conclusion 

In the current study an improved damaged elasticity model, termed

E, was developed to investigate the effect of the lower post-failure

tress limit in the softening law of a fictitious crack model on the simu-

ated mode Ⅰ fracture behavior of a wedge splitting test. It was confirmed

hat the in-house developed DE subroutine and the CDP model in Abaqus

howed the same behavior during the tensile loading until the ultimate

amage strain, after which, the lower post-failure stress limit in CDP

odel was limited to 1% of the tensile strength, but it was decreased to

.0001% in DE model. 

With the aid of the WST simulation and an arbitrary material

atabase, it was observed that the results with CDP and DE models de-

iate after a drop from the maximum load dependent on the brittleness

umber, and CDP model arrived at a constant load higher than zero

n contrary to the DE model. It was shown that the amount of energy

onsumed because of the larger lower post-failure stress limit leads to

 large difference in the fracture energy calculation for brittle materials

up to 114% higher energy consumption in CDP model for a material

ith the brittleness number of 4.4). Additionally, the inversely evalu-

ted fracture energies from the WST experiments on a shaped alumina

pinel refractory were up to 5% higher, applying DE model. It was con-
8 
luded that stopping the tests at 15% of the maximum load does not

rovide enough experimental results to augment the difference in DE

nd CDP models. 

In the case of tensile strength determination, both models yielded

ather close results, and the ratio of nominal notch tensile strength to

he pure tensile strength decreased monotonically with increasing brit-

leness number. Moreover, an equation for the ratio of the nominal notch

ensile strength to the tensile strength was proposed to which the exper-

mental results matched well. 

Finally, it was concluded that the DE model is a more accurate mean

or fracture simulation compared to the CDP model. Nevertheless, the

xtent of decreasing the lower post-failure stress limit impact on the

racture parameters identification depends on the brittleness of the de-

ned material, the simulated experiment, and the employed softening

aw. 
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Combined damaged elasticity and creep modeling of ceramics with wedge 
splitting tests 

S. Samadi, S. Jin *, H. Harmuth 
Chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversitaet, Leoben, 8700, Austria   

A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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Wedge splitting test 

A B S T R A C T   

During the crack propagation in common refractory ceramics at high temperatures, creep may occur in the wake 
of a process zone and in front of a crack tip. To account for this phenomenon, an integrated material constitutive 
model was developed by combining the mechanical behavior following isotropic damaged elasticity concept and 
Norton-Bailey creep. The post peak fracture behavior followed the bilinear softening law and a simple criterion 
was defined to consider the creep asymmetricity in uniaxial tension and compression. The material constitutive 
model was applied to inversely identify mode I fracture parameters with wedge splitting tests of an alumina 
spinel material at 1200 ◦C. It showed that the mean ratio of the nominal notch tensile strength to the actual 
tensile strength was 1.93 and the mean pure fracture energy was 297.6 N/m. In addition, the creep contributed 
12.9% on average into the total fracture energy.   

1. Introduction 

Modeling of cracking in quasi-brittle materials like concrete and 
refractories progressed greatly in recent years. Fictitious crack model 
proposed by Hillerborg [1] was successfully applied to reproduce the 
fracture phenomenon in refractory materials [2]. This model assumes 
that interfaces of one crack follow softening behavior caused by the 
micromechanical mechanisms in the fracture process zone (FPZ), for 
instance, microcrack initiation, crack branching, etc. Using this model, 
satisfactory results for fracture simulation of refractories at room tem-
perature [2–4] were obtained. 

From the micromechanical point of view, at elevated temperatures, 
creep could also occur in the wake and front of the FPZ [5]. In the case of 
fracture energy and tensile strength determination utilizing wedge 
splitting test (WST), creep contributes to the determined fracture energy 
and influences the inverse estimation of tensile strength. This was 
confirmed in the findings of Stückelschweiger et al. [4], in which it was 
assumed that crack propagates in the ligament area and creep occurs in 
the residual area of the specimen. The results showed the creep influence 
on the inversely evaluated fracture parameters; for instance, the 
inversely evaluated fracture energy was decreased between 15% and 
47% when considering creep. Nevertheless, the creep in the FPZ was not 
considered. In addition, studies showed that the tensile failure and creep 
in the refractory linings of industrial metallurgical vessels could occur in 

a complex manner, for instance, they can exist in the same areas of 
bricks, or alternatively in different areas [6–9]. Therefore, a material 
constitutive model considering tensile failure and creep that matches 
well to refractory materials behavior is necessary. 

There have been several studies working on numerical approaches to 
model the interaction between creep and damage in concrete, mainly to 
predict concrete behavior in fire situations [10–14]. In these models, 
different active material constitutive phenomena are coupled in a series 
manner, i.e., the total strain tensor is decomposed into several terms at 
the same stress state, as shown in Eq. (1). 

εtot = εel + εp + εth + εtr + εcr (1)  

Here, εtot denotes the total 2nd order strain tensor. εel, εp and εth are the 
2nd order elastic, plastic and thermal strain tensors, respectively, which 
are time-independent. The other two strain tensors are time-dependent, 
namely, the classical creep strain tensor (εcr) and the transient thermal 
creep strain tensor (εtr). 

The classical creep strain is a term used for the time-dependent strain 
under constant stress and temperature, which occurs due to mechanical 
motion of particles and grains; the transient thermal creep strain [11], 
also called load-induced thermal strain in Ref. [12], is used for the strain 
measured on a loaded concrete in transient thermal conditions due to 
the changes in chemical composition and moisture concentration of 
concrete and is accounted only during the first heating cycle. Separation 
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of these two strains in concrete experiments is not feasible, because the 
classical creep strain can also occur during the first heating cycle 
[11–14]. The transient thermal creep strain rate is also a function of 
stress and temperature, and was represented with different formulations 
in different studies [15,16]. 

The microstructure damage is usually represented in the material 
constitutive models by degradation of stiffness matrix. For instance, in 
the Gernay et al. study [13], mechanical damage is defined with a 4th 

order damage tensor (D) in the stress-strain relation as follows: 

σ =

(

I − D

)

C0 :

(

εtot − εp − εth − εtr

)

(2)  

where σ is the 2nd order stress tensor, I is the 4th order identity tensor and 

C0 denotes the initial 4th order isotropic linear elastic stiffness tensor. 
The mechanical damage was defined either isotropic [12] or orthotropic 
[14]. 

Different to concrete, shaped refractories are often burned at high 
temperatures to achieve sintering. Rather than the transient creep strain, 
the classical creep prevails in service, which is well reproduced by 
means of Norton-Bailey creep formulations [17–19]. Additionally, there 
is an evident asymmetry in creep of refractories, which is induced by 
their microstructure. Studies showed that refractories present higher 
creep resistance under compressive stresses compared to tensile ones 
[18–22]. In the case of refractory ceramics, the model of Blond et al. 
[22]. has been successfully applied to represent the creep asymmetry. In 
this model, the stress tensor is decomposed to positive and negative parts 
based on principal stress vectors, and the associated deviatoric tensors 
are used to calculate the creep strain rate by using the one-dimensional 

compressive and tensile creep parameters. 
The current study aims to develop a material constitutive model that 

can be used for simulation of mode I fracture and creep in refractory 
materials. To this end, a model called DECR considering asymmetric 
creep behavior based on Norton-Bailey creep law and isotropic damaged 
elasticity was developed. The creep parameters of the material were 
obtained from previous studies employing uniaxial compressive and 
uniaxial tensile creep tests [20,21]. To account for the creep asymme-
tricity, the absolute values of the principal stresses of each element were 
compared to allow the code automatically selecting the corresponding 
creep parameters under tension and compression. The application of this 
model in the simulation of WST at high temperature is to receive an 
insight into the influence of creep on the fracture property character-
ization. The manuscript was organized as follows: Firstly, DECR model 
was introduced and was tested using a single unit element; then, WST at 
1200 ◦C was employed to compare the DECR model with the concrete 
damaged plasticity model (CDP) in Abaqus [23], and to inversely eval-
uate the tensile failure properties of an alumina spinel refractory, which 
is used as the working lining material in steel ladles. Finally, the validity 
of the asymmetric creep model criteria in the WST model was discussed 
in detail and the inversely evaluated fracture parameters were compared 
to the experimental ones. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Damaged elasticity-creep model 

A schematic of the damaged elasticity model, termed DE, developed 
in a previous study [24], is shown in Fig. 1. In this model, material 
behaves elastically until the maximum principal stress reaches the ten-
sile strength; afterwards, it follows a softening curve, which is a function 

Nomenclature 

Ac, mc, nc and At , mt , nt Compressive and tensile creep parameters 
b and h Width and height of the ligament 

C0 Forth-order initial stiffness tensor 

D Forth-order damage tensor 
D Damage variable 
E0 Initial Young’s modulus 
Ed Damaged Young’s modulus 
ft Tensile strength 
FV and FH Vertical and horizontal force 
FH,max Maximum horizontal force 
Fsimulated Simulated load 
Fexp (Fexp) Experimental load (mean value) 
Gf Total fracture energy inversely evaluated considering 

creep 
Gfno− creep Total fracture energy inversely evaluated without 

considering creep 
Gf

′ Specific fracture energy calculated from experimental 
curves 

I Forth-order identity tensor 
l Characteristic dimension of the specimen 
q Equivalent von Mises stress 
R1 Ratio of the stress at the transition point to the tensile 

strength in bilinear softening law 
R2 Ratio of the strain at the transition point to the ultimate 

damage strain in bilinear softening law 
R2 Degree of determination 
RSME Root-mean-square error 

y Vertical distance from the loading position to the center of 
the ligament 

α Wedge angle 
δv Vertical displacement 
δv,ult Ultimate vertical displacement 
δH Measured horizontal displacement 
Δt Time increment 
Δεcr,t+Δt Creep strain increment using the stress from last increment 
Δεcr,t+Δt

′ Creep strain increment using the updated stress 
εtot Second-order total strain tensor 
εel Second-order elastic strain tensor 
εp Second-order plastic strain tensor 
εth Second-order thermal strain tensor 
εtr Second-order transient thermal creep strain tensor 
εcr Second-order classical creep strain tensor 
εr Second-order reversible strain tensor 
εîr Second-order irreversible strain tensor 
εd Second-order damage strain tensor 
εd Equivalent damage strain 
εd,ult Ultimate equivalent damage strain 
εmaxP Maximum principal strain 
εcr Equivalent creep strain 
ε̇cr Equivalent creep strain rate 
σ Second-order stress tensor 
σmaxP, σmidP, σminP Maximum, middle, minimum principal stress 
σc Post-peak maximum transferred stress 
σult Lower post-failure stress limit 
σNT Nominal notch tensile strength 
τt Second-order deviatoric stress tensor at time t  
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of equivalent damage strain (εd) (Eq. (3)). 

σmaxP ≤ σc(εd) (3)  

where σmaxP is the maximum principal stress, σc denotes the critical 
stress, which was chosen to be in a bilinear form in this case since its 
better fitting to experimental results was confirmed in previous studies 
[2,24]. The equivalent damage strain is a scalar calculated as follows: 

εd = εmaxP −
ft

E0
(4)  

where εmaxP denotes the maximum principal strain, and E0 and ft are the 
initial Young’s modulus and tensile strength, respectively. According to 
Fig. 1, the model parameters are the initial Young’s modulus, tensile 
strength, fracture energy (Gf ), and ratio constants R1 and R2. The pre-
vious study showed that by decreasing the lower post-failure stress limit 
(σult) to 0.0001% of the tensile strength, the accuracy of the model 
increased for WST simulation of brittle materials compared to the CDP 
model in which this value is 1% of the tensile strength [24]. The influ-
ence of the σult on high temperature WST simulation was further 
investigated in the current study. 

Due to the fact that the compressive strength of refractory materials 
is much higher than the tensile one [25], no failure is considered under 
compression in the model. Another underlying assumption is that the 
damage strain is reversible and only used for calculation of the damaged 
stiffness and the reduced tensile strength. Similar simplification was 
observed in the work of Pearce et al. [12]. Finally, the damage is 
considered isotropic, i.e. the same stiffness is assumed for all directions 
according to Eq. (5). 

Ed = E0(1 − D) (5)  

where Ed is the stiffness after damage, and D is the damage variable. 
The creep model follows the Norton-Bailey type equation [26] and 

representation defined in the Abaqus software [23] in which the 
equivalent creep strain rate (ε̇cr) , which is a scalar, is a function of the 
equivalent von Mises stress (q) and the total scalar equivalent creep 
strain (εcr) as Eq. (6). 

ε̇cr = (Aqn[(m + 1)εcr]
m

)
1

m+1 (6)  

where A, n, and m are the creep parameters, which can be obtained using 
an inverse evaluation algorithm and creep experiments [27]. The 
equivalent von Mises stress is calculated using the following equation. 

q =

̅̅̅̅̅
3
2
σ

√

: σ (7) 

In the current study, only the primary creep stage was considered for 
the creep behavior of the material, which is plausible due to the 
comparably short duration of WST and intermediate temperature. 

Asymmetric creep behavior was defined using the principal stresses 
according to the following specific criterion for WST simulation: 

σmaxP ≥ σmid P ≥ σminP→

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ε̇cr = (Acqnc [(mc + 1)εcr]
mc )

1
mc+1 if |σmaxP| < |σminP|

ε̇cr = (Atqnt [(mt + 1)εcr]
mt )

1
mt +1 if |σmaxP| ≥ |σminP|

(8)  

where subscripts c and t are for compressive and tensile creep parame-
ters, respectively. In the case that σmaxP = σmid P = σminP, the compres-
sive or tensile case depends on the sign of principal stresses. The Yield 
surface of the model in two-dimensional principal stress space is shown 
in Fig. 2. This criterion is suitable for consideration of asymmetric creep 
in the simulation of wedge splitting test because the minimum and 
maximum principle stresses are in line with the loading direction in the 
FPZ, as it will be confirmed by showing the stress distribution in the 
results section. However, refractory materials could present more 
complicated stress state in service and further improvement of the model 
should be done for application in thermomechanical simulation of re-
fractory lining. 

Combination of damaged elasticity and creep is defined based on 
strain splitting assumption. The total strain tensor is decomposed into 
two parts (Eq. (9)), reversible (εr) and irreversible (εir) strain tensors; the 
former one includes both elastic and damage strain (εd) tensors, and the 
latter one refers to the creep strain tensor. 

εtot = εr + εir =

(

εel + εd

)

+ εcr (9) 

After integrating Eq. (6), a forward explicit method is employed for 
calculation of the equivalent creep strain increment (Δεcr,t+Δt) according 
to the following equation: 

Δεcr,t+Δt =

[(
Aqt

n

m + 1

) 1
m+1

Δt + εcr,t
1

m+1

]m+1

− εcr,t (10)  

where the stress from the last increment (qt) is used. Using a flow rule, 
the creep strain tensor is calculated as follows: 

εcr,t+Δt = εcr,t + εcr,t+Δt
τt

qt
(11)  

where τt is the 2nd order deviatoric stress tensor at the beginning of the 
increment. Afterwards, the rest of the strain increment tensor is allo-
cated to reversible strain tensor, which is used to calculate the damage 

Fig. 1. DE model with bilinear softening law [23].  

Fig. 2. Yield surface in the two-dimensional principal stress space.  
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variable and the stress tensor at the end of the increment (σt+Δt). Using 
the updated von Mises stress after creep, a new equivalent creep strain 
increment (Δεcr,t+Δt

′ ) is calculated (Eq. (10)), and an accuracy criterion 
is checked at the end of the increment according to Eq. (12). If the ac-
curacy criterion is not met, the time increment is decreased to a shorter 
one; for instance, in the present study the time increment was reduced 
by a factor of 0.2. 

Δεcr,t+Δt
′

− Δεcr,t+Δt < 0.001 (12) 

The DECR model was developed in a Fortran subroutine format, 
which is used as a supplementary material for simulation in Abaqus 
software. For better understanding of the model, a flowchart of DECR 
model is shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the subroutine was tested using a 
single element model whose results will be shown in section 3. 

2.2. Wedge splitting test and inverse evaluation of material parameters 

The WST introduced by Tschegg [28] has been applied widely to 
characterize the tensile behavior of refractories because it enables stable 
crack propagation in relatively large specimens and allows for well 
development of a FPZ [29–33]. Alumina spinel refractory is a 
well-known refractory ceramic used mostly as the working lining ma-
terial in iron and steel production. In the current study, alumina spinel 
refractory bricks, which consist of 94 wt% alumina, 5 wt% of magnesia 
and 1 wt% of other oxides such as, silica and iron oxide, were used to 
produce WST samples. For more information on the material micro-
structure, one could refer to Ref. [21]. The WST was performed on three 
specimens at 1200 ◦C employing the apparatus developed in Ref. [4]. In 
this experiment, after placing the specimen into the device, the heating 
started with the rate of 10 ◦C/min up to the desired temperature. After 1 
h holding time for temperature homogenization in the specimen, the 
wedge started moving down with constant speed of 0.5 mm/min. The 
vertical load was measured using a load cell and horizontal displace-
ment was measured on both sides of the specimen (on the area shown in 
Fig. 4) with a laser speckle measurement system. 

Afterwards, the test results were used together with a 2-dimensional 
model of WST to inversely evaluate the fracture parameters of the sha-
ped alumina spinel refractory. The model shown in Fig. 4 is half of a WST 
specimen according to the symmetry conditions of the test. Plain strain 
square elements, termed CPE4 in Abaqus, were assigned to the model. 
The wedge was modeled as an analytical rigid part and the contacts 
defined between the parts were frictionless. The load transmission part 

is made of corundum with a high stiffness compared to the refractory 
material under the test; its Young’s modulus is assumed to be 300 GPa in 
this study. More details on the model specifications and testing prepa-
rations can be seen in Ref. [24]. 

The material constitutive models used in the simulation are shown in 
Table 1. Two cases were considered, Case 1 with DECR model in the 

Fig. 3. DECR subroutine flowchart.  

Fig. 4. 2D and symmetrical model of the WST.  

Table 1 
Material models used in the WST simulation and inverse evaluation.   

Case 1 Case 2 

Ligament DECR subroutine CDP model 
Bulk Asymmetric creep subroutine Asymmetric creep subroutine  
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ligament and Case 2 with CDP model in the ligament. In both cases, the 
asymmetric creep model, which applies the same asymmetric criteria 
(Eq. (8)) defined in DECR model, was assigned to the bulk. The fracture 
was only assigned to the ligament and the macroscopic crack propagated 
in this region as observed in the experiments, where precut notches on 
the specimens guided the crack to propagate in the middle part of the 
specimen. 

Primary creep stage parameters, listed in Table 2, were obtained 
from previous studies on the same material at 1200 ◦C [20,21]. Tensile 
creep tests were done at 1200 ◦C, but compressive creep tests were at 
higher temperature due to the load capacity of the testing apparatus. 
Compressive creep parameters were linearly extrapolated from param-
eters of three higher temperatures (1300 ◦C, 1400 ◦C and 1500 ◦C). With 
the aid of these parameters and the models in Table 1, inverse evaluation 
of fracture parameters was done for three experiments. An adaptive 
nonlinear least-square minimization algorithm, termed NL2SOL, 
implemented in the open source code DAKOTA [34], was used for this 
regard. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. DECR subroutine test with a single unit element 

The DECR model was tested using a 3D single unit element simula-
tion. The material parameters were assumed as following: E = 100 GPa, 
Gf = 2e5 N/m, ft = 100 MPa, R1 = R2 = 0.5, Ac = At = 1e− 16, nc =

nt = 1.5, and mc = mt = − 0.8. The loading was defined in four steps:  

1. Constant tensile load of 50 MPa for 100 s;  
2. Load was released immediately to zero and kept for 100 s;  
3. Linear increase of tensile strain up to 0.003 in 100 s;  
4. Constant tensile strain of 0.003 for 100 s. 

In Fig. 5, the stress and strain results of DECR model were compared 
with CDP and Norton-Bailey creep model implemented in Abaqus [23]. 
Stress responses for steps 1 and 2, and total strain responses for steps 3 
and 4 were the same for all models. It was observed that DECR sub-
routine and Norton-Bailey creep model generate equal results before 
tensile failure, as intended. In third step, after the tensile failure, in the 
model with DECR subroutine, stress decreases according to the softening 
law; therefore, the irreversible strain (creep strain) does not increase as 
much as Norton-Bailey creep model, since the creep strain has a direct 
correlation to stress magnitude. During the last step, higher relaxation 
occurs in the case of Norton-Bailey creep law, since the higher stress 
magnitude causes higher increase in creep strain. In CDP model, fracture 
starts earlier in the third step since there is no creep in the model, and 
the stress drops to a lower value than DECR. The damage strain is 
irreversible in CDP, and no relaxation occurs. 

3.2. Wedge splitting test results and inverse evaluated material parameters 

Three WST experimental and inverse evaluated curves for alumina 
spinel refractory at 1200 ◦C are shown together in Fig. 6. The vertical 
displacement of the wedge (δV) is calculated based on Eq. (13). 

δV =
δH

2 tan α
2

(13)  

where δH is the measured horizontal displacement, and α denotes the 

wedge angle, which was 10◦ for these experiments. For inverse evalu-
ation of fracture parameters, the initial Young’s modulus (E0) was 
considered 45 GPa as it was the average of measured Young’s modulus 
on three specimens using impulse excitation technique at 1200 ◦C [35]. 
It was observed that inversely evaluated curves of Case 1 fit better to the 
experimental curves compared to the Case 2, especially at the tails of the 

Table 2 
Creep parameters in compression and tension at 1200 ◦C.   

n  m  A [Pa− ns− 1]

Compressive creep 1.60 − 0.78 5.07e-15 

Tensile creep 1.44 − 0.47 8.82e-14  

Fig. 5. Comparison of DECR subroutine with CDP and Norton-Bailey creep 
models using a single element. 

Fig. 6. WST experimental results and their inversely identified curves using 
Case 1 and Case 2. 
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curves. This can also be inferred from Table 3 according to the degree of 
determination (R2) and root-mean-square error (RSME), which were 
0.993 and 3.824 for Case 1, whilst 0.989 and 4.598 for Case 2, respec-
tively. R2 is calculated as follows: 

R2 = 1 −

∑(
Fsimulated − Fexp

)2

∑(
Fexp − Fexp

)2 (14)  

where Fsimulated and Fexp are the simulated and experimental loads, 
respectively. Fexp is the mean value of the experimental load. 

The inverse evaluated parameters are listed in Table 3, where Gf is 
the pure total fracture energy. It was observed that the difference be-
tween the inverse evaluated tensile strengths was less than 3%. How-
ever, with DECR model, the fracture energy was 13–22% higher than 
with CDP model. The reason is that when CDP model is used, the post- 
peak failure limit does not allow the stress to fall to zero and it adds 
to the consumed energy numerically [24]. 

In order to check the validity of asymmetric creep criteria, the state 
of the creep was checked during the simulation. In Fig. 7, the 
compressive and tensile creep states for each element were marked with 
the colors blue and red, respectively. Four different time points were 
chosen from the simulation of the test HT-2. It was observed that the 
area close to the ligament was affected by tensile creep, and this area 
enlarged with the crack propagation. The damaged elements in the 
ligament were checked for different times. At t = 30 s, 27% of the lig-
ament, and at t = 70 s, 82% of it were damaged. At t = 210 s, all the 
ligament elements were damaged, but the traction in the first ligament 
element dropped to zero at t = 880 s when the post peak reached 23% of 
maximum load. It indicates that the creep interacts with the fracture for 
a long time even in the first ligament element, and proves the impor-
tance of integrated creep and mode I failure constitutive model. 

In Fig. 8, the stress state of two columns of elements is shown for the 
peak load at t = 70 s. It was observed that around 86% of ligament el-
ements were under tensile stresses at this time point. Additionally, it was 
shown that the horizontal stress cohered with the principal stress with 
the higher absolute value for the ligament; in contrast, the last column of 
elements on the right side of the model showed that the vertical stress 
cohered with the principal stress with the higher absolute value. This 
fact that the area experiencing shear stresses is relatively small justifies 
the application of the proposed asymmetric creep model in WST simu-
lation. Although the tensile creep is acting in the most area of the liga-
ment and that close to the ligament, the compressive creep is also 
consuming energy in outer region of the specimen. 

The results of the Case 1 were compared with the experimental ones 
in Table 4. The specific fracture energy is the area under the experi-
mental load displacement curve divided by the fracture surface (S), 
according to Eq. (15). 

Gf
′

=
1
S

∫

FHdδH (15)  

where FH is the horizontal force, calculated using Eq. (16). 

FH =
FV

2 tan α
2

(16)  

where FV denotes the vertical force. The nominal notch tensile strength 
(σNT) was calculated using Eq. (17). 

σNT =
FH,max

bh

(

1 +
6y
h

)

(17)  

where FH,max denotes the maximum horizontal force; b, h, and y stand for 
the width and the height of the ligament, and the vertical distance from 
the loading position to the center of the ligament, respectively. The ratio 
of Gf

′ to Gf was in the range of 96.9%–102.8%, in contrary to the cases at 
room temperature for which this ratio was around 80% due to stopping 
the test at 15% of the maximum load [24]. The increased ratio is caused 
by creep energy consumption. The total fracture energy without 
considering creep in the ligament and bulk, Gf no− creep, was also inversely 
identified with DE model. The creep contribution was calculated by the 
relative difference between Gf and Gf no− creep to Gf no− creep. It shows that 
12.9% of the energy was consumed by creep at 1200 ◦C. The mean ratio 
of the nominal notch tensile strength to the pure tensile strength is 1.93. 
It is worth to mention that the determined creep contribution and mean 
ratio are valid for the investigated material under the specific loading 
conditions. In other words, they might be dependent on the loading 
conditions and material properties. 

Finally, the mean values and the standard deviations of DECR 
inversely evaluated parameters were used to predict the mean WST 
curve and its range (Fig. 9). It was observed that the three experimental 
curves lie within one standard deviation of the mean. 

4. Conclusion 

In this research work, a new material constitutive model (DECR) was 

Table 3 
Inversely evaluated fracture parameters using DECR and CDP model.   

Case 1 (DECR + Creep) Case 2 (CDP + Creep) 

Gf (N/m)  f t (MPa)  R1  R2  R2 RMSE (MPa2) Gf (N/m)  f t (MPa)  R1  R2  R2 RMSE (MPa2)

HT-1 309.0 1.62 0.239 0.264 0.979 
4.137 

273.0 1.57 0.104 0.315 0.961 
5.609 

HT-2 384.0 1.53 0.380 0.167 0.995 
2.729 

314.3 1.53 0.438 0.214 0.988 
4.049 

HT-3 195.2 1.90 0.239 0.134 0.992 
4.606 

172.4 1.87 0.238 0.192 0.993 
4.137 

HT-Mean 296.0 1.68 0.286 0.188 0.993 
3.824 

253.2 1.65 0.260 0.240 0.989 
4.598  

Fig. 7. Compressive and tensile creep regions during WST at 1200 ◦C (HT- 2).  
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successfully developed to combine an isotropic damaged elasticity 
model with an asymmetric Norton-Bailey creep law. The numerical tests 
with a single element proved that this model is capable to account creep 
and mode I fracture in the same element. Further comparison study 
between DECR and CDP models was carried out by modeling the wedge 
splitting tests of shaped alumina spinel refractory at 1200 ◦C. With the 
two material models, the fracture parameters were inversely identified. 
Better fittings were received, especially to the tail of the post peak curve 
below 25% post peak, when DECR model was applied. The creep occurs 
in ligament and bulk of the specimens and the mean creep energy 
contribution was 12.9% of the experimental total fracture energy. The 
developed material constitutive model contributes to the accurate 
determination of mode I fracture parameters at high temperatures. 

Declaration of competing interest 

The authors declare that they have no known competing financial 
interests or personal relationships that could have appeared to influence 
the work reported in this paper. 

Fig. 8. Stress state in two columns of elements at the peak load (t = 70 s).  

Table 4 
Comparison of DECR inversely evaluated fracture parameters and experimental fracture parameters (mean values and standard deviations).   

Gf
′

(N/m)  Gf (N/m)  Gf
′

Gf 
(%)  

Gf no− creep(N/m)  Creep contribution (%) σNT(MPa)  f t(MPa)  σNT

f t  

HT-1 299.3 309.0 96.9 350.8 11.9 3.21 1.62 1.98 
HT-2 376.4 384.0 98.0 421.4 8.9 2.97 1.53 1.94 
HT-3 200.7 195.2 102.8 237.8 17.9 3.53 1.90 1.86 
HT-Mean 292.1 296.0 99.2 336.7 12.9 3.24 1.68 1.93 
HT-STD 88.1 95.1 3.1 92.6 4.6 0.28 0.19 0.06  

Fig. 9. DECR prediction of WST test result (mean and range).  
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Abstract 

Refractory linings are used in steel ladles in iron and steel industry, to protect the vessel structure 

from the molten steel (with temperature above 1600°C). To increase the durability of the refractory 

lining, researching the possible failure causes is of importance. In recent decades, alumina spinel 

refractories have become a common material in the barrel zone of steel ladles in direct contact with 

steel. In this regard, the current study employed thermomechanical FEM simulations to investigate 

the irreversible material behavior of alumina spinel bricks. At first, a study on the joint size and 

friction effect was conducted. Then, three distinct constitutive material models were assigned to 

the working lining, each corresponding to an irreversible deformation mechanism. The Norton-

Bailey creep model was used to simulate creep behavior, the Drucker-Prager yield criterion was 

used to simulate shear failure, and concrete damaged plasticity was used to mimic tensile failure. 

The findings of the three models were compared to see how each phenomenon affected the lining's 

and steel shell's stress-strain response. The simulations showed the occurrence location and time 

of each irreversible behavior. The effect of considering plasticity for the steel shell on the 

mechanical behavior of the refractory lining was also investigated, which showed a decrease of 

irreversible strains in the working lining. 

1. Introduction 

Refractory materials are largely used as the lining material of several high-temperature vessels in 

iron and steel production industry due to their high resistance and stability under severe thermal, 

mechanical, and chemical conditions [1–4]. Steel ladles, consisting of refractory layers and a steel 

container, are used for transporting and refining the molten steel. Refractory linings in this vessel 

are subjected to harsh chemical environment in direct contact with the molten steel and slag, cyclic 

thermal shocks, and operating temperature above 1600 °C, which cause high thermo-mechanical 

stresses [5–7]. The refractory properties and the lining design have direct influence on the steel 

quality and energy consumption, and failure of the lining can lead to huge costs [8–12]. Therefore, 

prediction of the lining performance using numerical approaches is of great help, since the direct 

measurements and observations of the refractories performance in service is very challenging. 

Introduction of magnesium aluminate spinel in alumina refractories has been an important 

invention for high quality steel production since it brought two important benefits, enhancement of 

the slag resistance and improvement of the thermo-mechanical properties such as thermal shock 

resistance [13]. Therefore, application of alumina spinel refractories in steel production started to 

develop in late 1980s [14–16] and since then, there has been many advancements to the 

microstructure of these refractories [17–21]. Alumina spinel refractories have been applied in steel 



ladles in both forms of shaped and unshaped products [22]. But in the case of shaped products 

(bricks), the joints between the bricks provide the lining with an expansion allowance, which 

reduces the stress magnitude in the lining [23]. Although many researchers investigated the 

behavior of this refractory product experimentally [24–26], very few studies worked on the thermo-

mechanical modeling of their application [4]. Therefore, the current study aimed to investigate the 

thermo-mechanical response and irreversible behavior of a shaped alumina spinel refractory in the 

barrel zone of a steel ladle with the aid of finite elements method (FEM). 

Thermomechanical FE-simulations have been employed to predict the stress-strain response of 

refractory linings and their possible failure [27–32]. Steel ladle refractory lining consists of many 

refractory bricks, joints, and other structural details. Therefore, mechanical modeling of this 

complex structure with all the details results in huge computational time and cost, and 

simplification of the numerical models together with maintaining the accuracy of the results has 

always been a challenge for researchers. In this regard, some researchers only used a 2D cut of the 

lining to reduce the computation cost [33]; for instance, Hou et al. [10] investigated the effect of 

linings thickness and material properties using a 2D model of only two bricks in the working lining 

and considering only the elastic behavior. Nevertheless, the problem of 2D models is the necessity 

of a stress-strain condition for the third direction, which is an imprecise simplification of the real 

condition. 

Regarding 3D modeling of refractory linings, researchers have proposed two approaches: 

homogenization technique [34] and unit-cell modeling technique [35]. In the former technique, an 

equivalent anisotropic material model is developed to represent the overall behavior of bricks and 

joints in the lining. Using this technique, a large portion of the structure can be modeled with low 

computational cost [23,36]. On the other hand, the unit-cell modeling technique explicitly 

considers the expansion allowances and interfaces of bricks and linings. To do so and not ending 

with a high computational cost, this technique reduces the model size and considers a small section 

of the lining, which is periodically repeated in the structure [35]. This allows for investigating the 

local joint openings, relative sliding of bricks, and including more complex material models for the 

refractory linings  [28,30,31,35]. 

The present study focuses on the application evaluation of alumina spinel bricks in the steel ladle 

and their thermomechanical behavior and contributions to the joint opening and mechanical loads 

on the steel shell. To this end, the 3D unit-cell model was necessary and applied. In the current 

paper, irreversible behavior of refractories, i.e., creep, shear failure, and tensile failure, was 

considered with Norton-Bailey type creep model [37], Drucker-Prager model [38], Concrete 

damaged plasticity model [39], respectively.  Additionally, the plastic behavior of the steel shell 

was taken into account. 

2. Model and boundary conditions 

The studied steel ladle was assumed to be asymmetric in the axial direction.  Thus, a wedge-shaped 

cut was performed on the entire ladle structure, which included one half of an alumina spinel brick 

in the barrel zone, as shown in Figure 1. The element type used in the model was C3D8T with 



cubic shape and 8 integration points. The total number of elements in the model was 82783 and the 

element size for the working lining was 1 cm. 

The steel ladle is divided into three sections: slag zone, barrel zone, and bottom. The refractory 

lining concept is a multi-layer arrangement, chosen according to the operation conditions of each 

section. The working layer is responsible for the steel quality since it is in direct contact with the 

molten steel and must sustain the most severe loading conditions. The next layer, safety lining, 

works as a support in case the working lining fails, and it is responsible for the integrity and stability 

of the lining. The layer behind the safety lining is the insulation lining, and after that an insulation 

board, which have the responsibility of reducing the heat loss and protecting the steel shell from 

the high temperatures [40,41]. The insulation board has a thickness of 5 mm and very low Young’s 

modulus. Therefore, it was not modeled in the simulations to reduce the model complexity. Instead, 

its conductivity (around 0.06 J/smK) was defined in the contact definition between the steel shell 

and the insulation lining. Gravity was applied in the simulation, and the steel shell bottom was 

constrained from moving in axial direction. 

 

Figure 1: 3D unit-cell model of the steel ladle 

2.1 Joint and contact modeling 

Vertical and horizontal joints between the bricks provide the whole refractory lining with an 

expansion allowance. In service, joints are results of brick surface roughness and dimension errors, 

or sometimes additionally created with cupboards during the installation of the linings. In the model 

of this study, vertical joints were modeled using a rigid plate, which was placed in the middle of 

the gap between two bricks. This vertical joint was considered for all the refractory layers. The 

horizontal joints were not modeled between individual bricks; instead, a total gap of 1cm was 

considered on top of the layers.  



 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of joint consideration  

For contact modeling between parts, contact pairs were defined between each two parts in contact. 

Discretization method used was “Surface to surface”, and the sliding formulation defined was 

“Finite sliding”. For the contact property, the so-called “Penalty” friction formulation, based on 

the Coulomb friction model, was defined [42].  

2.2 Working cycles and boundary conditions 

Steel ladle working cycle consists of three steps as shown in Figure 3. After the lining installation, 

the ladle goes through a preheating phase, which is necessary to reduce the thermal shock for 

refractories and to maintain refining efficiency. In the studied ladle, the preheating was around 16 

hours, and the temperature of the simulation was defined according to the measurements. 

Afterwards, the ladle is ready for pouring, processing, and casting of the molten steel, all of which 

are named as a processing step in the simulations. During this step, the molten steel temperature of 

1650 °C was applied at the hot face of the lining. After the casting, the ladle went through an idle 

time, during which inspection of the refractory linings and necessary repairs can be done. Idle time 

of the studied ladle was around 2 hours. During the idle time, when no reinstallation is required, a 

lid is put on top of the ladle to prevent the heat loss. To consider this in the simulation, an adiabatic 

condition was defined for the inner surface of the model during the idle time. For all the steps the 

ambient temperature was set to be 25 °C. 

 

Figure 3: Temperature definition at the hot face during preheating and first steel ladle working cycle (together with the 

measured data during the preheating step) 



3. Material mechanical constitutive models and their characterization 

methods 

3.1 Creep 

Creep is time-dependent deformation of materials under constant stress and temperature [43]. 

Several numerical models have been proposed for modeling the creep of materials. Regarding 

refractories, the Norton-Bailey creep law has been capable of reproducing the creep experimental 

results [44,45] and has been applied in thermomechanical simulations of refractory linings [46]. 

The representation of the creep law in Abaqus software [42] is as following: 

𝜀�̇�𝑟 = (A𝜎𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑛[(𝑚 + 1)𝜀𝑐𝑟]

𝑚)
1

𝑚+1 Eq. 1 

where, 𝜀𝑐𝑟 and 𝜀�̇�𝑟 are the equivalent creep strain and its rate, respectively. 𝜎𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠 is the von Mises 

stress calculated using Eq. 2. A, 𝑛, and 𝑚 are the material creep parameters, which are evaluated 

using an inverse evaluation algorithm and creep testing techniques [47,48]. The compressive creep 

parameters of the alumina spinel bricks were evaluated in another study of Samadi et al. using 

uniaxial compressive creep experiments [49,50].  

𝜎𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠 = √
3

2
(𝑆̿: 𝑆̿) Eq. 2 

In this equation 𝑆̿ is the deviatoric part of the stress tensor. The creep parameters of working lining 

materials are reported in Table 1.  

Table 1: Working lining creep parameters 

Material Temperature 900 °C 1300 °C 1400 °C 1500 °C   

Alumina spinel bricks 

[50] 

A (Pa-n/s) 1e-26 7.75e-12 1.72e-14 2.18e-08   

n 0.0001 1.1387 1.5905 0.6749   

m -0.5 -0.7322 -0.7257 -0.6631   

 Temperature 900 °C 1270 °C 1370 °C 1470 °C   

Magnesia carbon 

bricks [51] 

A (Pa-n/s) 1e-26 4.01e-10 4.19e-10 4.58e-10   

n 0.0001 0.8013 0.8013 0.8013   

m -0.5 -0.8025 -0.8025 -0.8025   

 Temperature 900 °C 1300 °C 1350 °C 1400 °C 1450 °C 1500 °C 

Alumina magnesia 

carbon bricks* 

A (Pa-n/s) 1e-26 2.73e-25 6.63e-23 2.00e-15 1.71e-15 1.13e-15 

n 0.0001 2.391 2.162 1.150 1.210 1.292 

m 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*These material parameters were received from an industrial partner. 

 

3.2 Shear failure 

Shear failure could occur in refractory linings and has been modeled using Mohr-Coulomb criterion 

and Drucker-Prager model [52] in different studies. The Drucker-Prager [38] model in Abaqus 

software is applied to simulate granular materials like refractories with high compressive yield 

strengths compared to their tensile yield strengths [42]. The yield criterion is shown in Figure 4 

and characterized with two parameters: cohesion (𝑐), and friction angle (𝛽). In this criterion, the 



stress space is split using two axes: von Mises stress and hydrostatic pressure (𝜎𝑝). The latter is 

obtained using Eq. 3. 

 
Figure 4: Linear Drucker-Prager yield surface [42] 

𝜎𝑝 = −
1

3
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝜎) Eq. 3 

The modified shear test developed by Dahlem et al [53] was applied to evaluate the cohesion and 

friction angle of the alumina spinel bricks at high temperatures. The shear failure parameters of the 

working lining materials are reported in Table 2. The shear failure parameters were not available 

for the alumina magnesia carbon bricks. 

Table 2: Working lining shear failure parameters 

Material Temperature 25 °C 1000 °C 1200 °C 

Alumina spinel bricks 
Cohesion (MPa) 21.7 13.5 2.3 

Friction angle (°) 48.6 49.0 69.9 

 Temperature 25 °C 1000 °C 1200 °C 

Magnesia carbon bricks* 
Cohesion (MPa) 40 40 10 

Friction angle (°) 49.2 49.2 60 
*These material parameters were received from a research at the chair of Ceramics, Montanuniversität Leoben. 

 

3.3 Tensile failure  

High tensile stresses are common in refractory linings due to hot shocks at the beginning of 

pouring and cold shocks at the end of casting phase. Tensile failure was reported in some previous 

numerical studies on refractory linings. The fictitious crack model proposed by Hillerborg [54] has 

successfully reproduced the refractory mode Ⅰ fracture behavior [55,56]. It is implemented in 

concrete damaged plasticity model in Abaqus software [42], which has been used in this paper. In 

this model, material behaves elastically till the maximum tensile stress reaches material’s tensile 

strength. Afterwards, the stress decreases according to a defined softening law (𝜎𝑐). Studies showed 

that in addition to the initial Young’s modulus (𝐸0), tensile strength (𝑓𝑡), and fracture energy (𝐺𝑓), 

the post-peak softening law influences the depiction of fracture behavior [57]. For refractories, it 

has been shown that a bilinear post-peak behavior (Figure 5) fit well to the wedge splitting test 

results [57–59]. 



 
Figure 5: Fictitious crack model with bilinear post-peak behavior [59] 

The wedge splitting test is a commonly applied method to investigate the fracture behavior of 

refractories [60–62]. A newly developed wedge splitting test apparatus [56] was employed in this 

study to evaluate the fracture parameters shown in Figure 5 for the alumina spinel bricks. The 

tensile failure parameters of the working lining materials are reported in Table 3. The tensile failure 

parameters were not available for the alumina magnesia carbon bricks. 

Table 3: Working lining tensile failure parameters 

Material Temperature 25 °C 1200 °C 1400 °C  

Alumina spinel bricks 

Fracture energy (N.m/m2) 136.0 337.5 258.7  

Tensile strength (MPa) 2.91 1.66 0.68  

𝑹𝟏 0.213 0.239 0.272  

𝑹𝟐 0.295 0.263 0.305  

 Temperature 25 °C 1100 °C 1370 °C 1470 °C 

Magnesia carbon bricks [56] 
Fracture energy (N.m/m2) 270 162 453 563 

Tensile strength (MPa) 1.51 1.42 2.26 2.4 

 

3.4 Simulation plan 

The simulation plan is shown in Table 4. At first two studies were conducted on the effect of joint 

size and friction coefficient, with simulation of one ladle working cycle. In the “joint size study” 

simulation, the vertical joint size was assigned 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm. In the “friction coefficient 

study”, the friction coefficient was applied between the bricks, with the values 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. 

The material model for all the parts in these two studies was linear elasticity. In the next step, the 

simulation cases using different material constitutive models for the working lining were performed 

considering five ladle working cycles. Elasticity, creep, tensile failure, and shear failure were 

considered for the working lining, and the respective simulations were titled “E_WL”, “C_WL”. 

“CDP_WL”, and “DP_WL”, respectively. These four simulation cases were performed once with 

elasticity and once with plasticity in the steel shell; in the latter case, a “shell plasticity” is added 

to the case title. In addition, it should be mentioned that all thermomechanical simulation were 

performed in coupled manner, i.e., the thermal and mechanical modeling equations are solved 

simultaneously in each simulation increment. Finally, the mechanical properties of the alumina 

spinel bricks were evaluated in this research work. The thermal properties of the alumina spinel 

bricks were investigated in another research work in ATHOR project [41]. Other materials’ 

properties were received either from industrial partners or other studies at the Chair of Ceramics, 

Montanuniversitaet Leoben. 



Table 4: Material constitutive models applied for different lining components and simulation cases 

Simulation case title: 

Joint 

size 

study 

Friction 

coefficient 

study 

E_WL C_WL CDP_WL DP_WL  

Part Assigned material constitutive model 

Working 

lining (wall) 

 

Alumina 

spinel 

bricks Linear 

elasticity 

Linear 

elasticity 
Linear elasticity 

Creep 

 

Concrete 

damaged 

plasticity 

Drucker Prager 
Magnesia 

Carbon 

bricks 

Working 

lining 

(bottom) 

Alumina 

magnesia 

carbon 

bricks 

Linear 

elasticity 

Linear 

elasticity 

Linear elasticity 

Creep Creep Creep 

Residual 

refractory 

lining 

Chamotte 

bricks 

Linear elasticity Linear elasticity Linear elasticity Bauxite 

bricks 

Shotcrete 

Steel shell 

Linear elasticity and von 

Mises plasticity 

(separately) 

Linear elasticity 

and von Mises 

plasticity 

(separately) 

Linear elasticity 

and von Mises 

plasticity 

(separately) 

Linear elasticity 

and von Mises 

plasticity 

(separately) 

Other parameters Value 

Number of working cycles 1 1 5 5 5 5 

Vertical joint size (mm) 
0.2, 0.3, 

0.4, 0.5 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Friction coefficient (1) 0 
0.1, 0.2, 

0.4 
0 0 0 0 

 

4. Results and discussion  

4.1 Temperature distribution 

Temperature distribution results at different points in barrel zone are shown in Figure 6. Five steel 

ladle working cycles were simulated in total. Thermal results were the same for all simulations. It 

was observed that the temperature at the steel shell reached a value around 290 °C at the end of 5th 

cycle. The cold face temperature of the insulation layer was approximately 900°C, demonstrating 

the significance of the insulation board placed between the insulation bricks and the steel shell. The 

temperatures at safety and insulation linings increased continuously because an adiabatic condition 

was considered at the hot face of the bricks. 



 

Figure 6: Simulated temperatures at different layers in barrel zone (preheating and five working cycles)  

4.2 Stress and strain analysis 

4.2.1 Joint size and friction coefficient impact 

The impact of vertical joint size and friction coefficient between the bricks are depicted in Figure 

7. The radial displacement at the steel shell was reduced by increasing the initial joint size, as was 

the maximum von Mises stress at both the shell and working lining. The upper part of the steel 

shell, which confines the axial movement of the refractories, showed the highest von Mises stress. 

Furthermore, increasing the friction coefficient resulted in an increase of the maximum von Mises 

stress at the working lining while a decrease of the maximum von Mises stress at the steel shell. 

This was observed because with increasing the friction, the bricks slid less and the bending effect 

on the upper part of the ladle was reduced. Also, the radial displacement at the steel shell was 

reduced around 5% when a friction coefficient of 0.1 was applied to the brick contacts but did not 

change considerably with increasing the friction coefficient.  

Both vertical and horizontal joints of the working lining were fully closed at the end of the idle 

time for all initial joint opening sizes and all the friction coefficients. At the end of the preheating, 

all vertical joints were closed at the hot face, while some joints at the cold face of AS bricks 

remained open, and the opening size increased with the initial joint opening size. Regarding the 

relative movement of bricks against each other, for the simulations without friction, the average 

slipping distance between the AS bricks (measured from node at the hot face) increased with 

increasing the initial joint opening size (0.3 mm for initial joint size of 0.2 mm and 2.2 mm for 

initial joint size of 0.5 mm). The sliding was not observed for the simulations with friction (less 

than 5 micro-meter).  



 

Figure 7: Influence of vertical joint size and friction coefficient on the maximum von Mises stresses at the working lining 

and steel shell, and the mean circumferential strain of the steel shell at the end of idle time 

4.2.2 Irreversible behavior of the ladle barrel zone lining 

To compare the thermomechanical response of the alumina spinel bricks caused by different 

irreversible mechanisms, an alumina spinel brick from the middle of the barrel zone was chosen. 

Figure 8 shows the brick and the terminology used in the current paper. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic of a half alumina spinel brick 

Radial, circumferential, and axial stresses at the hot face and the middle of the chosen alumina 

spinel brick are shown in Figure 9. The stress is the average value of one element's eight integration 

points. The stress magnitudes at the middle of the brick during preheating are similar for all 

simulations, whereas at the hot face lower for the shear failure simulation (Figure 9-c), indicating 

that shear failure occurred at the hot face already during the preheating. Furthermore, creep reduced 

stresses at the hot face at the start of the first processing, and it occurred later during the second 

processing at the middle of the brick (Figure 9-b). This shows that the temperature was not yet high 

enough to result in creep at the middle of the brick during the first working cycle. The stresses in 

the other three simulations exhibited a similar fluctuation. The results also showed that shear failure 

has greater impact on reducing axial stress than circumferential stress; it decreased axial stress 

around 58% and circumferential stress around 16% compared to the elastic simulation at the end 



of the 5th cycle at the hot face (Figure 9-c). In contrast, tensile failure decreased the both axial and 

circumferential stresses only at the middle of the brick by approximately 29% compared to the 

elastic simulation at the end of the 5th cycle (Figure 9-d).  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
Figure 9: Stress history at the middle and hot face of the selected alumina spinel brick considering (a) elastic behavior, (b) 

creep behavior, (c) shear failure, and (d) tensile failure 

In addition to the lining, stresses in the steel shell are of interest. When no plasticity was considered 

for the steel material, the stress values were significantly higher than steel yield stress. The highest 

and lowest maximum von Mises stresses received from elasticity and creep simulations, were 3.78 

GPa and 1.02 GPa, respectively. This could also be the reason for high stresses in the lining. 

Therefore, isotropic von Mises plasticity was assigned to the steel shell according to steel standards 

[63] and the simulations were performed. The results showed that the maximum von Mises stress 

in the steel shell dropped to 380 MPa in all simulations. The maximum plastic strain in the steel 

shell occurred at its top part (the highest was 0.21 for the simulation case “E_WL with shell 

plasticity” and the lowest was 0.11 for the simulation case “C_WL with shell plasticity”) and in 

the other areas of the steel shell it was below 0.005. 

Including shell plasticity decreased the stress magnitudes in the linings for all directions. 

Nevertheless, the axial stress decreased more than circumferential and radial stresses. For instance, 

after including shell plasticity in the simulation case “E_WL”, the compressive stress in axial 

direction at the end of 5th cycle decreased from 107 MPa to 9 MPa, and in circumferential direction, 

from 119 MPa to 92 MPa. The reason is that the plasticity occurred mostly in the top part of the 



shell, which confines the axial movement of the bricks. It was also observed that the shell plasticity 

effect on the axial stress started during the last 2 hours of preheating, and it caused a sharp decrease 

of the axial stress during the first processing compared to the cases without shell plasticity.  

Another important parameter to compare the simulation results, was the strain. In this regard, the 

equivalent strain (𝜀𝑒𝑞) was defined according to Eq. 4.  

𝜀𝑒𝑞 = √𝜀𝑖𝑖2 Eq. 4 

where, 𝜀𝑖𝑖 are the components on the main diagonal of the strain tensor. The equivalent strain on 

the center path of the selected alumina spinel brick for simulation cases with and without shell 

plasticity at the end of the 5th cycle is shown in Figure 10.  For the simulation cases with irreversible 

material behavior in the lining, only the irreversible part of the strain tensor was used for the 

calculation in Eq. 4. In addition, the reversible strains from the simulation case “E_WL” are shown 

for comparison. Several important observations can be derived from these results. The first one is 

about the location of action for each irreversible phenomenon. The Figure 10-a shows that creep 

equivalent strain magnitude is higher at the hot face and almost zero at the cold face. Figure 6 

showed that the temperature at the cold face of the alumina spinel bricks reached maximum 1190°C 

during the 5th working cycle. This lower temperature at the cold face could be the reason for lower 

creep occurrence.  In the simulation case “DP_WL”, the equivalent irreversible strain was higher 

at hot face and lower at the cold face since the von Mises stress was higher closer to the hot face. 

In contrary, the equivalent tensile failure strain was almost zero at the hot face, since almost no 

tensile stress occurred at the hot face. It increased in a distance from the hot face, where tensile 

stresses occur due to hot shocks. Another important observation for the simulation case “CDP_WL” 

is the effect of shell plasticity. It was observed that there is an increase in the equivalent tensile 

failure strain in a distance around 4 cm from the hot face when shell plasticity is considered. This 

was received because the shell plasticity decreases the compressive stresses, and the hot shock 

could cause higher tensile stresses in this region.  

 

Figure 10: Equivalent strain on the center path of the selected alumina spinel brick at the end of the 5th cycle 



To observe the irreversible phenomena over time, the equivalent irreversible strains at the brick 

hot face, middle point, and cold face are shown in Figure 11. The results showed that shear failure 

and tensile failure occurred during the preheating, but creep occurred after the temperature 

increased sufficiently.  

 

Figure 11: Equivalent irreversible strain under different failure mechanisms with time 

In addition, the strain energies were also compared between simulations. The recoverable strain 

energy, the plastic dissipated energy, and the creep dissipated energy were received for the whole 

steel ladle at the end of 5th working cycle. The influence of the shell plasticity on the strain energies 

are shown in Figure 12. The recoverable strain energy and the dissipated creep energy decreased 

after including plasticity in the shell for all simulation cases. Dissipated energy due to plasticity 

increased because of additional plasticity of the steel shell.  

 

Figure 12: Influence of the shell plasticity on strain energies (E) at the end of 5th working cycle in different simulations 

Another important point for the studied refractory linings is the joint openings between the bricks 

at the hot face since this might cause infiltration of the molten steel. The vertical joint opening was 



measured at the hot face of the AS bricks at the end of each step. For all simulations, the joints 

became closed during the preheating and were closed at the end of the preheating. For the creep 

simulations the joints at the hot face started to open when creep started during the first processing 

and stayed open till the end of 5th cycle (Figure 13-a). For other simulations, the joints at the hot 

face stayed closed for the AS bricks till the end of the 5th cycle. Additionally, it should be mentioned 

that the horizontal joint openings were negligible compared to the vertical ones. The joint opening 

size at the hot face of the selected alumina spinel brick is shown in Figure 13-b. It was observed 

that the consideration of the steel shell plasticity in the simulation increased the vertical joint 

opening size slightly at the hot face in case of creep simulation but did not cause additional opening 

at the hot face in the other simulations.  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 13: (a) The joint opening contour of AS bricks for creep simulation (b) Vertical joint opening size at the hot face of 

selected AS brick for different simulations 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, thermomechanical simulation of a steel ladle refractory lining was performed using 

3D unit-cell modeling approach. The irreversible behavior of a shaped alumina spinel refractory in 

service was investigated. In this regard, high-temperature mechanical experiments were employed 

to obtain the necessary material properties.  

Firstly, elastic thermomechanical simulation (of one process cycle) was used to investigate the 

impact of vertical joint size and friction between bricks. It was seen that reducing the joint size 

from 0.5 mm to 0.2 mm raised the maximum von Mises stress both in the working lining and in 

the steel shell. Moreover, the maximum von Mises stress in the bricks was increased by considering 

friction between the bricks, while it was lowered in the steel shell.  

Secondly, three major irreversible phenomena, creep, shear failure and tensile failure, were 

modeled using Norton-Bailey creep model, Drucker-Prager yield criterion, and concrete damaged 

plasticity model, respectively. Five process cycles of the ladle were simulated. It was seen that 

shear and tensile failure did not contribute to joint opening and stress reduction in the working 



lining as much as creep did. Additionally, it was observed that a biaxial stress state exists in the 

brick, where radial stress was negligible in comparison to axial and circumferential stress. 

Nevertheless, creep parameters were evaluated using uniaxial creep tests, which might be the 

reason for overestimation of creep strains and joint openings. 

Moreover, the impact of incorporating plasticity into the steel shell modeling was studied. It was 

observed that it reduced the working linings' irreversible strains caused by creep, shear failure, and 

tensile failure, and it reduced the axial stress evidently.  

Finally, it should be noted that further research on the combined effect of different irreversible 

phenomena is necessary to understand the refractory material behavior at high-temperature 

applications. 
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